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FFFOOORRREEEWWWOOORRRDDD   
 

Institute for Separation Chemistry was created in March 2007, and the building 
including laboratory and offices will be opened to scientists and technicians the 
middle of 2008. 
 

Since resources in Uranium are scarce and wastes related to nuclear energy production are 
potentially dangerous, the chemistry associated to nuclear energy production always followed 
the principles of green chemistry: close the life-cycle of material and fuel, minimize wastes 
and ascertain the acceptability by a society via knowledge of chemistry and physical 
chemistry involved in processes.  
 

The Institute is devoted to chemistry at the service of the nuclear energy of the future, seen as 
an actor for sustainable development compatible with limited resources and chemical 
preservation of the atmosphere. Progresses in fundamental research, based on publication and 
education of students, engineers and young scientists, will be focused along seven identified 
directions, with a strong link with three « Services généraux », devoted to scattering and 
diffraction, microscopies and mainly mesoscopic modelling. The goals of the teams are 
described in this booklet, describing activities of the 28 scientists « incubated » in several 
« laboratoires d’accueil » since two years.  
 

Separation chemistry, a branch of physical chemistry, is a key actor in « green chemistry ». 
The science required is the emerging « nanoscience », as defined in the corresponding report 
of the French Academy by R. Corriu. Nanoscience and physical chemistry, at the roots of 
modern chemistry considering also non-covalent and long-range interactions, need to be 
included along the “tools” involved in new processes. The necessity of this approach was 
underlined in 2000 by two other reports RST “Radiochemistry” by R. Guillaumont and 
“Materials for nuclear energy” by A. Zaoui from the French academy of science. Three axis 
of research will be privileged: initial steps of separation, via dissolution by sonochemical 
means, ion separation via colloids and complex fluids, and maintaining the separation 
between species involving self-repairing nanomaterials, once the evolution of the interface fed 
from the evolving interface has been modelled. 
 

Eleven permanent staff scientists are already active since a few months on average at ICSM at 
the date of this report (5 CEA, 2 Universities and 4 CNRS). Teaching, scientific animation, 
summer schools and the common laboratory book of the UMR 5257 ICSM are managed by a 
team from CEA/INSTN. The activity report regroups goals of teams starting to work, together 
with previous recent activities of scientists now belonging to ICSM. The perspective view of 
former published work by scientists at ICSM is a guarantee of success in opening new fields 
of research. Support from CEA, CNRS, University and Ecole de Chimie de Montpellier, as 
well as access to the laboratory Atalante and other places in Marcoule allowing experiments 
which cannot be made in the “open-access” laboratory build out-side the protected and 
controlled area of the Marcoule site are the other key point towards allowing progress of 
fundamental research at ICSM, as defined by the Haut commissaire à l’Energie atomique in 
July 2004. 

         
        Thomas Zemb 
        Marcoule, October 30, 2007  
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OOOrrrgggaaannniiisssaaatttiiiooonnn   ooofff   ttthhheee   ppprrreeellliiimmmiiinnnaaarrryyy   rrreeepppooorrrttt   ooofff   IIICCCSSSMMM   
 
 
 
 
 

This report describes the work done before (2003-2007) creation of ICSM by 

scientists now belonging to ICSM as well as the scientific work done in the first 

months of existence of ICSM, in the form of scientists integrated in host 

laboratories (see map). Work done before is described on pages with a frame concern 

research performed before by scientists now staff permanent scientists at ICSM and related to 

the goals of ICSM. ICSM will be build by conjunction of the knowledge of scientists joining 

the group: at the date of writing - ten months before opening of the laboratory – 1/4 of the 

total number of permanent scientists have already joined the UMR 5257 and convene once 

every month. 

 
The report could have been presented either in administrative order, i.e. by the “number” of 

the team, or starting from analysis of needs in nuclear and green chemistry. We have chosen 

the chronological order, i.e. the order of effective starts of experiments made by permanent 

ICSM staff. 
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IIICCCSSSMMM:::   aaa   nnnooodddeee   ooofff   nnneeetttwwwooorrrkkksss   fffooorrr   ccchhheeemmmiiicccaaalll   eeeddduuucccaaatttiiiooonnn   aaannnddd   tttrrraaaiiinnniiinnnggg   bbbyyy   

rrreeessseeeaaarrrccchhh   

M.-H. Hengé-Napoli  (CEA/INSTN) 

The ten research teams planned for 2011 at the Institut de Chimie Séparative de Marcoule are 
progressively assembled, based on the expertise acquired by CEA teams devoted to 
development of glass and liquid-liquid extraction, enriched by the competences arising from 
the non nuclear chemistry, such as supercritical fluids and materials with multiple life-cycles, 
as well as experience from chemists coming from other fundamental research laboratories in 
chemistry and physical chemistry at CNRS and French Universities. 
The first step, in March 2004, was to organise recurrent meetings between teams of CEA 
Marcoule and those located at the University of Montpellier to identify the complementary 
topics on which cooperation devoted to fundamental research could result in common 
publications. The need for better reciprocal knowledge of strengths and complementarities 
was triggering the creation of the “Journées Scientifiques de Marcoule” – annual four-day 
meetings hold since 2005. The three meetings “Journées scientifiques de Marcoule” were 
hold in conjunction with the “Journée des thésards de Marcoule” in “La Grande Motte”. 
Abstracts as well as slide presentations were edited in edited books containing a CD-ROM. 
The scientific purpose of the meeting was to up-date at French and European scale progresses 
in the direction of separation chemistry, at the cross-roads of nanoscience and green chemistry 
as well as to inform them on the scientific questions raised for development of new concepts 
for nuclear energy production.  
To promote the emergence of new cooperation program, three “appels d’offres” for post-doc 
and ph-D projects in collaboration between two laboratories working in the domain of 
research which will be tackled at ICSM were launched since September 2004. The young 
scientists who got positions from this procedure were hosted and integrated in laboratories of 
CEA but also in several French universities and were the first answer given to the challenging 
goal of building a laboratory and teams without walls. Up to now, 9 ph-D students and 11 
young scientists have contributed to the “ICSM”, via the F.R.E. 2927, the seed of the current 
Unité Mixte de Recherche U.M.R. n°5257, or as coworkers in laboratories associated to the 
ICSM project.  
Since February 2006, monthly open-science discussion meetings named “Point ICSM” are 
organised in Marcoule. Rather than regular review “shows” about already “solved” problems, 
the core of the open discussion is devoted to open problem in modern chemistry. These 
meetings gather on average 30 scientists belonging to ICSM as well as scientists involved in 
common projects. This develops already a strong common scientific culture of ICSM. The 
trace of this is a “common lab book” in the form a wikini-type open database of published as 
well as puzzling or “old” results which are an unlimited source of problems challenging 
modern nanochemistry, with the aim of finding out driving mechanism to transformation of 
complex fluids and divided solids under the action of weak interactions. The monthly “Points 
ICSM” are also the place where scientists from outside ICSM present cutting-edge 
knowledge, through conferences or visit of pilot facilities. This ensures the link between 
needs of the nuclear energy of the future and domains of investigation under focus at ICSM. 
These “point ICSM” are naturally complemented by meetings as well as projects for students 
and post-docs within national or international networks (ACTINET, ACSEPT, COST D43 
“Bio-inspired nanomaterials” and interdisciplinary actions related to “Chimie du 
développement durable” at CNRS or “GDR” such as PARIS and MATINEX). 
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3 - Ion separation using supra-molecular self-assembled colloids 
 

 
Thomas Zemb (interim) 

Christophe Dejugnat 

Wolfram Muller (PhD from December 2007) 
Pierre Bauduin (Post-doc till Oct. 2007)  at CEA/DSM/DRECAM- Saclay 

Julien Borrini (PhD)     at Université de Lyon 

Stéphanie Coantic (Post-doc till Oct. 2007)  at CEA/DSV/SBTN- Marcoule 

Cécile Marie (PhD)     at Institut Charles Gerhardt- Montpellier 

Tiphaine Ribaud (PhD)    at ENSC-Montpellier 

 

 

 

 
Most effective and selective complex fluids able to perform reversible and selective 
adsorption/desorption of specific ions known are self-assembled systems, such as micelles, 
reverse micelles or decorated bilayers membranes. 
Ion selectivity as well as kinetics of the ion separation processes result of a combination of 
“local” interaction with nearest neighbours and long-range interactions, such as dispersion 
forces, Hofmeister effects, hydration forces and may be protrusion interactions. 
Goal of the team 3 is to investigate at the “nano-“scale” as well the microstructure than the 
thermodynamics of ion separation processes associated to phase transfer. Domains of interest 
concern classical systems in the class of “hydro-metallurgy”, “flotation-assisted phase 
transfer” and “flocculation” as well as more futuristic ones such as ultra-sound assisted 
systems or hybrid processes making use of the recently understood supramolecular self-
assembly in ionic liquids. 
The methods of combinatory chemistry using self-assembled peptides or modified peptides 
will be used to understand links between self-assembly and selective ion recognition capacity. 
Modelling at supra-molecular level is aimed to develop predictive models using generalized 
adsorption isotherms and statistical physics of charged systems. Model experimental systems 
of interest in the first years of ICSM will be self-assembled aggregates of peptides, since 
analogous families are fast to develop and investigate using biochemistry and analytical 
chemistry. In parallel, the “reference” extractant systems considered by AREVA and applied 
research programs at CEA/DEN as well as European networks (ACTINET, ACSEPT) will be 
considered. 
Strong links and co-publication will involve team 2 since knowledge of the ion profile near an 
interface are crucial for predictive modelling. Soft X-ray microscopy and small angle 
neutron/X-ray scattering, the two direct ways to characterise the organised molecular systems 
involved in ion separation will be performed in cooperation with the common team working 
in scattering and the microscopy group of ICSM. Modelling at “meso”-scale including long-
range interactions over the first ten to hundred neighbours is unavoidable since predictive 
models- a step always preceding breakthroughs in new processes- can only be developed in 
common with the team in charge of modelling. 
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Ions confined in “polar cores” dispersed in hydrophobic complex fluids 

 

Christophe Déjugnat and Th. Zemb – Collaboration B. Abécassis, S. Désert, M. Delsanti, 

S. Nave, C. Mandin, F. Testard (CEA Saclay), L. Berthon, Ch. Madic, Y. Meridiano 

(CEA Marcoule), Jingcheng Hao (University of Chandong) 

 

 
 

Predictive modelling of ion extraction from liquid-liquid phase separation between a reverse micellar 
and a solution of concentrated ions requires precise supra-molecular speciation of the different 
aggregation states coexisting in the “solvent” phase: these may be monomers, small globular micelles 
of 4- 6 molecules around a polar core or dispersed tactoids of the lamellar, cubic or hexagonal phase 
occurring at high micellar concentration: each of these states of supra-molecular aggregation of 
“extractant” molecules have different affinities towards the ions to be extracted, initially present in 
the non-ideal concentrated solution of alt and nitric acid. Sketch shows that the process of transfer 
between the concentrated solution and the reverse micelles must go through an adsorption exchange 
process through the macroscopic solvent-water interface, with its ion off-equilibrium adsorption 
isotherm. 

 

Efficient iquid-liquid extraction of cations requires cooperativity in ion-extractant interaction brought 
by micellisation. Direct characterization of the water/oil aggregates has been demonstrated by SAXS 
and SANS in joint research program between Saclay and Marcoule ten years ago: small aggregates 
can be detected via their SANS or SAXS characteristic imprint in an extended q-range (up to 6 nm-1). 
Volume of co-extracted water, as well as the “chaotropic” nature of the co-extracted anions, are of 
primary importance in the solvent phase stability. Third phase instability has been demonstrated to ebe 
a special case of van der Waals force driven liquid-liquid phase separation, previously well known 
since the pioneering work of Winsor in the field of microemulsions targeted to oil recovery. 
 
Challenges for the near future in liquid-liquid or direct liquid-solid extraction in the form of in situ 
formation of actinide oxyde nanoparticles is the establishment and modelling of adsorption isotherms 
of ions near highly curved interfaces: efficient “solvent” phases can be considered as fluid. 
 
Next step to be investigated is the adsoprtion kinetics on the macroscopic “locally flat” solvent-water 
isotherm. Static an dynamic surface tension experiments will be crucial input towards predictive 
modelling of selectivity during the hydro-metallurgical process.  Since ionic liquid may replace the 
solvent as well as the surfactant or the “polar” phase in liquid-liquid extraction, bridges between 
“hydro-metallurgy” and “pyrochemical” technologies relying on molten salts may appear. 
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Ion competition interacting with self-assembled supramolecular assemblies 

Ch. Déjugnat, Th. Zemb – Collaboration A. Aroti, G. Brotons, D. Carriere, L. Belloni, M. Dubois, 

E. Maurer, F. Testard (Saclay), V. A. Parsegian and H. Petrache  (NIH-Bethesda), S. Prévost and 

Ch. Larpent (University of Versailles St Quentin) , L. Arleth (Risoe), M. Leontidis (University of 

Cyprus), M. Schoehnhoff (University of Munster) and H. Moehwald (MPI-KG Potsdam).. 

 
 
Zwitterionic lipids made with abundant natural material such as DMPC, DLPC and similar 
are the most studied self-assembled systems: even in the absence of salt or buffers, they form 
lamellar phases. The counter-intuitive swelling of these neutral species obtained upon 
addition of salt is related to Hofmeister series, and not to complexation or any other first 
neighbour specific interaction.  The swelling of lipids was studied experimentally –
establishing perpendicular as well as lateral Equations of state - together with mesoscopic 
modelling.   

 
Counter-ion distribution in an uncharged bilayer system in the presence of added salt. The chaotropic 

ion is partially expelled from the water layer, bound with an apparent binding constant K and a 

detectable counter-ion decaying atmosphere is obtained. Osmotic pressure gives direct access to 

residual concentration in the mid-planes.  

 

Petrache et al. have shown that screening of dispersion forces by salt is needed in order to explain the 
swelling as well as the temperature behaviour.  Leontidis et al. have shown that all equations of state 
can be rationalized with an effective attraction potential of a few kT extending on the hydration layer 
allows to explain qualitatively all these results, but the same values do not fit lateral and perpendicular 
equations of state with the same constants. 
 
This knowledge of ions near interfaces helps in the design of amphiphilic molecules for which the 
head-group and hence the curvature does not depend on the presence/absence of the target ion. The 
group of Chantal Larpent has designed, synthetised and shown that “complexation” and aggregation 
are decoupled phenomena, as needed in the design of ion separation plants. 
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Parallel equation of state relying pressure to interlayer spacing with different ions adsorbed : chlorine 

and bromine have very similar ionic  radii at that scale but bromine is more chaotropic.  
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Self-assembly of amphipathic peptides for ion separation 

C. Déjugnat and T. Zemb 

 Current processes for spent fuel treatment are based on the extraction and the 
separation of radioactive metals in biphasic systems (liquid-liquid extraction) using 
extractants such as tributylphosphate or some diamides in the DIAMEX process. Recently 
those efficient extractants have been shown to self-organise in supramolecular self-assemblies 
such as reverse micelles that are supposed to play a key role in the separation process. Still 
there is no predictive model that could link the efficiency of an extractant with its molecular 
structure and its self-organisation properties; however such a model is absolutely needed for 
the understanding and the development of new methods required for future nuclear projects. 

Based on these considerations and in a bio-inspired approach, we propose to develop 
and study the self-assembly properties and separation efficiency of new amphipathic peptides. 
The choice of such compounds has been motivated by several complementary aspects. First of 
all, these compounds present a quasi-infinite structural diversity that is defined by the 
aminoacid sequence and composition, as well as the exposed lateral chains. Secondly 
depending on their aminoacid composition they are also able to recognise and selectively bind 
metal ions. Being either intrinsically amphiphilic or after hydrophobisation (lipopetides) they 
can also self-assemble to form various aggregates (vesicles, fibers …). Moreover, it has been 
recently shown that hydrophobic peptide sequences constituent of the fusogenic proteins in 
viruses can easily dissolve in a lipid bilayer and form cylindrical reverse micelles by co-
organization with the phospholipids: 

 

 
 

Facile insertion in a lipid bilayer and reverse micelle formation by a fusogenic 

peptide in α-helix form [El Kirat et al., 2006, Biochemistry]. 
 

Hydrophobic amphipathic oligopeptides (5-16 aminoacids) are currently under 
development. The most lipophilic part is composed of hydrophobic aminoacids 
(phenylalanine, leucine, valine, …) whereas the hydrophilic head, which acts also as the 
complexant part, contains one or two hydrophilic aminoacids (alanine, aspartic acid, …) at the 
C-term of the peptide. The aminoacid sequence is chosen to favour α-helix secondary 
structure formation, by analogy with some fusion peptides. Self-organization properties and 
extraction of model metal ions (transition metals, lanthanides, and uranium) are under 
investigation. 
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Competing structures in extractant micelles: consequences on stability 

P. Bauduin
1,2
, F. Testard

2
, L. Berthon

3
, Th. Zemb

1 

1- CEA/ICSM  2-CEA/DSM/DRECAM/SCM/LIONS 3- CEA/DEN/DRCP/SCPS/LSCE 

 In the nuclear field, liquid-liquid extraction is today the favourite process to extract 
and separate minor actinides from high level radioactive liquid wastes. The organic phase 
used in this process is classically composed of an extractant molecule, whose role is to extract 
selectively ions from the aqueous phase, and of an organic solvent, usually an alkane. It is 
now well established that the organic phase are not molecular solutions but rather complex 
fluids composed for example of extractant reverse micelles at low concentrations [Erlinger et 
al. Langmuir 1999]. 

 

Chemical structures of malonamide extractant molecules DMDBTDMA and DMDBPMA, 

SAXS spectra of DMDBPMA/dodecane mixtures, representation of lamellar like structure 

obtained with DMDBTDMA in dodecane at high concentrations. 

At high extractant concentrations (above 1M) phase demixion of the organic phase 
appear under certain conditions for instance by increasing salt concentration in the aqueous 
phase and/or by increasing the polarizability of the extracted salts [Nave et al. PCCP 2004]. 
This phenomenon, known as the 3rd phase formation, may lead to local high fissile materials 
concentrations and then lead to criticality. Although such a phase demixion is still a 
substantial issue in the nuclear field the supramolecular structure at high extractant 
concentrations still remains largely unexplored. 

Here the supramolecular structures of malonamide extractants, namely N,N’dimethyl-
N,N’dibutyl-tetradecyl malonamide (DMDBTDMA) and N,N’dimethyl-N,N’dibutyl-pentyl 
malonamide (DMDBPMA) (see Fig.) in dodecane is studied over the whole range of 
concentrations by Small angle X-ray and Neutron Scattering (SAXS/SANS) [Bauduin et al.]. 
Hence the effect of the main alkyl chain length of the extractant on the supramolecular 
structure is stressed. Relations between the supramolecular structures at high concentrations 
and the 3rd phase formation are also highlighted. The results are described in a consistent way 
by the packing parameter concept and by expressing steric repulsion versus Van der Waals 
inter-aggregate interactions, both curvature dependants. The role of modifier molecules, 
which are highly hydrophobic amphiphilic molecules added to extractant phases in order to 
avoid third phase formation, on the supramolecular structure is also stressed. The ability of 
modifiers to break the supramolecular structure of extractants at high concentrations, from 
lamellar-like structures to H-bound inter-connected structures, is highlighted. This effect is 
found to prevent third phase formation. 

- Bauduin, P.; Testard F.; Berthon, L.; Zemb Th. Relation between the hydrophile/hydrophobe ratio 
of malonamide extractants and the stability of the organic phase: investigation at high extractant 
concentrations Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2007 9 (28), 3776-3785. 

- Bauduin, P., Testard F., Zemb Th. (in preparation) 
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Combinatorial approach to the discovery of new peptidic chelating agents for 

actinides (IV) 

S. Coantic, C. Den Auwer, D. Guillaneux, E. Quéméneur – Collaboration G. Subra,  

J. Martinez (IBMM, Montpellier, France) 

 

In terms of nuclear risk assessment, interaction of actinides and fission products with 
the biosphere is of primary importance. In case of accidental or long term release of these 
elements, internal contamination with actinides under either acute or chronic conditions has 
the potential to induce both radiological and chemical toxicity. To master the mechanisms 
driving the ionic recognition processes for selective decorporation, model peptides have been 
designed and their coordinating properties explored. 

One of the strategies to understand selective complexation and transport of metal 
elements in human body consists of observing metallobiomolecules acting as elaborated 
inorganic complexes with well-designed metal active sites. When tightly bound to protein 
ligands, metal ions are critical to the function, structure, and stability of proteins, allowing 
only specific interactions to take place and/or selective chemistry to occur. Although the 
various interaction processes between the metallic cation and the protein are widely studied in 
all the fields of biochemistry, focus on the specific actinide family is more seldom.  

The purpose of this project is to define the chemical affinity of An (IV) cations for a 
selection of simple biomimetic peptides. More precisely, we propose to investigate and to 
compare the complexation of Pu (IV) and Fe (III) with small peptides, because remarkable 
similarities were reported between the biological behavior of Fe (III) and actinides, especially 
Pu (IV). Most of all, these data should yield a better understanding of the metal binding site in 
proteins (such as transferrin) but also of the possible selectivity mechanisms of small peptides 
towards actinide (IV) cations. 

In order to optimize the number of peptides tested for the complexation of actinides 
(IV), a preliminary screening of combinatorial libraries has been performed for the 
complexation of Fe (III). A library of pentapeptides (containing only aspartic acids, prolines, 
histidins and arginins) has been prepared by SPPS (split/mix method). Screening of this 
supported library has been performed with colorimetric tests.  

 

Typical observation after screening test. 

Identification of the “positive” peptides was carried out by Mass spectrometry and 
Edman sequencing. We have chosen to characterize more specifically one of the simpliest 
positive peptide, Ac-Asp-Asp-Pro-Asp-Asp-NH2, with several actinide (IV) cations and iron 
(III). Complexation mechanisms have been monitored by spectrophotometry (UV-NIR), mass 
spectrometry and EXAFS.  

- Coantic S., Subra G., Martinez J.,”Microwave-assisted solid phase peptide synthesis on high 
loaded resins”, submitted to Int. J. of Pept. Res. and Therapeutics.  

- Coantic S., Jeanson A., Den Auwer C., Subra G., Martinez J.,”Np and Pu (IV) chelation in 
aqueous medium by symmetric pentapeptide Asp-Asp-Pro-Asp-Asp”, in preparation. 
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Microdialysis for determination of protein/metal interactions 

C. Déjugnat – Collaboration C. Basset, C. Vidaud (CEA/DSV, Marcoule) 

 In the field of nuclear toxicology, the quantitative characterisation of protein/metal 
interactions is of utmost importance. Especially stoichiometries and thermodynamics of the 
complexes formed between proteins and actinides have to be determined. The method of 
choice remains equilibrium dialysis which allows measuring these interactions without 
altering native proteins properties. However a major limitation remains the required amount 
of biomacromolecules (up to 1mg) making impossible the study of recombinant or weakly 
expressed proteins.  

We propose the use of semi-permeable polyelectrolyte microcapsules as microdialysis 
systems: the metal can freely diffuse through the membrane of the microcontainer, which 
contains the encapsulated protein. The microcapsules have a very small volume (< 1pL) and 
their permeability is easily and finely tuned by varying external parameters such as 
temperature and pH.  

 

Semi-permeable microcapsule as a nanodialysis system 

These microcapsules have been designed so that all manipulations could be realised 
under physiological conditions. The biomacromolecule is encapsulated at the scale of few pg 
per nanocontainer. Several dozens of complexation measurements will be easily achieved 
using only few µg of biological material and the system versatility will allow its use for the 
study of many others interactions between small ligands and macromolecules of biological 
interest. 

5 µm5 µm

 
  

A typical confocal image of microcapsules with encapsulated fluorescently labelled biomacromolecule 
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Thermosensitive and chelating surfactants for liquid-liquid extraction 

S. Lassiaz – Collaboration F. Testard (CEA Saclay, DSM, LIONS), C. Larpent (Université de 

Versailles Saint Quentin en Yvelines, ILV UMR CNRS 8180), L. Berthon (CEA Marcoule, 

DEN, LCSE) 

The improvement of liquid-liquid extraction processes in order to reach more efficient, 
more selective and less polluting separations is a major stake for the industries and the 
environment. The use of thermosensitive surfactants such as CiEj (CiH2i+1(OCH2CH2)jOH) 
associated with a chelate for cloud point liquid-liquid extraction (trace analyses) have two 
major advantages: The non-use of organic solvent which fulfils green chemistry requirements 
and the possibility of starting the extraction by an external stimulus, the temperature. 
However, this process requires a lot of surfactant molecules and a lot of chelating molecule, it 
is moreover limited by the solubilisation of the complexes in the micelles. It is possible to 
avoid these limitations by bonding covalently the chelating group to the thermosensitive 
surfactant. 

A first family of compounds was obtained by grafting an acetyl-lysine group to a non-
ionic surfactant, CiEj

1, 2. The synthesized molecules preserve, on the one hand, their surfactant 
and thermosensitive properties, and on the other hand, their chelating properties3, 4. They have 
been used for cloud point extraction of uranyl nitrate. They allow a molecular economy of 
extractant and are more efficient than the surfactant molecule they are derived from. A 
systematic study of the extraction rates was carried out on different CiEj-chelating and showed 
that the bigger the polar head, the better the extraction results. The presence of a big polar 
head in the functionalised molecules allows the limitation of the respective influences of the 
complexation properties and the self assembly properties. 

Cloud point extraction is then possible with these multifunctional, thermosensitive and 
chelating, surfactants. To improve this concept, a selective chelating group, a diglycolamide, 
has been grafted. This group derived from the TODGA molecule is known for its selectivity 
of lanthanides III towards, for example, uranyl. The preliminary results show, not only that 
the thermosensitivity and chelating properties are preserved, but also that there is a good 
selectivity of Eu3+ toward UO2

2+. The comprehension of the respective roles of the chelating 
group and the self assembly on the selectivity of the extraction is under study. 

 
Acknowledgements: Krystyna Baczko, Sylvain Prévost, Nicole Zorz 
Références: 
1. Coulombeau, H. 2003, Université de Versailles Saint Quentin en Yvelines. 
2. Prevost, S. 2006, Université de Versailles - Saint Quentin en Yvelines. 
3. Coulombeau, H., F. Testard, T. Zemb, and C. Larpent, LANGMUIR, 2004. 20(12): p. 4840--

4850. 
4. Madic, C., et al., in FR2829493. 2003, Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (FR). 
 

Thermosensitive and chelating surfactant derived from lysine(on the left), uranyl 

extraction example (on the right): the extraction of the uranyl in the concentrated 

phase is indicated by the yellow colour. 
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Self-organization of gradient and block copolymers with 
complexing properties in supercritical CO2 

T. Ribaut, P. Lacroix-Desmazes, B. Fournel, S. Sarrade, J. Oberdisse, S. Lagerge – 

Collaboration G. Sadowski (Dortmund) 

Thanks to its green solvent properties, supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) can be 
considered as medium for decontamination. Extraction will be realized by amphiphilic 
controlled-architectured copolymers bearing complexing moieties and able to self-assemble in 
scCO2. The fondamental aspect of this work is to study the organization of the copolymers in 
scCO2 and in water/scCO2 and to rely these properties to the solubility in scCO2 and to the 
extraction mechanism.  

Controlled radical polymerization is used to synthesize gradient and block copolymers 
containing: (i) a CO2-philic part, and (ii) complexing moieties which are specific for cobalt 
(targeted contaminant). These copolymers are compared to determine the influence of their 
structure and composition. The solubility (phase diagram) of the copolymers in scCO2 is 
investigated by measuring cloud points. Self-organization is assessed by small angle neutron 
scattering analysis. Finally, the extraction efficiency in scCO2 or water/scCO2 mediums is 
estimated by extraction tests with cobalt derivatives.  

 Concept of extraction in scCO2 assisted by gradient copolymers 

Comparison of cloud points of poly(tetrahydroperfluorodecyl acrylate-co-acetoacetoxyethyl 

methacrylate) (poly(FDA-co-AAEM): This work:  gradient copolymers:  14 % mol AAEM (�), 24 % 

mol AAEM (�) and 48 % AAEM (�), and poly(FDA) homopolymer 14500 g/mol (�) synthesized by 

controlled radical polymerization; Litterature: Statistical copolymers 15 % mol AAEM (�) and 25 % 

mol AAEM (�) synthesized by conventional radical polymerization (4 wt% of polymer) (K. R. Powell, 
et al., Ind. & Eng. Chem. Research 2001) 

- T. Ribaut, P. Lacroix-Desmazes, B. Fournel, S. Sarrade, J. Oberdisse, S. Lagerge, 
“Decontamination of solid matrix with self-organized macromolecular architectures in 
supercritical carbon dioxide”, 7èmes Journées scientifiques de Marcoule (CEA), La Grande 
Motte(Fr.), 4-8 juin 2007 
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Actinides (III) / Lanthanides (III) separation by nanofiltration assisted by 
complexation 

J. Borrini - collaboration G. Bernier, C. Hill, A. Favre-Réguillon, M. Lemaire 

In France, one of the research trend concerning the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel consists 
in separating selectively the very radiotoxic elements with a long life by recycling them (Pu) or by 
transmuting them (Am, Cm, Np). The aim of this PhD is to find a new way to separate actinides (III) 
from lanthanides (III). This new method consists in chelating selectively actinides (III) with an organic 
ligands first and them filtering it on a nanomembrane. Because of its weight the complex can not go 
through the membrane but the free lanthanides (III) can. The complex goes to the retentate and the 
lanthanide to the permeate. Thanks to this strategy we are able to separate these two kinds of ions who 
are difficult to separate because of their similarity. The originality of this project is that ligands have to 
be hydrophilic. 

The first part of this PhD is the synthesis of these ligands by introducing hydrophilic functions 
such as carboxylic acids, amides, urea, alcohols, etc. For the moment we have synthesized different 
carboxylic acids and the introduction of other functions will be done after the understanding of the 
results obtained with the first ligands. 

The second part of the project is to test these new ligands on nanofiltration membrane in order 
to separate lanthanides first. These tests will be carried out in Lyon in non-radioactive media in order 
to get the good conditions. We will try these ligands on both organic and inorganic membrane to 
compare their separation capacity. We know, thanks to the PhD of Antoine SORIN1 , that organic 
membrane are able to separate americium(III) from lanthanides(III) but the problem is that they can 
not resist to high radioactivity. That is the reason why we want to replace them by ceramic 
nanofiltration membranes more suitable for these conditions. Once the conditions are optimised, we 
will test these systems in radioactive media in Atalante on the site of Marcoule (CEA). 

The third part is to compare results obtained with hydrophilic ligands in nanofiltration and in 
liquid-liquid extraction. It will offer a comparison between these two methods of separation. In the 
liquid-liquid extraction system we need an organic agent able to extract selectively lanthanides (III) in 
the organic phase which is the TPH, a mixture of branched and linear C12 alkyl chains. Hydrophilic 
ligands will extract selectively americium (III) in the aqueous phase. Principle and ligands are 
summarized in the following scheme. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Principe of the comparison between nanofiltration and Liquid-liquid extraction. 
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thèse de l’université Lyon1. 
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Stimuli-responsive polyelectrolyte microcapsules 

C. Déjugnat – Collaboration T. Mauser, M. Prevot, D. Halozan, G. B. Sukhorukov, H. 

Möhwald (MPI, Potsdam) 

 The layer-by-layer technique is a very convenient and versatile way of producing 
polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) as flat films or microcapsules. The preparation of 
polyelectrolyte microcapsules containing stimuli-responsive polymers leads to intelligent 
systems having potential applications in the fields of sensors, stimulable microcontainers, 
actuators, etc. Depending on the nature of the smart polymers introduced in the capsules, 
different stimuli can induce reversible modifications, varying from fine effects like tuneable 
permeability, to stronger ones like morphological changes or motions. The aim of this work 
was to study the tuning of capsule porosity controlled by charge balance within the 
polyelectrolyte multilayers, in order to achieve efficient macromolecule encapsulation and 
release. Microcapsules were subjected to various stimuli (pH, temperature …) depending on 
the membrane composition. 

Because the linear charge density along weak polyelectrolyte backbones is a function 
of pH, the electrostatic interaction within PEMs incorporating such polyelectrolytes can be 
easily tuned. Various systems containing one or two weak polyelectrolytes were prepared and 
used for encapsulation of macromolecules: 
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Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) micrographs showing the 

reversible dramatic pH-induced swelling of pH-sensitive capsules (left) applied 

to macromolecule encapsulation (right). 

 Thermo-responsive systems were prepared by incorporating poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) inside microcapsules. The encapsulation of the PNIPAM 
was achieved by the polymerization of NIPAM monomers inside a suspension of capsules in 
pure water. The Low Critical Solubility Temperature (LCST) was determined by increasing 
the temperature until the precipitation was observed. Upon cooling below the LCST, the 
PNIPAM went from globule to coil transition.  

 

Reversible phase transition of encapsulated thermo-sensitive PNIPAM as 

observed by CLSM. 
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The design and the study of responsive microcapsules can be achieved with a wide 
range of many other stimuli. For example, light-sensitive systems have been prepared by 
incorporating gold nanoparticles within the multilayers. The remote release of encapsulated 
material at the single capsule level has been demonstrated. On another approach, grafting 
boronic acid moieties within the PEMs has led to sugar-sensitive microcapsules that can be 
used as sugar sensors, with higher sensitivity for fructose than glucose, mannose or galactose. 

This study opens a very promising field with a lot of potential applications: 
micromechanics, sensors, actuators, controlled drug delivery, etc.  
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Catanionics: a Gigamolecule or a hybrid ionic-van der Waals solid? 

 
Th. Zemb – Collaboration  D. Carriere, L. Belloni, M. Dubois, J. Michina, M. Page and C. Vautrin  
(Saclay), K. Glinel (CNRS-Rouen), N. Delorme (CNRS- Le Mans) M. Hartman, A. Fery et H. Coelfen   
(MPI Postdam),  T. Salditt (Goettingen),  B. Demé (ILL_Grenoble), E. Perez ( CNRS Toulouse), K. 
Glinel,  M. Hartman, P. Fratzl (MPI-KG Postdam), M. Scheider and M. Tanaka (TU-Munchen), M. 
Gradzielski and H. Hoffmann (University of Bayreuth), J. M. Verbavatz (CEA-Saclay), B. Demé (ILL-
Grenoble), V. Lizunov and J. Zimmerberg (NIH-Bethesda) 
 
Catanionic mixtures of anionic and cationic surfactants are a very flexible class of self-
assembled system, for which interfacial curvature, rigidity and structural charge can be 
adjusted independently.  Without in excess, « true » ternary catanionic form extremely stable 
colloids. The melting temperature is above room temperature: stable micelles made with 
crystalline or vitreous state chain indeed exist.  
 
Shapes of the giant colloids formed depend on segregation-crystallisation processes. Local 
order extends till the fifth neighbour in true catanionics, since nothing screens electrostatics; 
Equimolarity and zero charge point in phase diagram exhibits an unexplained stability of 
these type of colloids; this demonstrates directly the existence of the universal hydration 
force, as initially suggested by Jokela and Jönsson, twenty years ago. Since then, over four 
hundred papers have appeared on catanionic systems: they can be diluted or considered as a 
molecule with a mass over 1 Gigadalton, since non-covalent binding energies are sufficient to 
maintain integrity during chemical manipulation, as with polymers; shape control as for 
artificial diatomea was made by Lootens et al., nanomechanical aspects, demonstrating and 
modelling the ultra high rigidity, were made in cooperation with teams at Max Planck 
Institute in Potsdam.  

 
 

Spontaneously formed hollow microcrystals in the form of icoshedra:  freeze fracture electron 

microscopy (FF-EM) followed by controlled sublimation reveals pentagonal symmetry of 

giant hollow colloids; TEM requires strong shearing and deformation of the crystal. Typical 

radius is 1 µm. To the left: Molecular model of a hollow icosahedral catanionic microcrystal 

with a fixed 2/3 – 1/3 fraction of anionic to cationic component formed by crystallisation and 

segregation of excess material towards the edges. 
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The optically anisotropic “gel” phase 
with frozen chains corresponds to an 
electrostatically swollen smectic phase 
with low water content. Repeat distance 
between adjacent crystalline bilayers is 
extremely sensitive to ion exchange. 
Figure shows repeat distances 
observable via SAXS or SANS, when 
originally OH_ ions are replaced with 
the chloride ion, which is the reference 
ion in Hofmeister series 
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Micelles with extreme hydrophilicity in head-groups 

S. Lassiaz, Th. Zemb – Collaboration A. Laplace et F. Testard (CEA-Saclay), Hélène 

Coulombeau, Chantal Larpent (Université de Versailles St Quentin), P. Brocca, L. Cantu and 

M. Corti (University de Milan). 
 
 
 

Schematic representation of an aggregate 

formed by a themrmoreversible thermo-

sensitive surfactant molecule with specific 

complexing properties. This molecule has 

been used for Uranyl extraction without 

solvent (patent Ch. Larpent et al.). The 

hydrocarbon chain has twelve carbon atoms, 

a complexing part as a lysine group combined 

to a thermosensitive tetraethoxy group. 

   
 

 
Surfactant with large hydrophilic head-groups are potentially of great interest for separation 
processses : stability is given by hydration of the head-group and they are relatively 
insensitive to added salt,  The phase diagram is also decoupled from the presence of 
« recognized » or « non recognized » cation.  
  Self-assembly in micelles and liquid crystals of classes of molecules of this kind are 
undertaken. Glycolipids, among which some containing scyalic acid groups, with show 
puzzling unexpected effects in the presence of rubidium, are under investigation, as well as 
series of patented thermorevesible micellar systems allowing solvent-free separation via cloud 
point in brines. 
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2 - Ions at Interfaces 
 

Olivier Diat (interim) 

Pierre Bauduin 

Luc Girard 

Nicolas Bibent (PhD at Institut Charles Gerhardt, Montpellier) 

 

--------------------------------- 

 
Nuclear fuel and waste dissolution, ions separation and extraction, storage in different types 
of matrix, aging of these matrixes under chemical and radiative stresses, all these physical and 
chemical phenomena are considered in the ICSM laboratories. The group of “Ions close to 
Corrosive Interfaces” is in charge of fundamental research concerning the distribution of the 
charged species (ion, molecules or aggregates) close to the various interfaces and the 
consequences with this distribution on the chemical reactivity.  
Chemical engineering using the potential of colloidal materials to ensure an ionic selectivity 
and separation in a continuous process after dissolution of the nuclear fuel has to be 
developed and these methods require a deeper knowledge of the adsorption of ions from an 
aqueous bulk solution onto liquid-solid, liquid-liquid or air-liquid interfaces. More than the 
electrostatic interactions described within a DLVO theory, the polarisability, the dispersion 
forces, the hydrogen bound network, the ionic complexation, all the interactions between the 
ions and the surrounding media have to be considered; model nano-assemblies must be 
imagined in term of samples and analysis geometries in order to emphasize the physical and 
the chemical specificity of each effect. One example will concern the study of the stabilisation 
of a bilayer (flat interfaces) made with extractant agents with complexant and not complexant 
counterions and varying the size of the confined aqueous medium.  
Another axis that has to be followed in this team is the study of the ions dynamic close to an 
interface (or in a confined medium) if we want to understand the reactivity and the transfer of 
matter through these interfaces. The reactivity of the components after dissolution and 
dispersion through the extraction mechanisms or the structural evolution of the interfaces (see 
topics of team 5 and 6) is strongly dependant on dynamics of ions within a few nanometers 
gap around the interfaces. Here also, model experiments (using different surface techniques) 
have to be carried out if we want to obtain technological ruptures on the methods of selective 
ion retention and transfer. 
 
In the following summaries, you will find different experimental approaches (microscopic, 
scattering, acoustic …) to study specific ion adsorption onto extractant covered liquid-liquid, 
solid-liquid or liquid-air interfaces and how it is important to build some phase diagrams of 
multi-components systems for understanding the role of the more or less long range 
interactions between the different species. 
The determination of ionic distributions in a confined medium requires developing coupled 
methods and the access to large facilities in collaboration with the team “scattering” of the 
ICSM and through the reinforcement of existing collaborations and their extensions toward 
international networks.  
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Experimental surface thermodynamics of ions near the extractant monolayers / 
water interface 

P. Bauduin and Th. Zemb – Collaborations E. Leontidis, A. Aroti (University of Cyprus, L. 

Belloni (CEA/DSM/DRECAM/SCM/LIONS) 

It has been known for years that ion transfer rates from an aqueous phase to an organic 
phase, as happening in liquid/liquid extraction systems of radionucleides, may counter-
intuitively decrease by increasing temperature. This can be understood only by considering 
subtle effects between micelles in the organic phase and at the interface. Recent kinetics 
studies on extractant systems (Ph.D. Thesis L. Bosland CEA Val-Rhô 2006) confirmed that 
the limiting factors to the ion transfer appears during the “complexation step” taking place at 
the liquid/liquid interface. Nevertheless very few is known about the physical-chemistry in 
the first nanometers close to the interface of extraction systems. A precise description of this 
domain at the molecular/supramolecular scale would enable to formulate efficient separation 
systems based on hydrometallurgy by tuning the different parameters influencing the 
extraction processes. Ultimately we hope this may be the route to design new optimized 
extraction and separation processes. Hence various methods and techniques will be used to 
investigate the water surface covered by extractant molecules (see Figures). Two 
complementary approaches will be considered (i) by using as model system extractant 
monolayers at the water surface (Fig.1) and (ii) by using high specific surface systems whose 
surface is the host for separation chemistry of radionuclides (Fig.2). 

 

 
Fig.1 Techniques to study specific radionuclide ions adsorption by extractant molecules at interfaces 
using extractant monolayers at the water surface as model system. 

 
The formation of a monolayer at the water surface by an insoluble amphiphile, which 

is in our case an extractant, was lately proved to be a good experimental model to study ion 
adsorption (Zemb et al. 2004). Complexation of non-ionic extractants within the monolayer 
leads to create lateral electrostatic repulsions between extractant polar heads. The realisation 
of Langmuir isotherms, to evaluate the area occupied per extractant, gives a direct measurable 
effect of ion adsorption. In the same context thin film balance (St-Jalmes et al. 2001) will also 
help to characterize extractant systems. To go further at the molecular level IR-SFG (Sum 
Frequency Generation) experiments will be held to investigate the molecular conformation of 
extractants at the water surface. 
 

Highly dispersed colloidal systems, such as oil/water microemulsions or foams, 
present high specific interfacial area, being composed of amphiphilic compounds. Using 
extractants (and co-surfactants) as amphiphiles the interface becomes the host for 
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radionucleide ion separation. Microemulsions and foams formulated with extractants will thus 
be used as model systems to study ion adsorption by taking advantage of their high interfacial 
areas. Using three phasic microemulsions Kabalnov et al. (J. Phys. Chem. 1995, 99, 6220) 
have been able to study adsorption/depletion of different ions at a non-ionic surfactant 
interface. A similar approach will be used to study extractant microemulsions. The advantage 
of using foams to separate ions with a modified surfactant was introduced by Laplace et al. 
(Ph.D Thesis 1999 University of Versailles) some years ago. The principle was to adapt a 
flotation process used for some decades to separate minerals having different surface 
properties. Such a technique adapted to extractants would enable to determine thermodynamic 
ion-exchange constants which are of high interests for optimizing process design. The 
influence of the composition parameters will be studied for all the methods presented here: 
pH, type of extractant, concentrations and type of the background salts and of the salts to be 
extracted. 
  

 
Fig.2 high specific surface systems whose surface is the host for separation chemistry of 
radionuclides. 

In parallel the use of ultrasound attenuation and electroacoustic spectroscopy would 
enable to study the surface charge of extractant droplets in water (emulsions): (i) zeta 
potential (ii) and the droplet size repartition. Zeta potential informs on the charge of the 
droplet surface which reflects ion adsorption and which is a major parameter to control 
droplet coalescence i.e. emulsion stability. The droplet size repartition is also related with zeta 
potential and emulsion stability. These ultrasonic techniques present the advantage over laser 
based methods (granulometry, light scattering) that highly concentrated colloid solutions 
(>1% of dispersed phase) can be analysed. Hence systems under “industrial” conditions closer 
to the real liquid/liquid extraction systems, i.e. high salinity, high organic phase content, can 
be studied. 
 
- Zemb Th., Belloni L., Dubois M., Aroti A., Leontidis E. Curr. Op. Coll. Interf. Sci. 2004, 9(1-2), 

74. 
- St-Jalmes A., Zemb Th., Langevin D. Prog. Coll. Polym. Sci., 2001, 118, 1. 
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Ion distributions in the last nanometre near charged interfaces 

P. Bauduin, L. Girard , Th. Zemb – Collaboration B. Abécassis, L. Belloni, G. Brotons, 

D. Carrière, M. Dubois, M. Page and  F. Testard (Saclay), K. Glinel (CNRS-Rouen), 

N. Delorme (CNRS-Le Mans) M. Hartman, A. Fery et H. Coelfen   (MPI-KG Postdam), 

L. Arleth (Risoe), T. Salditt (University Goettingen),  I. Grillo (ILL-Grenoble) 

 Separation chemistry relies on phase transfer of ions form one phase to another. The 
ions adsorbed at the macroscopic interface control the kinetics, while the difference in free 
energy between the “initial” state and the “final state” during an ion transfer experiment gives 
the yield of extraction. Controlling the yield for similar ions, such as actinides, lanthanides, 
nitrates, chlorides, iodide requires the knowledge of the exact distribution of ions near an 
interface, i.e. the distance distribution with a resolution of Angstroems, and the speciation of 
the hydration state, linked to the Hofmeister series.  

 
 

A typical spectrum for a DDACl solid-supported and highly oriented lamellar 

phase. 
 
 

Ions adsorbed at or desorbed from the first nanometre at an interface may enhance or reduce 

undulations and fluctuations principle of an X-ray reflectivity experiment and expected spectral result 

according to the theory of fluctuations.  The grazing X-ray beam is scattered by a stack of membranes 

under controlled osmotic pressure and produces peaks in the reflection data taken at ESRF (IDO1)   

 

This is the common goal of the series of experimental works undertaken in this direction: 

-catanionic bilayers, with frozen anionic and cationic chains in an arrangement similar to 
“anti-ferromagnetic” do not change area per head-group during ion adsorption. These systems 
form rigid bilayers. Their area per molecule does not vary with ion adsorption, pH can be set 
independently from structural charge and ions can be evidenced via in-plane diffusion bands 
and the whole system can be modeled without parameter such as “apparent pK”. 

-with classical cationic synthetic lipids, the non electrostatic counter-ion adsorbtion competes 
with hydration force: so there are two phase instability in liposomes (alias multi-layered 
vesicles alias emulsions of smectic phases) governed by ion exchange. Understanding these 
systems may lead to new separation techniques, efficient “last stage” of a cascade. 

-absence of excess salt enhance the long range electrostatic force due to extreme swelling of 
the counter-ion cloud, when catanionic colloids made with surfactants or polyelectrolyte are 
strongly dialyzed or prepared without counter-ion: we have established the fundamental 
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equation of state of this type of self-repairing nanomaterials and shown that giant osmotic 
pressures are still felt at an interparticle distance of 0.1 µm. 
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Osmotic pressure felt at ultra-large distance between catanionic aggregates in the dilute range: 
equation of state at room temperature ad slope of curve depends on the shape of the micro-crystal 
(Meister et al.). 
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Ionic charge dynamics in hydrated functionnalized SBA-15 mesoporous silica 

investigated by solid state NMR. 
 
Nicolas Bibent with S. Devautour-Vinot, G.Silly A.Mehdi

 
, P. Gaveau, F. Henn, C. Reye, 

R.J.P. Corriu (Institut Charles Gerhardt, Montpellier), T. Charpentier (Laboratoire
 
Claude 

Fréjacques, CEA Saclay) 
 

 
Thanks to soft chemistry and more particularly to the Sol-Gel route, it is possible to 

obtain functionalized and organized mesoporous materials by direct synthesis [R.J.P Corriu & 
al, J. Mater. Chem. 12 (2002) 1355]. These new materials have received considerable 
attention regarding their numerous potential applications including catalysis and gas or liquid 
adsorption [A.Corma & al, Chem. Rev. 97 (1997) 2373; C. Sanchez & al, J. Chem. Rev 102 
(2002) 4093]. From this point of view, we recently showed from conductivity measurements 
that water dynamic in hydrated functionalized SBA-15 is influenced by the nature of the 
groups at the pore surface (i.e -C3H6PO(OX)2, X= Et, H, Li, Na, K, Rb), due to preferential 
interactions between the adsorbate and the functional walls of the porous silica [N. Fekkar-
Nemmiche & al, Eur. Phys J. Special Topics 141 (2007) 45]. In this work, our aim is to obtain 
a better description of this phenomenon by investigating the dynamic of the functional groups 
linked at the pore surface of the hydrated SBA-15, using different NMR techniques. Solid-
State NMR on various nuclei (7Li, 23Na, 1H, 29Si, 13C and 31P) demonstrated that the Sol-Gel 
route is fruitful to prepare expected functionalized SBA-15. Morover it is evidenced that 
when samples are subjected to water adsorption there is an increase of the mobility of 
organics groups (see figures).  
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       

                      Fig1: (-) dried SBA-15 with -C3H6PO(OLi)2,                                          Fig2: (-) dried  SBA-15 with -C3H6PO(OLi)2, 

                          (...) hydrated SBA-15 with -C3H6PO(OLi)2 .                                           (...) hydrated SBA-15 with -C3H6PO(OLi)2 .            
        

7
Li and 

31
P (1D) MQ MAS NMR spectra of dried and hydrated SBA-15 with -C3H6PO(OLi)2 groups are shown in 

figures 1 and 2, respectively. The disappearance of the spinning side bands points out that the anisotropy of the 

system decreases with water adsorption and a decrease of bands width is connected either to a complete 

hydration of the Li
+
 ions or to an increase of the organic chains mobility or likely both phenomena. 

 

This work will focus on a better knowledge of the role of surface functions on the 

trapping and transport of alkaline cations in the mesoporous silica.  
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Liquid solid interface ionic distributions measurement by x-ray 
 

L. Girard, - Collaborations J. Daillant, V Padmanabhan, O. Spalla, L. Belloni (LIONS CEA 

Saclay), S. Mora (LCVN UM II), D. Novikov (HASYLAB Hambourg) 

 

 Ion specificity, i.e. effects of ions in solution which cannot be explained by 
Coulombic interactions only, is known since the work of Hofmeister (1888). Since then, the 
so called Hofmeister series, ranking the ions according to their effect, have been found in a 
large variety of fields. Ion specificity is generally not a very large effect, but it plays a key 
role in a number of important phenomena or processes in which the interfacial behaviour of 
ions is essential. In contrast to the long list of available experimental data at the macroscopic 
level, there is no general theoretical understanding of ion specificity based on physical 
concepts. The experiments that we have performed are part of a more general project 
(supported by the ANR blanche physique SICSI) including theoretical developments, in 
particular to treat water molecules explicitly, and the measurement of ionic distributions with 
sub-nm resolution for a direct comparison to the theoretical profiles. The adsorption of ions 
using mixtures of salts at the air/water interface was already measured in the LIONS [V. 
Padmanabhan et al. PRL 99, 086105, 2007]. The aim our experiments was work on 
solid/liquid interface and to go a step forward by changing the polarisability of the solid 
phase in contact with water in order to vary the magnitude of dispersion forces. Among 
possible x-ray experiments, grazing incidence x-ray fluorescence experiments is element 
specific but does not have the spatial resolution necessary for determining a profile. We used 
x-ray standing waves method (XSW) [M. Bedzyk et al. Science 248, 52, 1990] which is 
element specific and can have a good spatial resolution at DESY HASYLAB on BW1 and 
resonant x-ray reflectivity (RXR) [C. Park et al. PRL 94 (7), 076104, 2005] at ID1 at ESRF 
which allows the incorporation of element-specific information into the x-ray scattering 
methods. XSW consists in creating a standing wave field at the interface by interference 
between the incident electromagnetic field and the field reflected or diffracted by the 
substrate. The standing wave field is used to excite the fluorescence of the ions. The period of 
the standing waves is on the order of 3 nm, thus allowing one to probe the diffuse Gouy-
Chapman layer. RXR technique makes use of the anomalous dispersion in the atomic 
scattering factor of an atom near its absorption edge. We compared the effects of the anions, 
and mono- and trivalent cations. The substrates considered were polished silicon wafers 
(crystals) and Si/Mo multilayers substrates. In order to increase the specific absorption, to get 
a large fluorescent signal with a low ionic concentration, the surface charge and the 
magnitude of electrostatic forces were controlled by changing the pH (via the protonation-
deprotonation of silanol groups). In order to check the feasibility of the experiment and treat 
the data, we developed different software (fluorescence, reflectivity, anomalous reflectivity). 
We are currently carrying out the data processing. 
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Specific ion effects on colloidal structures and biological systems 
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Specific ion effects have been well-known in biology for more than a century. Franz 

Hofmeister and his group were the first to study such effects in detail. However, their origin is 
still a matter of debate. Part of the problem is that biological systems are chemically 
extremely complex. Proteins are made of many different dissociable amino acid groups that 
may or may not carry electrostatic charges at a given pH. The proteins are embedded in a 
buffer solution that includes several components that are partially charged and which are 
related through chemical association equilibria. Finally, the water structure may be very 
different in the hydration shell of the protein, around hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups, 
and inside the macromolecule. As a consequence, it would be difficult to predict specific ion 
effects on a particular biological molecule, even if the origin of these effects were precisely 
known. (Bauduin et al. 2004) Direct molecular “chemical” interactions between ions and 
specific sites on the enzyme are distinguished from “physical” interactions due to electrostatic 
and dispersion forces. (Vrbka L. et al 2006) The latter are often related to Hofmeister series. 

 

 

 
Left Effect of addition of chloride salts with different cations upon the growth of the hydrodynamic 
radius RH of a micellar system composed of sodium dodeyl sulfate and dodecyltrimthylammonium 

bromide (1%w/w) in a molar ratio of 2/1. A clear cation specific effect is observed on the micellar 

growth (Bauduin et al. 2004 ; Renoncourt et al. 2007) Right Snapshots from molecular dynamics 

simulations (Vrbka et al. 2006) of the protein HRP in the mixture of aqueous choline chloride and 

sodium sulfate (red/yellow) showing ions at the protein surface (green, Na+; orange, Cl-). It is 

clearly seen that sulfate ions, which usually remain in bulk and have no affinity for the water/air 

surface, are bound to the enzyme surface. It is shown that this particularity is due to specific 

interactions between sulfate ions and some ionized amino-acids on the protein surface. 
 

Different types of experiments were conducted to bring some ordering to the different 
effects induced by ions. An attempt is made to decouple the effects that occur when different 
electrolytes are added to proteins, especially enzymes, in buffer solutions.  

Rb+ 
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It is shown that bulk effects, usually on the pH via a shift of the buffer equilibria, must 
be separated from direct enzyme-ion interactions. (Bauduin et al 2006) ABTS oxidation with 
horseradish oxidase is taken as an example to show how this separation can be done. The 
influence of ions on a particular enzyme, the NADH oxidase, is compared to their influence 
on mixed catanionic micelles, i.e. made of anionic and cationic surfactants, see Fig. left. 
(Bauduin et al. 2004; Renoncourt et al. 2007) The striking similarities can be associated with 
the structure-making and -breaking behaviour of the ions and a balanced effect for “neutral” 
Hofmeister ions. In this context salt effects including specific ion effects on pH equilibria of 
ionizable groups revealed a correlation between “simple” buffers, polyelectrolytes and 
proteins. (Voinescu et al. 2006) 
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The research fields of this work group will essentially be focused on hierarchical 
nanomaterials obtained by “soft chemistry” their characterization, their reactivity and the 
modelling of their evolution over time. In the field of nuclear fuels and radioactive waste 
storage matrixes, a specific case of reactivity will be the transformation induced by presence 
in the material of radioactive nuclides (alpha, beta, neutron particles and gamma radiation) in 
the material. 

The main aim of the studies is to develop new routes to synthesize primary adaptive materials 
and to understand how they evolve to a secondary enhanced material under “slow” 
transformation in a predictable way. 

The major scientific objectives are to understand how perturbations (irradiation, chemical 
reactivity, etc.) induce changes in the condensed matter and the impact on the macroscopic 
properties (mechanical, thermal, etc.) of the material. Understanding the mechanism 
controlling the variation of the properties and studying how they correlate with the 
modification of the multiscale nano- and micro-structure will be key points to progress in this 
field. To reach these objectives, is it necessary to control the multiscale structure of the 
condensed phase. This goal can be achieved by mastering the synthesis of the matter, 
implying that new ways to working out the materials needs to be developed, inspired from 
mesoporous silicas or diatomées skeletons.  

The considered multiscale materials are composed by a nano-organised core, aggregated in an 
ordered way into micronic units. 

 

Scheme of a hierarchical nano- and micro structured material 

By this hierarchical construction approach, non linear physical (bulk micro-cracking) and 
chemical (leaching behaviour or corrosion) properties are expected from this kind of material. 
At least the overall control of this organised structure is a foundation for tuning its interfacial 
reactivity such as the sintering. 

This work will be directly correlated with team 1 and 6 of the ICSM as well as with the 
Chemistry Division of the University of Montpellier, especially the groups working on the 
nanochemistry of silicon. The studies will also fit in a national (GDR Matinex) and 
international (ANSTO Australia) collaboration framework. 
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Mesoporous materials obtained from controlled compaction of nanoparticles 
 

Th. Zemb – Collaboration E. Fratini, R. Gioirgio and P. Baglioni (University of Firenze), 

B.Demé (ILL),  M. Page and H. Coelfen (MPI-KG Potsdam), F. Né, B. Prelot and  F. Testard 

(CEA Saclay), B. Demé and I. Grillo (ILL-Grenoble) 

 

Mesoporous material is a common precursor of ceramics used for immobilization of “waste” 
before sintering to obtain a ceramics, designed to maintain the separation of toxic elements 
from the environment. In order to understand and control the adsorption properties, it is 
essential to be able to determine and understand the growth mechanism as well as 
microporosity of the “walls” not only via classical methods subject to artefacts such as B.E.T, 
nitrogen adsorption but also direct method related to general theorems such as extended 
Multiple “Porod” type asymptotic behaviour and “invariants” measurable via  combined X-
ray and neutron scattering, as was done in cooperation with the group of Firenze on 
nanoparticles of calcium hydroxide. 
 

The small angle scattering pattern I(q,t) can be recorded with a q-range over three decades by high 

resolution SAXS, with a time resolution of 100 ms. Figure shows is the first result ever obtained on a 

synchrotron coupled to a stop-flow, following growth of a mesoporous material. Left side shows that 

each SAXS/SANS pattern can be decomposed in three bits : « consumption » of micelles, growth of 

grains, and local order in the mesoporous growing material. 
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Nano- and Meso-structured hybrid materials and lanthanide / actinide 
separation 

E. Besson – Collaboration H. Chollet, J.C. Hubinois (DEA/DAM Valduc), R. Corriu 

(Montpellier, France), R.Guilard(Dijon, France) 

Nanomaterials domain offer a good opportunity for extraction / separation chemistry. 
Recently, an original and easy method to synthesize highly amine-functionalized silica with 
lamellar structure under neutral conditions was reported [Alauzun J., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2005, 127, 
11204]. Interestingly, the amino centers of these materials are fully accessible for chelation of 
transition metal and lanthanide salts. 

On the basis of these results, we started the synthesis of new materials able to extract 
cations. Our goal was to concentrate chelating groups in a given geometry by self-assembly 
(reproducing the self-assembly of efficient extractant in liquid-liquid extraction). Lamellar 
hybrid organic-inorganic polysilsesquioxanes were considered in a first time (hybrid organic-
inorganic mesostructured silica in a second time). 

In order to obtain lamellar materials by self-assembly, we used three supramolecular 
assembling agents : CO2 with the formation of reversible ammonium carbamate salts, van der 
Waals interactions between long alkylene chains and the formation of ammonium carboxylate 
salts. All the materials we prepared present a lamellar organization and chelating functions 
such as amine, carboxylate and carbonyl or urea. The accessibility of the functional groups 
was investigated by testing their ability to complex transition metal or lanthanide salts. The 
ratio of metal cations per chelating moieties is between 1/2 to 1/4. The cation loading 
capacities for lamellar material are very high (6.5 mmol/ gram for the highest one).  

In summary, by using new methods of self-assembling we prepared several hybrid 
organic-inorganic materials with high content in chelating groups. The resulting efficiency for 
cations complexation makes these materials good candidates for extraction / separation 
chemistry. 
 

X-ray diagram of a material obtained by self-assembling of alkylene chains/urea showing that vdW forces and ureido functions are able to 
structure the material and extract lanthanids. 
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Structuration and functionalization of hybrid organic and in-organic materials 

Rola Mouawia – Collaboration C. Reye, A. Mehdi, R.J.P Corriu (IGH Montpellier) 

The subject of this work was focused on the functionalisation and the structuration of 
hybrid organic inorganic materials using the sol-gel process. 

In the first part, we prepared mono and bifunctional hybrids mesoporous silicas in one 
step. The functions were introduced in the pores channels.  

These mesoporous organosilicas with large pores and high specific surface area have 
been synthesized in the presence of triblock non ionic copolymer as supramolecular structure 
directing agent P123.  

Chemical transformations have been made in these materials to elucidate the 
distribution of the functions on the pores surface. Two probes were used for this study: The 
ability of the organics groups to complex lanthanides and the ion-exchange capacity of the 
SO3H groups. 

 
 

Bifunctional hybrids mesoporous silicas in one step 
 

In the second part, we have described a direct method to obtain ordered and highly 
functionalized silicas containing acid groups (COOH or PO(OH)2) starting from mono-
silylated precursors . This method is based on the in situ formation of acid dimers followed by 
the polycondensation of silanols groups. The participation of weak hydrophobic interactions 
between alkylene chains in combination with hydrogen bonds was evidenced. The longer the 
alkylene chains, the better the structural order, which renders easier the EuIII uptake. These 
materials with high content of H+/gr. could be good candidates for high proton conductivity, 
which is particularly useful in fuel cells domain. 

 
Layered organisation of hybrid silicas 
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Towards Mesostructured Hybrid Materials: Stabilization of a Mixed Sol of YSZ 
Nanoparticles and V2O5 Ribbons 

C. Guiot - Collaboration S. Grandjean (CEA DEN/DRCP/SCPS/LCA), P. Batail (CIMMA, 

Angers) 

Mineral liquid crystals have recently shown a great potential as templating agents to 
form mesostructured or mesoporous inorganic materials with ordered pores [Camerel et al., 
Adv. Funct. Mater., 2003, 13 (5), 377 ]. The idea of this work is to take advantage of the self-
organization properties of mineral liquid crystals such as vanadium pentoxide, which forms 
ribbon-like colloids in aqueous solutions, to synthesize yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) 
mesostructured by V2O5 via soft chemistry routes. The YSZ core matrix is obtained by 
evaporation of a suspension of YSZ nanoparticles synthesized hydrothermally. A major issue 
then arises, that is, the co-stabilization of two types of colloidal suspensions with very 
different properties: an YSZ suspension of spherical nanoparticles, and a solution of ribbon-
like vanadium pentoxide colloids. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zeta potential evolution of YSZ nanoparticles with increasing pH – Comparison with a 

colloidal solution of V2O5 (pH 2.6) 

Between pH 1 and 3, which is the stability domain of V2O5 ribbons, one can observe 
that the YSZ nanoparticles are strongly and positively charged, whereas the ribbons bear a 
negative linear charge. Hence, a key challenge is to achieve the stabilization of zirconia 
suspension with a negative zeta potential at a pH lower than 3. In addidtion, note that a 
very low ionic strength is required in order to avoid the flocculation of V2O5 ribbons. For 
this purpose we decided to modify the surface reactivity of the YSZ nanoparticles by adding a 
third component which has to be naturally acid, negatively charged in the pH range 1-3, and 
not reactive with V2O5.  Polyelectrolytes such as acid polymers are engaged and allow to 
obtain a suspension of YSZ nanoparticles which proved compatible with vanadium pentoxide 
solutions. The mixed sol thus formed is still birefringent under shearing, demonstrating the 
existence of V2O5 in its ribbon-like structure, and constitute a precursor sol for an hybrid 
mesostructured material. 
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RuO2 - borosilicate glasses composites: anomalous electrical conductivity  

R. Pflieger – collaboration A. Grandjean (CEA DEN/DTCD-SCDV/LEBV), M. Malki and 

M. Allix (CRMHT Orleans) 

The fission product ruthenium is a peculiar component of spent nuclear fuel. Although 
its amount is low (around a few mass percents), its complex chemistry is of great importance 
in the process of immobilisation in glass of the nuclear waste. Its solubility in glass is very 
low (some tens to some thousands of ppm) and basically, ruthenium in glass is mostly in the 
form of RuO2 precipitates. 

Ruthenium shows a particular behaviour in comparison with the other platinum group 
metals, which results in a modification of several macroscopic properties of the glass. For 
example, the particular interaction between ruthenium dioxide and the glass matrix makes 
RuO2-glass composites materials with unique electrical properties: at very low ruthenium 
contents (about 1 vol%) an electronic contribution to the conductivity appears and the 
resistivity varies over several orders of magnitude with RuO2 content. This percolation 
threshold is far below the RuO2 amount necessary for a geometrical percolation (i.e. 
necessary for randomly distributed spheres to touch), which is 16 vol%.  

Since the RuO2 particles do not form a connected network, there is the need of 
electron ‘relays’ between particles. The present work focuses on the role of these relays, and 
on their nature: nanoparticles of Ru or RuO2, or dissolved ruthenium atoms/ions.  

 

 

 
 

Left: Electrical transport in a composite of conducting particles in an isolating medium. An 

electronic conductivity appears at very low RuO2 amounts in glass (about 1 vol%, against 16 

vol% for a geometric percolation). This questions the interaction of the particles with the 

glass matrix and the nature of the electron relays. Right: TEM image of a composite 

synthesised at 1100°C, of 4 wt% RuO2 (dark particles) in a borosilicate glass. 
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In-situ nucleation of salt and oxide nanoparticles in mesoporous materials 

J. van der Meer - Collaboration I. Bardez, F. Bart (CEA Marcoule) and A. Davidson (Univ. 

Paris 6) 

 

SBA-15 is a mesoporous silica with a regular hexagonal pore structure, which is 
synthesized using the sol-gel technique and making use of TEOS as silica precursor and P123 
as structural template [Choi et al., Chem. Comm. (2003), 1340]. The regular mesopores can be 
used as a template to cast nanoparticles of metals or oxides, such as MnO2 or Co3O4, which is 
in interest for catalytical applications. Lately it has been proposed to use the pores as 
nanotraps for nuclear waste that is in the form of chloride salts, in analogue to the 
nanocasting. 

The objective of this project was to investigate and optimise the technique of pore-
loading with nanoparticles of oxides, and, in a next stage, pore-loading with chloride salt 
nanoparticles. To do so, the so-called double solvent technique has been applied, which 
facilitates the loading and dispersion of the nanoparticles. In the case of Co3O4, an aqueous 
solution of cobalt nitrate is used as the precursor. SBA-15 powder is suspended in a non-polar 
solvent (either n-pentane, n-hexane, n-heptane or cyclohexane), after which a volume, inferior 
to the total porous volume, of the cobalt nitrate solution is added. The powder is filtered, dried 
and calcined, so that SBA-15 loaded with cobalt oxide nanoparticles obtained. Important 
differences, considering the morphology and size of the nanoparticles, have been observed as 
a function of the solvent used. This has been evidenced by SAXS, XRD, TEM and N2 
physisorption, see the N2 sorption isotherms shown below. The total porous volume and 
specific surface area diminish from SBA-15 pure > SBA/Co+pentane > SBA/Co+hexane > 
SBA/Co+heptane > SBA/Co+cyclohexane. It is suggested that the particles formed by the aid 
of cyclohexane block the pores, whilst the ones formed with pentane are more finely 
dispersed, see the corresponding TEM images. 

Information about the continuation of this study, which focuses on the interaction 
between water and solvents on the surface of SBA-15, can be found in the file “Interplay of 
water and non-polar solvents on the surface of mesoporous silica” by J. van der Meer, in 
collaboration with R. Denoyel, C. Vagner, I. Bardez, F. Bart and A. Davidson. 
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Left: N2 sorption isotherms of SBA-15 and SBA-15 samples filled with Co3O4 with the aid of different 

solvents. 

 

Right above: TEM image of SBA-15/Co + pentane, Right under: TEM image of SBA-15/Co + 

cyclohexane 
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- J. van der Meer, F. Bart, I. Bardez, P.-A. Albouy and A. Davidson, “Two solvents technique: the role 
of solvents on the preparation of oxide and salt loaded SBA-15”, poster presentation at the 15th 
International Zeolite Conference, 12-17 Aug. 2007, Beijing 
 
- J. van der Meer, I. Bardez, F. Bart and A. Davidson, “Loading of SBA-15 with Co3O4 with the aid of 
non-polar solvents”, Chem. Comm, in preparation 
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Interplay of water and non-polar solvents on the surface of mesoporous silica 

J. van der Meer - Collaboration R. Denoyel, C. Vagner (CNRS UMR 6121), I. Bardez, F. Bart 

(CEA Marcoule) and A. Davidson (Univ. Paris 6) 

SBA-15 is a mesoporous silica with a regular hexagonal pore structure, which is 
synthesized using the sol-gel technique and making use of TEOS as silica precursor and P123 
as structural template [Choi et al., Chem. Comm. (2003), 1340]. The regular mesopores can be 
used as a template to cast nanoparticles of metals or oxides. For doing so, several methods 
exist. One is the “double solvent” technique, where the mesoporous silica is pre-wetted by a 
non-polar solvent, before an aqueous solution that carries the elements of interest, is added. It 
has appeared that striking differences in nanoparticle size and morphology occur as a function 
of the solvent used (see document “In-situ nucleation of salt and oxide nanoparticles in 
mesoporous materials”).  

In order to understand these large differences, a detailed study that comprises evidence 
from IR spectroscopy, NMR and microcalorimetry, on the interplay of SBA-15, water and 
solvents is being carried out at present. First results show that the influence of even small 
amounts of water is significant. The adsorption isotherm of water on a hydroxylated or a 
dehydroxylated surface is very different. Also the interaction with hexane, as can be seen by 
IR spectroscopy, is different. This is probably one of the clues to the solving of the double 
solvents technique mechanism and its influence on in-situ nucleation of nano-particles.  
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Isotherms of water on SBA-15, measured by R. Denoyel.. Two types of SBA-15 are measured. The first  

is “initial”, a  SBA-15 right after calcination, with a slightly hydrophobic surface. The other is 

“immersed and dried”, a SBA-15 that was pre-immersed, then dried, its surface more hydrophilic 

than that of the SBA-15 initial sample.  

SBA-15 immersed and dried 

SBA-15 initial 
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IR spectra of SBA-15 initial (after calcination) and SBA-15 immersed (pre-wetted), both 

suspended in an abundance in n-hexane, contact time 10 minutes. Differences in vibration 

energies are observed in zone 1 (presence of hydroxyl-groups, absence of water in the initial 

sample and vice versa for the immersed silica) and zone 2 (different ratios in Si-O-Si 

stretching  and Si-O-(H . . . H2O) bonds). 

 
 
Reference: 
J. van der Meer, I. Bardez, A. Davidson and F. Bart, “Conditioning of chloride waste in SBA-15 
mesoporous silica: surface properties of silica”, oral presentation at the 14th Sol-Gel International 
Conference, 2-7 Sep. 2007, Montpellier 
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Synthesis of hybrid organic-inorganic materials with non-linear optical and 
luminescence properties  

E. Besson, C. Reye, A. Mehdi, R.J.P Corriu – Collaboration J.Zyss (ENS Cachan, France) 

The subject was the preparation using sol-gel process of hybrid organic-inorganic 
materials from functionalised molecular objects. Materials incorporating erbium complexes, 
able to emit in infra red area were prepared by various ways leading to either amorphous or 
organized, non porous or mesoporous materials. 

Luminescence properties at 1.55 µm and laser effect were highlighted thanks to the 
preparation of these materials in the form of powders and films (spin and dip coating). 
Materials presenting the coupling of non linear optic and photoluminescence properties were 
prepared in order to get an optoelectronic component for the high flow data storage. Two 
kinds of molecular models were synthesized, one 2D octupolar and a dipolar one. The 
complexed erbium ions ensure the property of photoluminescence. Thanks to the preparation 
of these materials by thin film coating, the emission at 1.55 µm was highlighted, as well as a 
laser effect. A high non linear coefficient was determined. Bifunctional mesostructured 
materials were developed with functionalities selectively distributed in the walls and in pores 
channels. The best of our knowledge, they are the first examples of adaptative materials 
described. 

Finally, we highlighted the structure / optical properties relationship thanks to silylated 
chromophore suitably selected. Different materials were prepared and UV studies allowed to 
show the extend of the structure of the materials on their optical properties.  

 

A typical figure for emission at 1.55µm showing a laser effect under pumping at 
980 nm . 
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Solubility of actinides and surrogates in borosilicate glasses 
X. Deschanels, J.N Cachia, C. Lopez, Collaboration S. Peuget, C. Den Auwer (CEA 

Marcoule) 

 The precipitation of a crystalline phase in glass is observed when one element exceeds 
his loading limit (ie: solubility limit). This parameter is determined by gradually increasing 
the concentration in the glass of the element until heterogeneous phase appears in the system 
(crystallization or demixing). The homogeneity of the glass was characterized by scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). The results obtained in borosilicate glasses show an increase of 
the solubility limits of the studied elements (actinides, lanthanides, and hafnium) with the 
processing temperature and the redox potential of the melt. The elements at the oxidation state 
(III) exhibit a higher solubility than the element at oxidation state (IV). In standard conditions, 
the greatest increase in solubility was observed for cerium, the higher solubility limit was 
attributable not only to the higher processing temperature but also to reduction of this element 
to trivalent oxidation state. The reduction of cerium at trivalent oxidation state, by adding a 
reducing agent (Si3N4) to the melt, increases significantly the solubility limit of this element. 
In these conditions, the cerium solubility was thus multiplied by a factor of 20 at 1100°C. 

Structural investigations (XAFS, NMR) were undertaken to study the evolution of the glass 
network due to the increase of the solubility. The structural data obtained by XAFS analysis, 
were used to calculate the field strength parameter Z/d2 [Dietzel A., Z. Elektrochem. 48, 
(1942)], where Z is the cation charge and d is the cation-oxygen distance. According to this 
model, all these elements are characterized by intermediate field strength. Trivalent element 
have a field strength closed to that of network modifying cations and tetravalent one have a 
field strength corresponding to network former’s. 

 

Caption: Solubility limits (mol. %) of tri and tetravalent element versus temperature and field 
strength in borosilicate glasses.  
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Comparing glasses and ceramics in term of alpha decay induced volume change  

X. Deschanels, V. Picot, Collaboration S. Peuget (CEA Mar.), B. Glorieux (CNRS Perpignan) 

 Borosilicate glasses or ceramics (zirconolite or monazite) would be suitable waste 
forms for the conditioning of actinides. Alpha decay is the main disintegration mode for these 
elements. The consequence of an alpha event in an inorganic material is of three orders: 

- The emission of a α-recoil nucleus with energy of 70 to 100 keV. The α-recoil 
nucleus dissipates the main part of its energy (near 2/3) by ballistic processes over a 
very short range (30 to 40 nm), producing a highly localized displacement cascade of 
1000 to 2000 atomic displacements. 

- The emission of a α-particle with energy of 4.5 to 5.8 MeV. The α-particle dissipates 
most of its energy by ionization processes over a range of 20 µm, but undergoes 
enough elastic collisions along their path to produce several hundred isolated 
displacements near the end of the α-particle range. 

- Helium production, which results from the capture of two electrons by the α- particle. 
These phenomenons should have consequences on the structural evolution of the material: 
amorphisation or crystallisation of the structure, volume changes…. External irradiation and 
short-lived actinides doping such as 238Pu and 244Cm, were used to study the effects of 
radiation damage. Multi-energy heavy ion irradiation (Au, Si) and mono-energy helium 
irradiation were respectively used to simulate the effects of the α-recoil nucleus (ballistic 
processes) and the α-particle (ionisation processes). The nuclear and electronic energy 
deposited in each material were computed by the SRIM 2003 code. 
The swelling amplitude of these materials under irradiation is quite different, others studies 
report a slight contraction of some borosilicate glass compositions under irradiation [Weber 

J.W. and al. J. Mater. Res., 12-8 (1997)]. Nevertheless, this parameter can be plotted as a 
function of the nuclear deposited energy for the different irradiations, which traduce that the 
ballistic effects are predominant. The atomic displacements produced by this process induce 
amorphisation and swelling of the ceramics structure; on the opposite, according to the glass 
composition, either swelling or densification of the glass network are possible.  

 
Caption : Volume change versus nuclear deposited energy in various actinide conditioning 
waste forms. Results obtained in doped and externally irradiated samples are presented. 
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6 – Surface of materials in rapid evolution 
 

Nicolas Dacheux 

Nicolas Clavier 

Heather Harker (Post-doc)    at Université Montpellier II 

Hamouda Jaffel (Post-doc)    at CEA-Grenoble (SPrAM) 

--------------------------------- 

Along with the rising of the fourth generation of nuclear reactors, the research for 
original materials (fuels, structural materials, waste matrices) must challenge the use of high 
pressures and temperatures. Moreover, the processes developed for the spent fuels recycling 
and/or the management of secondary radwaste must answer to several problems directly 
associated to the physico-chemical properties of the materials. These problems are mainly 
connected to the understanding of the phenomena located at the solid/liquid interface with or 
without external constraints (including mechanical, thermal, chemical, radiation, ...). The 
major objectives of team 6 are thus to describe and understand the behavior of surface of 
cohesive materials during recycling or alteration processes through the description of the 
mechanisms occurring at the solid/liquid interface. This approach requires to evaluate then 
understand the tight links existing between the morphology of the materials and their 
capability to dissolve in order to predict and control the parameters that could enhance (or 
decrease) their dissolution. 

This study is first based on the development and optimization of model compounds (e.g. 
Th1-xUxO2 or Th1-xPuxO2 solid solutions, ...). It must integrate the recent advances in soft 
chemistry (hydrothermal methods, ...) to prepare crystallized precursors which could improve 
the homogeneity, the reactivity and/or the sintering capability of the final samples. The 
complete characterization of the materials by various techniques (XRD, EPMA, 
spectroscopies, microscopies, ...) appears as the first step to get the control of the 
microstructure prior to develop the dissolution experiments.  

The second step of the 
work is naturally devoted to 
the understanding of the 
dissolution mechanisms 
occurring at the solid/liquid 
interfaces through the 
development of a dual 
approach combining kinetics 
(that reflects the influence of 
several parameters such as pH, 
complexing reagents, tempe-
rature, radiation, … on the 
normalized dissolution rates) 
and thermodynamics (that 
describes the phenomena 
occurring during passivation or 
saturation processes through 
the formation of secondary 
phases). The final objective associated to these structural and chemical results aims to 
characterize then develop predictive modelling the modifications and progression of the 
leached layer regarding the unleached material, and the solution modelled at the nanometric 
scale. 
This multi-disciplinary approach required to prepare, characterize then evaluate the behaviour 
of such model compounds during leaching/dissolution experiments. It will need to develop 
strong connections with other teams and technical platforms of ICSM (mainly teams 1, 2 and 
5), but also national (UCCS-Lille, DRCP-Marcoule, IPN-Orsay, DTCD-Marcoule, Pôle de 
Chimie de Montpellier) and international (ITU, ...) collaborations. 
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Hydrothermal methods for the preparation of phosphate-based materials 

N. Clavier and N. Dacheux – Collaboration G. Wallez & M. Quarton (Université Paris VI – 

UMR 7574) ; S. Grandjean (CEA/DEN/DRCP/SRCE) 

Several phosphate-based ceramics have been proposed as host matrices for the 
specific immobilisation of radionuclides. In this context, the recent use of original 
hydrothermal methods of preparation allowed to prepare new low-temperature single phase 
precursors of such final ceramics. The use of these original phases leads to the preparation of 
actinide-bearing phosphates usually unreachable with conventional methods and provides 
some improvements in the physico-chemical properties of the final samples. Three phosphate-
based systems, defined through the M/PO4 mole ratio, were examined.  

 For AnIV/PO4 = 1, the initial precipitation of Th(OH)PO4, then its condensation 
between 450°C and 500°C, appears as the only way known up to know to prepare the 
Th2O(PO4)2 compound. A similar transformation mechanism was evidenced for the uranium 
compound, but the difference in the temperature of stability of both Th and U compounds 
seems to be responsible of the failure in attempts to prepare Th2-xUxO(PO4)2. 

 For LnIII/PO4 = 1 systems, three different LnPO4 · nH2O structures were precipitated, 
depending on the ionic radius and the temperature considered. They are monazite (monoclinic 
system, n = 0), rhabdophane (hexagonal system, n = ½), and xenotime (tetragonal system, 
0 < n < 3). In this system, rhabdophane-type compounds can be also used as crystallised low-
temperature precursors of monazites prepared at high temperature. This method of preparation 
allowed to improve the densification of the sintered pellets obtained after heating at high 
temperature, as a consequence of the higher reactivity of the initial powder. 
 Phosphates of tetravalent cations precipitated with MIV/PO4 = 2/3 (M

IV = Th, U, Ce) 
were identified to the phosphate-hydrogenphosphate hydrates family 
MIV

2(PO4)2(HPO4) · H2O. The formation of Th2-x/2Anx/2(PO4)2(HPO4) · H2O solid solutions 
with UIV (x ≤ 4), NpIV (x ≤ 2) and PuIV (x < 4) was also evidenced. The transformation 
mechanism leading from Thorium Phosphate-Hydrogenphosphate Hydrate (TPHPH) to 
Thorium Phosphate-Diphosphate (β-TPD) was then elucidated and allowed to evidence the 
formation of a low-temperature form of the thorium phosphate-diphosphate. From dilatometry 
experiments performed on β-TUPD solid solutions, the complete sintering (dexp./dcalc. = 99%) 
occurs faster when starting from TUPHPH solid solutions (after only 5 to 10 hours of heating 
at 1250°C) and the homogeneity of the pellets is significantly improved. 
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Homogenisation of the U/(U+Th) mole ratio in β-TUPD between the direct evaporation method (a) 
and the initial precipitation of TUPHPH (b). 
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Influence of the morphology of Th/U mixed oxides on their physico-chemical 
properties during sintering and leaching processes 

N. Clavier and N. Dacheux - Collaboration N. Hingant & S. Hubert (IPN Orsay – 

UMR 8608) ; S. Grandjean (CEA/DEN/DRCP) 

 
Actinides mixed oxides, such as MOx, are currently studied as optimized fuels for the 

fourth generation of nuclear reactors. In the aim of improving the physico-chemical properties 
of these compounds, it seems important to prepare homogeneous solids, especially in the field 
of the repartition of the cations in the structure. In this context, the influence of the 
morphology of uranium (IV) and thorium mixed oxides on their sintering capability as well as 
on their chemical durability must be evaluated. 

In a first step, Th1-xUx(C2O4)2 · 2H2O mixed oxalates were prepared as crystallized 
precursors of Th1-xUxO2 model compounds following two chemical routes, both starting from 
a mixture of cations in acidic solution and oxalic acid. The first method consists in the 
precipitation of cations in an open vessel at T = 50°C under ultrasonic agitation. In the second 
one, the mixture is placed into a PTFE closed container set in an acid digestion bomb then 
heated at 180 - 210°C for few days in order to reach hydrothermal conditions. SEM 
micrographies allow to evidence great variations in the morphology of the powder depending 
on the preparation method. Indeed, the average grain size is greatly enhanced when using 
hydrothermal conditions, with the presence of small single crystals of about 50 µm in length, 
while the associated specific surface area was found to SSA = 0.5 - 2 m

2.g-1. The better 
crystallization of these samples was also confirmed through XRD analyses. Oxalates were 
then heated (T = 400°C) in order to eliminate volatile compounds (2 CO + 2CO2) and to 
improve the reactivity of the powders. Moreover, the mechanism of transformation leading 
from Th1-xUx(C2O4)2 · 2H2O to Th1-xUxO2 during the heat treatment was elucidated through 
TG/DT analyses. Finally, the powders were shaped by uniaxial pressing then fired at high 
temperature (T = 1300-1400°C) to obtain well-densified samples.   
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SEM micrographies and XRD patterns of Th1-xUx(C2O4)2 · 2H2O oxalates obtained through 

precipitation (left) or hydrothermal (right) processes. 
Some preliminary results concerning aqueous alteration were obtained on sintered samples 
leached in 10-1M HNO3 in dynamic conditions. For x = 0.5, the dissolution appeared to be 
congruent and the normalized leaching rates was found to 2.10-4 g.m-2.day-1 for thorium and 
3.10-4 for uranium. For higher substitution rate (x = 0.75), the dissolution became incongruent 
with a normalized leaching rates of 3.10-4 g.m-2.day-1 for thorium and 1.5 10-3 for uranium. 
These values appeared to be in very good agreement with those found in the literature for 
Th0.5U0.5O2 and Th0.25U0.75O2. 
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Study of nanoscale porosity evolution in bitumen matrix under lixiviation 
stresses. 

H. Jaffel, O. Diat – Collaboration A. Ledieu (DEN/L2ED CEA-Marcoule); A. Guillermo 

(UMR 5819 SPrAM, CEA Grenoble) 

  
The main objective of this project is to characterize the evolution of porosity in inactive 
bituminized waste products (BWP) caused by variable exposures to external radiations or 
water. In France, bitumen is used since 4 decades as a container material for low/intermediate 
activity and long lifetime radionuclides. Industrial BWP are produced by continuous extrusion 
of 60 %w. of bitumen and 40%w. of salts (volumic ratio ~3:1), in which a very small fraction 
is lastly radioactive. The prediction of long term behaviour, needed for a sustainable 
management of BWP, is usually achieved by studying non radioactive-model materials in 
various conditions of ageing, mainly due to radiolysis and water leaching stresses.  
Recent works have focused on the need for a better understanding on the impact of the 
swelling (and subsequent porosity), developing in both radiolytic and leaching conditions 
[Sercombe, C. et al, J. Nucl. Mat. 349 (2006) 96-106]. Here SEM characterizations or X-rays 
radiographies were used as basic techniques for the investigation of the porous zone, within a 
spatial resolution limited to the micrometer. 
Our current aim is to refine the ageing modelling with a multiscale characterization of the 
relationship between the porosity evolution (e.g. the swelling) and the transport properties at 
the bitumen-salt interfaces, at the early stages of the alteration as well as the longer ones. 
SAS techniques, with the quantification of the nature and topology of the interfaces (smooth 
or fractals interfaces) as well as the evolution of specific surface, provide original and 
multiscale datasets to enhance our understanding of the correlations between the porous 
network created and filled by water as a function of ageing time.  
In order to relate these micro-structural variations in the bitumen matrix observed by SAS 
techniques to the kinetic of leaching, we have studied in parallel the global porous structure 
using a quantitative and a non-invasive proton NMR characterization, using low field 1H-
NMR relaxometry. Main results are (i) the evolution of the water relaxation characteristic 
times as a function of the leaching duration, which can be related to a multi-scale porous 
distribution, and (ii) the direct effect of the initial salt content for diffusion processes, 
especially for the most confined water.  
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Left: Porod representation I(q)*q
4
 versus q of the intensity of three samples of bitumen matrix as 

function of the leaching stages (ESRF data). Right: NMR transverse relaxation decay (CPMG 

sequence) from the water confined in the evolving porous media of leached bitumen. 
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Effect of irradiation damages on the alteration of thorium phosphates 
N. Dacheux - Collaboration  C. Tamain (IPN Orsay – UMR 8608) ; F. Garrido & L. Thomé 

(CSNSM – UMR 8609) 

Thorium Phosphate-Diphosphate (β-Th4(PO4)4P2O7) and associated solid solutions 
with actinides have been extensively studied as potential host matrices for radionuclides 
coming from the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle. They exhibit several interesting 
properties such as high weight loadings in actinides, good sintering capability and an 
important resistance to aqueous alteration. In the hypothesis of plutonium immobilization in 
the β-TPD structure, it was thus essential to evaluate the effect of the irradiation on the 
material, especially concerning its chemical durability.  

 
In a first step, β-TUPD sintered samples were irradiated with ion beams (840 MeV Kr 

and 410 MeV S) then leached in various acidic media. The effect of the amorphous fraction 
(determined from the XRD diagrams) on the dissolution rate was particularly followed : 
RL(U) increased of one to two order of magnitude between unirradiated (fa = 0) and fully 
amorphous (fa = 1) materials. Moreover, an exponential relation relying RL(U) and fa was 
proposed. Despite of these results, the good properties of retention of the material were 
maintained since RL(U) reached only 3.1 10

-5 g.m-2.j-1 at pH=7 and 25°C. Besides, no 
variation of the partial order related to the proton nor of the activation energy was evidenced 
on irradiated samples. 

 
Evolution of the normalized leaching NL(U) for several amorphous fraction during the dissolution of 

β-TUPD sintered pellets in 10-1M HNO3. 
 The second part of the work was devoted to the thermodynamic aspects of the 
dissolution. The precipitation processes observed when the saturation of the leachate is 
reached appears to be unchanged for amorphous samples. Uranium-depleted TUPHPH was 
evidenced as a neoformed phase onto the surface of the leached pellets. Correlatively to the 
increase of RL(U), its precipitation was found to occur more quickly for high amorphous 
fractions. In these conditions, the loss in the resistance of the matrix to the alteration is 
counterbalanced by the quicker formation of uranium-depleted TUPHPH as a protective layer 
which limits the release of actinides to the solution thus to the biosphere. 
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Alteration processes of phosphate-based radwaste matrices 
 

N. Dacheux and N. Clavier - Collaboration E. du Fou de Kerdaniel (IPN Orsay – UMR 

8608) ; R. Podor (Université Nancy I – UMR 7555) 

 

Monazites (LnPO4), britholites (Ca9Nd1-xAn
IV

x(PO4)5-x(SiO4)1+xF2) and β-TAnPD solid 
solutions (β-Th4-xAnIVx(PO4)4P2O7) are the three phosphate-based matrices selected by the 
French research group NOMADE for studying the specific immobilization of actinides in an 
underground repository. Among other properties of interest, such materials must present an 
important resistance to aqueous corrosion. Their chemical durability was then evaluated 
through leaching tests in various media. The kinetic-controlled part of the dissolution allowed 
to determine the normalized leaching rates of the solids while a thermodynamic study was 
devoted to the complete characterization of the neoformed phases precipitated at saturation of 
the leachate. The precipitation of such phases onto the surface of leached pellets is correlated 
to the rapid evolution in the morphology of the initial material in comparison to the diffusion 
of ionic species in the bulk (as an example, the diffusion coefficient of Pb2+ in the monazite 
reached only 6.10-29 m2.s-1 at 800°C). 

Several sintered samples of GdPO4 monazite were leached in acidic media (10
-1 to 

10-4M HNO3 or HCl). During the first 5 days of leaching at 90°C, the normalized leaching 
increased linearly with time, allowing the determination of the corresponding normalized 
dissolution rates. This behavior was also observed when leaching samples at room 
temperature in 10-1M HNO3 (RH = 2.2 ± 0.7 10-5 g.m

-2.day-1). From the values determined at 
90°C and room temperature, the apparent activation energy was evaluated to 39 - 45 kJ.mol-1. 
The dependence of the normalized dissolution rate with the pH of the solution was also 
evaluated. The partial order related to the proton concentration at 90°C was evaluated to about 
0.6. For longer leaching times, the normalized leaching reached a plateau due to saturation of 
the leachate. The establishment of thermodynamic equilibria led to the rapid precipitation of a 
neoformed phosphate phase identified to rhabdophane-type GdPO4 · 0.5H2O in our 
experimental conditions. The solubility product K°S,0 of GdPO4 · 0.5H2O was then evaluated 
at 90°C and 20°C. The first evaluation of the value of Log (K°S,0) was found to lie between -
19.2 and -23.9 for leaching experiments performed in hydrochloric media and between -21.8 
and -22.4 when working in nitric media. For the extrapolation of the solubility product to 
room temperature, the variation of the enthalpy of the reaction of precipitation of 
NdPO4 · 0.5H2O was considered. These values are of the same order of magnitude than those 
reported for amorphous GdPO4 · xH2O [Log (K°S,0) = -25.39 ± 0.23].   

The evolution of the normalized leachings of (Th , U) – britholites was studied in 
static and dynamic conditions (10-1 M HNO3,T = 90°C). For low renewal of the leachate, 
RL(Th) and RL(Nd) values decrease significantly after few days of leaching, showing the 
precipitation of these elements in neoformed phases. The determination of the normalized 
dissolution rates was thus impossible in these conditions. In dynamic conditions, the 
congruent part of the dissolution is observed during the first days of leaching but is rapidly 
followed by an uncongruent step with the associated Th – precipitation correlatively to the 
decrease of RL(Ca), RL(U) and RL(P). The corresponding normalized dissolution rates RL(i) 
are found between 10-4 and 10-2 g.m-2.day-1 whatever the element considered. Two neoformed 
phases were observed and identified as Nd1-2xCaxThx-yUy(PO4,F) · 0.5H2O rhabdophane and 
amorphous SiO2 · nH2O. The specific study of Nd1-2xCaxThxPO4 · 0.5H2O suggests its rapid 
transformation into NdPO4 · 0.5H2O rhabdophane and TPHPH showing the progressive 
segregation of both elements during alteration. 

The dissolution of β-TUPD sintered samples was examined in various conditions of 
pH, temperature, concentrations of anions in the leachate and leaching flow rates. All the 
normalized dissolution rates were in the range 10-7 to 10-4 g.m-2.day-1 even in very aggressive 
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media, showing the good resistance of these ceramics to aqueous alteration. Several 
parameters exhibiting a significant influence on the normalized dissolution rate of the pellets 
were examined. Both the partial order relative to the proton concentration (n = 0.39 - 0.41) 
and the apparent activation energy (Eapp = 49 kJ.mol

-1) were found in good agreement with 
the data reported for powdered samples showing that the sintering process does not degrade 
the chemical durability of the ceramics. Moreover, due to the high thermodynamical constant 
of complexation of phosphate species for tetravalent uranium and thorium, the influence of 
other ligands such as nitrate, chloride or sulphate on the normalized dissolution rates was 
limited. Near the equilibrium, the increase of the leaching time, the temperature or the 
leachate acidity led to the precipitation of thorium at the surface of the pellets either in static 
or in dynamic conditions. Consequently, the dissolution became clearly incongruent and 
controlled by saturation processes. The neoformed phase precipitated in the back-end of the 
initial dissolution process was identified to TUPHP which was uranium depleted, due to the 
oxidation of uranium (IV) into uranyl during the dissolution process. The precipitation of 
T(U)PHP at the surface of the solid seemed to form a protective layer which played the role 
of a diffusion barrier thus delayed the release of radionuclides in the solution. Its solubility 
product was evaluated to 10-66. Such value confirmed that the rapid precipitation of T(U)PHP 
onto the surface of the samples could delay significantly the release of radionuclides then 
their migration to the biosphere in the field of an underground repository. 

Complementary study was also undertaken on β-TUPD/Monazite composite materials. 
The good resistance to aqueous alteration observed for the two matrices were conserved in 
such solids. The normalized dissolution rate determined varies from (8.2 ± 0.7).10-6 to (2.7 ± 
0.4).10-2 g.m-2.day-1 between 25 and 120 °C in 10-1M HNO3. Near the equilibrium, thorium 
and lanthanide ions are found to quickly precipitate as uranium-depleted T(U)PHPH and as 
rhabdophane or monazite, respectively. 
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SEM micrographies of altered β-TUPD sintered sample 
(0.1M HNO3 : T = 90°C ; t = 1 year). 
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Time resolved alteration process of oxide glasses 
 

L. Girard (post-doc LIONS), - Collaboration M. Arab (DTCD CEA Valrhô), O. Spalla 

(LIONS CEA Saclay) 

 
 

The alteration of solid by water is an aging process which concerns lots of materials 
either natural or generated by different industries. Among the latter, oxide glasses have a 
particular position since they are used as structural material (glass windows, isolation fibers, 
soda-lime glasses, stainless glass of cathedrals) or chemical storage matrixes including 
nuclear wastes. Dissolution of oxide glasses by water has been studied by small angles x-ray 
scattering. It is shown that the altered residual surface layer due to dissolution and 
recondensation of Si atoms is a porous material with nanometer size pores. Based on five 
elements oxide glass (18 NaO2-17.B2O3-4.CaO-y.ZrO2-(61-y).SiO2 with y = 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8) 
the experiment highlights a strong influence of insoluble element on both the kinetic of 
alteration and the structure of the altered layer. It is shown that above 2% Zr content, the 
fraction of porous volume and the surface of exchange in the altered layer pass through a 
maximum value in the first hours of alteration corresponding to an overshoot of Si lixiviation 
without recondensation as the saturation limit is not reached. When the saturation limit is 
reached the porous volume fraction is just below the fraction of volume occupied primarily by 
the sodium and the boron. These quantitative and kinetically resolved experiments with a Zr 
content spanned over 1 to 8 %, propose new tests for the Monte-Carlo simulations since they 
are in their precise limits of relevance (short time alteration between 1 and 96 hours). The 
methodology of in situ scattering experiments can be extended to any type of material under 
alteration. 

 
Caption: Glasses evolution: specific surface area versus porous volume faction of the altered 

layer. Times of alteration are written close to each point. 
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Building a universal water potential one molecule at a time 
H. Harker – F. Keutsch, R. Saykally, M. Viant, E. Michael, R. McLaughlin, J. –X. Han 

(University of California, Berkeley); C. Leforestier, Y. Scribano (Université de Montpellier II) 
 

Ultra-high resolution (~10-5 cm-1), direct absorption, far infrared (FIR) vibrational, rotational, 
and tunnelling spectroscopic studies of the intermolecular vibrations of small hydrogen-bound water 
clusters are used to produce the highly detailed structural and dynamical information that has 
permitted the determination of the most universally accurate potential energy surfaces (PES) for water 
to date. Studies of the water dimer are of particular significance in that 2-body forces alone account for 
~ 75% of the cohesive energy in small water clusters and presumably in the liquid.  Moreover, the 
leading many-body terms have been shown to be primarily 2-body in nature and to converge rapidly, 
providing the basis for constructing accurate PES for larger water clusters as well as for bulk water 
from “spectroscopic” dimer potentials.  Hence, it is crucial to seek a "perfect" dimer Intermolecular 
Potential Energy Surface (IPS), while the spectroscopic data for trimers and larger clusters serve to 
refine the many-body interactions. Several water dimer PESs of near-spectroscopic accuracy have 
recently been determined through the combination of experimental and ab initio data.. It has also been 
shown that the “tuning” of ab initio potentials to reproduce experimental cluster data mimics the 
missing key ingredient of the actual pair potential, viz, flexibility of the monomers. 

 
The bottom stick spectrum shows the 398 transitions observed for the 45.4 cm

-1
 vibrational band of (D2O)5, the 

middle graph shows an expanded view of the repelling Q-branch region, and the top plot presents an expanded 

view of the actual scans of Q(10) – Q(14) of the K = 10 stack. A graphic rendering of the puckered water 

pentamer is shown on the side. 
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Investigating leaching mechanisms through glass structural variations 

H. Harker – B. Hehlen, J-L Bantignies, J-L Sauvajol, D. Morin (LCVN, Montpellier); 

F. Bouyer (LCLT, Marcoule); M. Ramos (Universidad Autonoma, Madrid) 

 
Water leaching of nuclear waste glass compromises the glass network; the more mobile elements (B, 
Na, etc.) depart into solution, while a protective gel forms on the glass surface. While the release of 
sodium is readily attributed to an interdiffusion/exchange mechanism, the mechanism governing the 
congruent release of boron remains elusive.  Simulation in a borosilicate of sodium glass suggests that 
this congruent release is enabled by a localized structural rearrangement of the boron atoms in the 
glass, namely the boron changes from a coordination number of four to three [G. Geneste et al. 2006]. 
Indeed, boron exists primarily as four-coordinate [BO4

-] units compensated by Na+ cations in a 
borosilicate of sodium glass.  As water diffuses into the glass, the sodium atoms are replaced by 
hydronium (H3O

+) ions, which rapidly and systematically dissociate, while the [BO4
-] units are 

simultaneously detached from the glass network and transformed into three-coordinate units liable to 
be released into solution. 

Interdiffusion (Na+/H3O
+ exchange): Na+ + BIV-O-T � H3O

+ + BIV-O-T 
Dissociation and Hydrolysis: H3O

+ + BIV-O-T� H2O + B
III + T-OH 

 

 
Schematic representation of the leaching mechanism predicted by simulation in a borosilicate of sodium glass. 

 

As an alternative to attempting to follow this highly localized structural change in situ, 
we characterized a hydrated sample (5.8 mol%) of pure boron glass in order to show that the 
addition of water does not result in the reverse structural transformation of BIII → BIV.  
Indeed, the addition of alkaline metals to vitreous boron leads to the formation of [BO4

-] units 
and consequently to the apparition of a characteristic Raman-active vibrational mode near 
1100 cm-1 [G. Simon thesis 2007].  These four-coordinated boron units form at the expense of 
the three-coordinated boroxol rings, so that the narrow ring bands at 808 and 1250 cm-1 
disappear. Inspection of the Raman spectra of the hydrated boron sample shows that the 
incorporation of water does not lead to the formation of [BO4

-] units at the expense of the 
boroxol rings. This result suggests that the congruent release of sodium and boron during 
glass leaching is a consequence of the latter’s transformation from a four- to three-coordinated 
form following the exchange of sodium and a hydronium ion. Further work is in progress to 
identify the specific nature of the three-coordinated boron species 

 
 

Raman spectra of hydrated and alkaline borate glasses. The hydrated glass exhibits stable ring density and no 

[BO4
-
] formation, whereas the alkaline glass reveals drastic loss of ring density and [BO4

-
] formation. 

 

Publications: Publication in progress; Results presented at the Journées Scientifiques de Marcoule, 
2007. 

T = Si or B 
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1 – Chemistry and Physical-chemistry of the Actinides 
 

Daniel Meyer 

Julien Garcia (PhD)     at Institut Charles Gerhardt- Montpellier 

Ahmed Yahia (PhD from December 2007)  at Université de Toulouse 

 

--------------------------------- 
 

The actinides elements have a unique position in the periodic table. The presence of 5f 
orbitals is responsible of several original physical and chemical features (coordination 
geometry, heavy fermions, superconductivity, etc.). In the frame of the nuclear energy, one of 
the important problem deals with the behaviour of these elements in the actual and the future 
fuel cycles. This team will investigate at a fundamental level the chemical and physical-
chemical properties of the actinide elements at a multiscale (spatial and energetic) level. More 
specifically, the research of the team will focused on the effect of the actinide on the 
interaction energy grid in solution and in the condensed matter and how this interaction 
pattern will change under several conditions to understand reactivity and behaviour under a 
given stress (chemical oxidative, particles, etc.). 

 

Metal-Ligand

1st-2nd Shell

Low Energy
Supramolecular

High Energy
Supramolecular

Actinide
 

Actinide dependant energy pattern 

 

To progress in this field, three research directions will be investigated.  

1) A first axis will study the reactivity of actinide molecular species in solution to obtain 
actinide materials using molecular engineering techniques. The main aim of this research area 
is to understand the behaviour of the actinide elements in complex environment such as self-
organised fluids in a way to control the composition and the structure of the actinide material 
at a multiscale level. 

2) A second direction will study the actinide materials obtained by molecular engineering as 
model material. The relation between the microscopic structure, controlled by synthesis, and 
macroscopic properties (thermal conductivity, optical properties, etc.) will be analysed. 
Specifically bulk vs surface properties will be taken in care. 

3) A last research area will develop new synthetic ways to obtain original actinide aiming new 
5f dependent physical and chemical properties (magnetism, conductivity, redox, etc.). More 
specifically, molecular clusters with actinide-actinide bonds and nanoparticles are targeted. 

Inside the ICSM, the research area concerning the behaviour of actinide in complex fluids 
will be directly connected with team 2 and 3 and the actinide material studies will be linked 
with team 5 and 6. This overall research will take place in a national (GDR Paris, Matinex) 
and international (ACSEPT, ACTINET) perspective. Specifically, a research frame dealing 
with actinide surface and compounds reactivity involving thin films of actinides prepared in a 
controlled way and put under controlled oxidative stress will be build up with the Joint 
Research Center Institute for TransUranic Elements at Karlsruhe.  
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New reaction: One-Pot Condensation and Functionalisation of Polysilane 

Julien Garcia, Daniel Meyer - Collaboration Joël J.E. Moreau, M. Wong Chi Man (ICG 

LN2M Montpellier), D. Guillaneux
 
(DRCP/SCPS/LCAM). 

These studies are undertaken in the frame of the development of a new concept to 
achieve a mixed carbide SiC/MC (M = actinide) as model of carbide generation IV fuels. This 
work aim to synthesise the SiC matrix using the conversion of a primary functionalized 
silicon phase (polysilane, polycarbosilane) obtained by reaction of several molecular 
precursors in solution such as skeleton or function units.  

In our particular case, the synthesis of the functionalized primary phase was done using 
a dehydrocondensation reaction of a 1,1,3,3,5,5-trisila-1,3,5-cyclohexane using a TiCp2(OR)2 
catalyst coupled with a hydrosyllilation of a diamide vinyl derivative. This coupled reaction is 
surprising with Ti based catalyst. Regarding these results, a series of studies using different 
silicon hydrosilanes were done to understand this specific reactivity (figure 1). 

 

  

Studies on SiPhxHy reactions with vinyl derivative (Ph = Phenyl) and primary phase 

synthesis 

Whereas the primary and the secondary hydrogenated silanes lead to the functionalized 
polymer or dimer, the tertiary hydrosylane show no hydrosyllilation despite the presence of a 
Si-H bond. The results indicate that the mechanism will be probably a deshydrocondensation, 
leading to a Si-Si bond and followed by the Si-H addition, where the Si is also bonded to 
another Si. The Si-Si bond is most likely the reason of this specific addition, usually not 
catalysed by Ti in the case of polycarbosilane and observed for the tertiary SiPh3H. 

In these studies, a new one-pot reactivity of polysilane has been discovered allowing the 
synthesis of a functionalised silicon based primary phase. Actinides can be implanted in the 
case of a functionalisation by an extractant by solid-liquid techniques or directly by adding 
the actinide in the early stages of the formation of the primary phase. 

Reference 

- Oral: Fifth International Workshop of Silicon-Based Polymers, Cinéma Le Taurus, Mèze, 
25th-27th June 2007 

- Julien, Garcia1; D. Guillaneux; Joël J.E., Moreau; Michel Wong Chi Man and Daniel Meyer 
Macromolecules in preparation. 
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Multiscale Organised SiC/MC (M = Actinide) 

Julien Garcia, Daniel Meyer - Collaboration Joël J.E. Moreau, M. Wong Chi Man (ICG 

LN2M Montpellier), D. Guillaneux
 
(CEA/DEN/DRCP Marcoule). 

This work is done in the frame of the development of new synthetic ways to obtain 
mixed carbides (SiC/ActinideC) using soft chemistry. Controlling the multiscale structure of 
the SiC material to insert an actinide fuel element is the main aim of these studies. Silicon 
carbide is usually a dense non-porous material and recently efforts are being made to obtain 
porous SiC. This works focuses on the synthesis of a primary polycarbosilane phase by the 
dehydrogenative polymerisation of a cyclic monomer, 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane which was 
transformed SiC. 

The first step of this reaction is done under fluid conditions and the multiscale control 
of the SiC matrix was achieved by using several solid or fluid template approaches. 

The first level of control was done at 500 nm. A solid SiO2 template was used during 
the primary polysilane formation. The resulting SiC was successfully imprinted after thermal 
treatment and SiO2 dissolution. 
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Structured SiC obtained by molecular reactivity in the presence of a  solid template 

The second level of control by a direct organisation of the initial reaction solution is 
under progress. This organisation is expected by the use of molecular fluid modifier. We have 
developed a specific molecule which shows self-assembling properties under strict non-
aqueous conditions. This “surfactant” molecule is composed by a fluorinated, a hydrogenated 
and a silylated part. The mix between the 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane precursor and the surface-
active molecule lead to a thermal reversible gelification of the initial fluid. 

  a 

  b 

Gelification (a) Mix of precursors (b) Primary silane phase obtained from gel 

The phase diagram of the gel will be studied shortly. The dehydrocondensation 
reaction under this condition by adding the Ti catalyst is on hand. 
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Further to insert the actinide part, several routes are actually studied. The actinide can 
be introduced directly as carbide form, substituting the SiO2 template described in earlier.  

Two more molecular routes will be considered by taking advantage of the 
functionalisation of the primary polysilane phase using an actinide specific extractant, in our 
case a diamide function. 

1 - The heterogeneous route, which consist of an actinide fixing by a functionalized 
primary phase. 

 Postfunctionalisation 

2 - The concomitant route, in this case, the actinide will be added during the initial 
stage of polymerisation in the presence of functionalized precursors.  

 Concomitant functionalisation 

   

In both cases the metal free functionalised primary phase was successfully obtained. 
For route one, it was possible to graft the diamide extractant on the polisylane using classical 
hydrosillylation reaction. For route two, a new reaction which combine a 
dehydrocondensation of the 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane and a hydrosillylation using a diamide 
vinyl derivative has been developed. To complete the studies, the insertion of metals is 
actually under progress. After testing non radioactive compounds (Zr, Lanthanides), moving 
to the actinides elements will be considered. 

 

References 

- Poster, 4th European Silicon Days, 9-11 September 2007 Bath, England 

- Julien, Garcia; D. Guillaneux; Joël J.E., Moreau; Michel Wong Chi Man and Daniel Meyer 
Mat. Chem., in preparation (conversion to SiC) 

- Julien, Garcia; D. Guillaneux; Joël J.E., Moreau; Michel Wong Chi Man and Daniel Meyer, 
J. Hybrid Mat., in preparation (Functionalisation of silane) 
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Reduced Dimension Actinide Species: strong 5f-5f interactions 

Daniel Meyer - Collaboration Patrick Batail (CIMMA Anger) and Franck Wastin (ITU-JRC 

Karlsruhe)  

In these studies, as described we attempt to synthesise actinide cluster showing a 
metal-metal interaction. The approach was inspired from the Re6 cluster synthesis [J.C. P. 
Gabriel et al, Chem. Rev., 2001,101, 2037]. Any success in these syntheses is expected to 
trigger many significant subsequent developments in actinide solid state and coordination 
chemistry; provide exciting opportunities to explore the quantum chemistry and chemical 
physics of actinide clusters and the physics of unprecedented strongly correlated f-electron 
systems.  

   Expected actinide-actinide cluster 

There is no known example today of a molecular compound were any actinide-
actinide bond has been identified and theoretical predictions are scarce [L. Gagliardi et al, 
Nature, 2005, 433, 848]. This project propose to try and take the first steps in the exploration 
of diverse synthetic routes to molecular forms, and extended framework solids alike, of 
polynuclear inorganic actinide species capped by Q2–, (Q = S, Se, Te); Cl– or Br-. An entry 
into this chemistry, unknown today, can be considered as new paradigms in the actinide 
chemistry and physic which parallels the Re and W cluster chemistries. 

Several reactions will be attempted, targeting the pure uranium based two-dimensional 
polymer, U6Se8Br4/2Br2, or the mixed uranium rhenium URe5Se8Br4/2Br2 and the discrete 
molecular cluster form Cs3[U6Se7Br(Br)6], both eventually with an hexanuclear, octahedral 
cluster core. In another direction, the synthesis of the molecular, eventually trigonal prismatic 
N-centered cluster form, Na[U6NCl18] will also be considered. 

UxRe6-xSe8Br4/2Br2 x=1 and x=6 

These compounds are expected to be obtained by mixing uranium metal, selenium and 
an excess of bromide in the desired ratio under an Ar atmosphere and then heated at around 
800 °C. The conversion to the molecular entity Cs3[UxRe6-xSe7Br(Br)6] will eventually be 
considered. 

Na[U6NCl18]  

This compound is expected by following the reaction:6 UCl6 + NaN3 + 6 Bi → 
Na[U6NCl18] + 6 BiCl3 + N2 The reactants are mixed under dry inert (Ar) atmosphere and 
placed in a Pyrex tube sealed under vacuum and heated at 500°C. After cooling at room 
temperature Na[U6NCl18] is expected. 

Primary results 

The UxRe6-xSe8Br4/2Br2 x=1 and x=6 experiments have been done in time. The 
analysis of the experimental results is actually under progress. In addition of known UxSey 
intermetallics, we observe an unknown air unstable species. Due to a lack of time, we were 
not able to realise the Na[U6NCl18] experiment. These first “results” looks positive and the 
extension of the studies is foreseen including the groupe of Manuel Almeida and Laura C.J. 
Pereira from the Solid State Group, Chemistry Dept. Instituto Tecnológico e Nuclear Estrada 
Nacional Sacavém, Portugal. 
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4 - Sonochemistry: Common team MPI-KG and ICSM 
 

 

Thomas Zemb  (interim) 

Rachel Pflieger (from January 2008). 

Tony Chave    (post-doc from January 2008) 

Guillaume Tocquer  (post-doc from December 2007) 
 
The team devoted to sonochemistry at ICSM will have as long range goal to investigate 
fundamental processes governing this example of chemical reactivity very far from 
equilibrium. Reactants are compressed vapour and molecules collected in the first hundred 
nanometre around a bubble in a relative movement close at ultra-sonic speed. Sonochemistry 
is a type of furtive chemistry, and follows the principles of green chemistry.  
 
Nucleation of a bubble, favoured by presence of dissolved gas, or by heterogeneous 
nucleation in sub-micronic cracks accessible to fluids in solids. Since reactivity occurs in the 
bulk and can be controlled by acoustics, sonochemistry is also a very promising technology in 
highly radioactive environment. 
 
At the basis of the program is an instrumented « sonometer », when a single bubble reactor in 
controlled atmosphere is associated to time-resolved spectroscopy and chemical analysis. This 
instrument will be build together with Max Planck. 
 
Cognitive research objectives for the first period will be based on: 
- detecting transitory reactants via the balance between black body and specific wavelength 

light emission. 
- modifying the composition of species adsorbed on the air-bubble interface on the 

sonoluminescence. 
- usage and study of sono-assisted flotation processes for ion separation (in cooperation 

with team 2). 
- sonochemical route towards synthesis of nanoparticles 
- investigating heterogeneous bubble and surface activation involved in sono-assisted 

dissolution, specially of actinides. 

 
Sonochemistry : Common team MPI-KG and ICSM 
 
1) Institut de chimie séparative de Marcoule :  

 
Thomas Zemb (10 %) 
Rachel Pflieger 
Guillaume Tocquer  
Christophe Dejugnat   (10 %) 
Pierre Bauduin  (10 %) 
 

2) MPI für Kolloid- und Grenzflächenforschung”, Potsdam  
- Helmuth Moewald (10%) 
- Dmitry Shchukin (50%) 
- D. Radzuik  (ph_D student 100%) 
- V. Belova  (ph_D student 100%) 
- Youngsten Han LEA post-doc 100 % 
- Daria Andreeva LEA post-doc 100 % 
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With ultrasound one may create (via cavitation) bubbles in liquids with sizes controllable via pH, salt, 
particles, ions, surfactant and liquid composition as well as ultrasonic frequency and energy. Collapse 
of these bubbles results in transient and local temperature of about 5000 K, pressures of 1000 
atmospheres together with extreme cooling rates of 1010 K/sec. These extreme conditions enable 
unusual chemistry with a reactor basically at usual conditions. Aim of the joint team will be to 
understand and to control the primary processes and to demonstrate their applicability. Special targets, 
referred as specific tasks attributed to each scientist attached to the LEA “SONO” will be: 
 
Task 1: Study the surface compositions of individual bubbles by means of a dedicated device 
combining optical spectroscopy and controlled single bubble generation. 
Task 2: Study heterogeneous bubble nucleation and its control by particles, polymers, ions and 
surfactants by spectroscopic, scattering and microscopic techniques. 
Task 3: Control of the reactions of ions or particles leading to metallic nanoparticles of unusual shape, 
composition crystallinity and reactivity 
Task 4: Control of polymer cross-linking to enable solubilization of poorly soluble particles. 
Task 5: Control of flotation and ion separation by ultrasound. 
 
No predictive model exists about the most direct manifestation of sonochemistry: sonoluminescence, 
and the effect of solutes present in the liquid submitted to ultrasonic excitation. 
Also, bubbles produced via ultra-sound can nucleate easier in the presence of rough powders, which 
are degraded in corrosive conditions at a much larger rate in presence of cavitation induced by 
vaporisation/degassing provoked by ultra-sound. 
 
Bubbles induced by ultra-sounds may be stabilized by surface active molecules and polymers, and 
hence be the core of a whole technology transposing the flotation process -the biggest colloidal 
process by tonnage of  mankind- from macroscopic bubbles to microscopic bubbles produced by ultra-
sound in water solutions saturated by gas. Since the bubbles are smaller, their Laplace pressure is 
larger; thus the time for flotation is longer than with bubbles produced classically by blowing air in a 
liquid. New separation processes could come from the control of sonochemical processes, treated by 
analogy with detonics of fast reactions. 
 
As far as applications are concerned -outside of the domain of interest for separative chemistry in 
waste management- flotation properties of the cavitation microbubbles will be utilized in combination 
with dispergation (and phase separation) effect of ultrasound, which can allow one to carry out a 
multistage separation procedure for bulky solid, multiphase materials in one pot (one step) decreasing 
the size and increasing homogeneity of separated nanoparticles. 
 
Objectives of the cognitive research team (2008-2010) between MPIKG ICSM and are threefold: 
 
1-using a single bubble emittor associated to optical spectroscopy, study the grey body emission 
superposed to lines, and the effect of concentrated ionic solutions (acid, bases or salt) in the frame of 
modern theories modelling ions, surfactants and hydrotropes at surfaces. 
 
2- Using a multi-bubble experimental device, study via scattering, surface chemistry and electron 
microscopy the link between the chemical and topological properties of powder surface and the 
heterogeneous nucleation of bubbles. 
 
3- Using as initial reactives metallic ions as well as sub-micronic particles having the ability to 
concentrate at the liquid-vapour interface, there is a possibility of obtaining complex shapes of metal, 
such as hollow capsules and randomly folded sheets. The metal is molten and metallic glass may be 
obtained;  
 
Application domains in general nanoscience and interface chemistry are the synthesis of nanoparticles, 
with special interest precursors of self-repairing nanomaterials or tracers for ultra-sound imaging. 
Peculiar application domains related to fundamental mastering of sonochemistry in nuclear technology 
are: 
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1- “Activation” of sub-micronic grains for better sintering or reducing the temperature-pressure 
conditions needed for sintering the material, such as vitro-ceramics for processes immobilizing 
targeted mixtures of elements in MAVL or  special distribution of fission products. 
 
2- More efficient and controlled solubilisation processes of ultra-cohesive composite materials, such 
as nuclear fuel elements and advanced reversible long-term storage materials. The knowledge of 
sonochemical transformation from initial metallic particles towards sintered nanometric metallic 
dispersions in water is needed in order to conceive “ideal” composite nanomaterials, involving a 
porous SiC or C3N4 network with metallic glass inclusions 
 
3- New waste separation processes, combining bubble formation induced by ultra-sound with the 
flotation of particles or small colloids with the physical chemistry of flotation of material weakly 
bound on bubbles. 
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Time-resolved measurements of the vapour composition of refractory materials 

up to very high temperatures 

R. Pflieger - collaboration M. Sheindlin and J.-Y. Colle (Institute for Transuranium Elements, 

Karlsruhe) 

 Refractory materials are exposed to very high temperatures (≥2500 K) in a variety of 
applications (e.g. in nuclear reactors, fusion research, space technology, advanced material 
processing...), and it is very important to understand their sublimation/evaporation behaviour 
and to establish the equilibrium partial pressures of the vaporising species. In particular, in the 
case of nuclear fuel, this knowledge is necessary in order to analyse accident conditions and 
carry out risk assessments. However, these very high temperatures cannot be reached by 
conventional techniques, and existing high-temperature methods only lead to sparse and time-
integrated measurements. 

Our experimental approach thus aimed at simultaneous and time-resolved 
measurements of the temperature and of the mass spectra of all vapour species. The sample is 
placed in a vacuum chamber attached to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. A part of its 
surface is heated by a laser pulse (Nd:YAG, λ=1064 nm) of about 20 ms duration and the 
temperature is measured by high-speed optical pyrometry. In the study of stoichiometric 
urania (UO2.0), temperatures of up to 3400 K were reached, and mass spectra of UO2(g) were 
measured from 2800 to 3400 K in every experiment. Mass spectra of UO(g), UO3(g), UO2

+(g) 
and UO+(g) were measured in parallel, and the comparison of experimental partial pressure 
ratios with calculated ones indicated that the evaporation occurred in conditions close to 
thermodynamic equilibrium. 
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References  

- Pflieger R., Sheindlin M., Colle J.-Y., “Thermodynamics of refractory nuclear materials studied 
by mass spectrometry of laser-produced vapors”, Int. J. Thermophys., (2005), 26 (4), 1075-1093 

- Pflieger R., Sheindlin M., Colle J.-Y., “Advances in the mass spectrometric study of the laser 
vaporization of graphite”, submitted to J. Appl. Phys. 
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7 - Isotopic chemistry and non destructive imaging 
 

Thomas Zemb  (interim) 

Claire Mantel (post-doc at CEA/DSM/DRFMC) 

 
--------------------------------- 

 
This team, to be composed in 2011 of three permanent scientists and three post-docs and 
students, has not yet started to operate. In order to be competitive at international level, this 
team needs to be strongly associated with another team from the federation of chemistry of 
Languedoc-Roussillon and/or CEA applied research division. The scientific goals have been 
set since 1992 (in the so-called Rouxel report) at two different levels: 
 
Isotopic chemistry, i.e. chemistry and physical chemistry of samples with enriched isotope are 
one of the future of chemistry at a scale of twenty years. This has been pointed out by several 
reports.  Isotopic chemistry was one of the roots of the study of atmosphere, and allows to 
trace CO2 with the implications that everybody knows about greenhouse effects. 
 
Currently, there is in a similar fashion a strong need for in-situ isotropic imaging in materials 
containing active species. Looking back at what has been achieved after twenty years of effort 
in imaging ice cores extracted in polar regions, one realizes that characterization of materials 
which have been for long period in high radiation environment possibly contain interstitial 
hydrogen or other isotopes which could be studied and localized nuclear magnetic resonance. 
Their 3D cartography using new solid state imaging techniques would be probably an 
invaluable information for models of long term usage –long term meaning here 10 to 50 
years- of materials in an active environment. The recent giant leap of possibility offered by 
ex-situ NMR techniques, under the impulse of Sakkelariou and co-workers (URA 331 
CNRS/CEA laboratoire Claude Fréjacques ), have proved that it is much easier to nuclearise 
than conventional high field NMR machines limited to low levels of activity (typically less 
than one megabecquerel per sample), will be used by the team devoted to isotopic chemistry 
and NMR imaging.  

 
Availability of large quantities of the appropriate isotopes would allow the studies of solids 
and liquids by NMR: 
The labeling of an essential or a toxic element in a sample containing enzymes or active 
membrane-based biochemical systems would provide useful information on fate and species 
of a given element in living systems.  
 
This type of applications are possible only by conjunction of two factors: availability of 
isotopically pure samples, liquid and solid state NMR in controlled environment. These goals 
can therefore only be tackled by association of a production line of pure isotopes in CEA, 
associated to teams in basic research of materials and fluids, and biochemistry and biology.   
 
As a more ambitious long-term target, it is important to share instrumental and 
methodological development of “analytical” instrumentation, either spectroscopic or based on 
scattering or cartography of local properties, as a generalization of imaging with non-
radioactive instrumental developers.  
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There are even more attractive objectives in physical chemistry of isotopically pure materials, 
that could only be developed within ICSM. Considering again the case of PuCoGa5, it appears 
that the transition temperature towards the superconductive state depends on the isotope used 
to prepare the sample. If these could be precisely measured, the relevant data would be the 
most crucial knowledge as this isotopic effect challenges description of superconductivity. 
Even more “simpler” effects, such as thermal conductivity can depend by factors up to 50% 
on the isotopic composition, when coherent phonon propagation, perturbed by minor isotopes 
seen as a mechanical defect in the lattice, are dominant in the thermal conductivity measured. 
This is the case with samples containing yttrium, barium and cobalt. More understanding of 
the underlying phenomena is needed before evaluation of the improvement of performance 
such as semi-conductor chip using isotopically pure 29Si, making profit of their low calorific 
capacity, in order to produce chips working in extreme environment, a possible contribution 
of the isotopic chemistry, both knowledge and controlled in-house production lines- to the 
electronic industry. 
 
In the present state (2007), there is only one scientist active in the direction of goal of team 
seven. In cooperation with CEA/DSM/DRFMC and CEA/DEN/DRCP, the goal is to show 
feasibility of direct measurement of the kinetic of transfer (expressed in moles/m2/s) of an 
actinide to be extracted (in a first time experiments will be made on lanthanides, then uranium 
and possibly thorium). Thus absolute kinetic of transfer, is not known since all devices only 
measure masses transferred and nether the area per molecule at microscopic scale.  
 
Direct measurement, via direct z-averaged NMR imaging of the shift induced by the 
paramagnetic species to be extracted, with a resolution of 1 mm typically and time scale of 
minutes in the absence of stirring and emulsification, will be an experimental break-through 
in the physical chemistry of ion separation.  Speed of transfer would be determined with 
varying parameters such as area per molecule, addition of co-surfactants and “modifiers”, 
which are in use in practical case, even if the molecular mechanism at the origin of their 
effects are unknown. 
 
It would allow for the first time to investigate mechanism at the basis of puzzling 
observations by engineers, such as a decrease of the speed of transfer with an increase of 
temperature. This corresponds to a demand, i.e. more knowledge in order to be able to size 
down contact times and/or sizes of extraction devices in processing plants of the future.  This 
emerging program is actually shared with team 2, studying ions at interfaces. 
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In-situ measurement by Z-imaging NMR of the extraction rate of lanthanides 
and uranyl. 

 

C. Mantel, P.-A. Bayle, S. Hediger, C. Berthon, M. Bardet. 

 

 In the reprocessing of the nuclear waste, the technique of extraction in liquid/liquid 
phase is widely used. The understanding of mechanisms involved during the process depend 
first on a better knowledge of the chemicals found at the interface to complex metallic ions 
and secondly on the features of these formed metallic complexes to migrate. The first aspect 
relies from thermodynamics and/or kinetics process and the second from broadcasting 
processes. On each side of the liquid/liquid interface significant differences appear both in the 
nature of the molecular species and in their respective concentration. All theses different 
processes are in competition and drive the overall efficiency of the extraction. Therefore, in 
order to progress in the comprehension of these mechanisms, it is important to reach the 
profile of concentrations of the various species intervening during a liquid/liquid extraction.  

The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) appears the adapted method to obtain such 
information. With NMR it is possible to record selective spectra in space and more precisely 
to edit spectra corresponding to sections through the solutions perpendicular to a Z axis. The 
evolution of organized molecular systems (micelles, micro emulsions, colloids, etc) in the 
vicinity of the interface where with place the ionic trapping can thus be examined. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Principle used to carry out spectra on sections near the liquid-liquid interface by NMR. 

 
The NMR is especially known for its applications in the medical field where one 

exploits the nuclear relaxation times localised in various points of space in order to build an 
image in three dimensions of this space. The localised spectroscopy is also a technique of 
NMR but which makes it possible to obtain NMR spectra in any point of a given volume. The 
use of the NMR to study mechanisms of liquid/liquid extraction covers an aspect completely 
innovating. The most original aspect of this technique consists in studying NMR spectra with 
more close to the liquid/liquid interface. 

This project is being developed around two main axes: (1) development of NMR pulse 
sequences for editing NMR spectra of sections along the NMR tube containing the 
heterogeneous medium, (2) application of pulse sequences on non-radioactive model-systems 
and on radioactive systems. 
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B - Scattering and diffraction 
 

Olivier Diat  

Valerie Picot 

René Astier 

--------------------------------- 

 

 

 
The « scattering & diffraction» laboratory is first, an experimental laboratory, transversal to 
the different scientific and education activities of the ICSM. It should allow to answer to a 
significant number of questions concerning the structure of molecular and supra-molecular 
architectures for nuclear materials. Organic, inorganic and hybrid nuclear material will be 
characterized, taking into account their multi-scaled and interfacial properties (developed 
from some dissolution processes or for their chemical and selective ionic separation features 
or also for their storage capacities). This laboratory will be equipped with two x-ray 
diffractometers, one with a copper x-ray source (8 keV) and another one with a molybdenum 
x-ray source (17 keV), more drenching for studying the high-Z nuclear matter. The design of 
a third equipment dedicated to small angle scattering studies and using a molybdenum x-ray 
source is in commitment since no standard set-up exists on the market. 
 
The second attribute of this laboratory is to create a bridge towards the large facilities such as 
the nuclear reactors (LLB, ILL, PSI, NIST, SNS…) and the synchrotron sources (ESRF, 
Soleil, Hasylab, APS…) because our laboratory equipments will have anyway a limited flux 
and resolution and the static and dynamic studies of new (nano-)materials and  complex fluids 
require the use of high (spatial- and time-) resolved (scattering and spectroscopic) techniques.   
This is also a laboratory that has to work in a close collaboration with the “microscopy” lab 
both techniques being complementary and quasi non-dissociable for the investigation and the 
characterisation of complex molecular architectures. 
 
Besides of an internal “local contact” role, the third objective of this group is to develop 
scientific projects in adequation with the other teams. Three projects have more or less 
started: a first one concerns the water lixiviation into bitumen matrix (see H. Jaffel summary). 
A second one is related to the water sorbtion and dynamics in functionalised mesoporous 
materials (see N. Bibent summary) and finally a third one is in submission and will deals with 
the influence of the ion complexation in the stability of an extractant bilayer. 
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SAXS-WAXS laboratory 

O. Diat, R. Astier, V. Picot 

 As mentioned in the “cahier des charges” of the ICSM, scattering techniques using 
hard x-rays are necessary and very suitable for studies of nuclear material and separative 
chemistry investigations. Whatever the domains - catalysis, ion extraction, material synthesis, 
structuration and dissolution and so on - neutron and x-ray scattering (and spectroscopy) will 
be inevitable and complementary. 

The first goal that was fixed during the precedent ICSM meetings is to build an x-ray 
scattering laboratory with a dominant part dedicated to hard x-rays (17 keV using 
Molybdenium source). A 2q-diffractometer as well as a small angle scattering camera will be 
implemented to fulfil the required specifications. Both equipments could be coupled using the 
same source such as a Mo-rotating anode with two outputs, one dedicated to the diffraction 
(5-50° scattering angle range) and the other (in the opposite direction) dedicated to a SAXS-
WAXS camera (2.10-2 <q<3 A-1). However, a rotating anode source requires a heavy and 
costly maintenance and some blackouts would be prejudicial for both set-up. We consider to 
use two independent sealed micro-sources, less intense in term of flux, but more reliable. 
Then an optimised configuration has to be found in term of optics and detection in order to 
compensate the lack of flux by a rather good resolution. Concerning the SAXS-WAXS set-up, 
several tests are in progress to choose the right configuration since it does not exist a standard 
commercial alternative.  

To be operational at the beginning of next year, a first x-ray powder diffractometer at 8 keV is 
ordered. It will be commissioned first in CEA-Marcoule (before to be physically transferred 
@ ICSM). A suitable sample environment (multiple sample support, high temperature (up to 
1600°C) oven, shearing and stopped-flow cell) will be developed in the next couple of years 
taking into account the existing set-up already installed in some other laboratories with which 
we are (or will be) in collaboration. 

In parallel, we are thinking to develop a long-term project around ion distribution at solid 
and/or liquid interfaces that can be proposed on synchrotron facilities.  
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Correlation between structure and H+ transport properties in ion containing 
polymeric membrane. 

O. Diat – travaux avec UMR 5819 SPrAM et LITEN/LEV au CEA Grenoble – collaboration 

avec l’IMC, Prague et SFU, Vancouver. 

 
Many types of ion conducting polymers are used to make solid electrolytes for H2-O2 fuel 
cells, an electro-chemical power source for sustainable energy. These polymers can be either 
pre- or post-functionalized with ionic exchange chemical function, following different 
synthesis or modification routes in order to be able to make thin films with suitable 
mechanical properties and chemical stability for this particular application [1]. Recent studies 
have highlighted the strong relationship that exists between the molecular organisation within 
the film and the ionic transport properties. We have shown the importance to study these 
correlations through a multi-scale approach, from the molecular up to the micron, using 
different complementary static and dynamic techniques accessible in laboratory and also on 
large facilities [2]. A significant work was carried out on the Nafion® membrane, the 
benchmark proton exchange membrane (PEM) for fuel cell application. 
We have also shown that the understanding of the ion transport in a confined aqueous media 
into a soft matrix requires the development of model systems using short copo-ionomer 
blocks that can self-assembly into more or less ordered structure [3]. These systems will 
perhaps not be suitable materials for making membranes for fuel cells but do remain a good 
research support for correlating the structural and ion transport properties in soft matter.  

 

Schematic representation of a 

possible multi-scale structure of 

Nafion membrane. Nafion is a 

comblike copolymer with a 

sulfonic group attached at the end 

of the pendant chains. This 

fibrillar description allows to 

analyse the data of the membrane 

swelling [4], the membrane creep 

and the associated proton 

conduction .   

[1] Diat, O. et G. Gebel chapter 9 in “Block Copolymers in Nanoscience”, Ed. Lazzari, Liu & 
Lecommandoux, (2006) WILEY-VCH. 

[2] Truffier-Boutry , A. De Geyer, L.Guetaz, O. Diat, and G. Gebel, Macromolecules 
accepted 2007;  

[3] Rubatat, L.; Shi, Z., Diat, O., Holdcroft, S. and Frisken, B., Macromolecules, 39 (2) 
(2006) 720-730; D. Gromadzki, P. Cernoch, M. Janata, V. Kedela, F. Nallet, O. Diat, P. 
Stepánek, Eur. Polym. J. , 42 (10) (2006) 2486-96; Lokaj J., Polikova, L., Holler, P., 
Starovoytova, L., Stepanek, P., Diat, O., J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 105 (3) (2007) 1616-1622. 

[4]  Xu F., Gebel G., Diat O. and Morin A., J. Electrochem. Soc. in press; O. Diat, Gebel G. 
and M. Pineri, J. Power Sources, in press;  
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A - Microscopy 
 

René Astier (interim) 

--------------------------------- 
The techniques of electron microscopy are powerful tools allowing the obtaining of 
microstructural, topographic, crystallographic and compositional information on a wide range 
of materials. The diversity of the materials that can be studied will potentially yield every 
searcher of ICSM to perform analyses using electron microscopes. 

 

The objectives that are aimed in the “Microscopy” team are:  

1) to develop the preparation techniques of mineral and organic materials developed at 
ICSM in order to perform their observation via scanning or transmission electron 
microscopy, 

2) to acquire the know-how for the freeze-fracture technique and metallic replica 
preparation that are specific for the observation of turbid sample liquids, 

3) to follow and participate in the developments of soft X-rays microscopy applied to the 
observation of soft mater. 

 

The specific tools for metallographic preparation (cutting, embedding and polishing), thin 
sections preparation for TEM observation, as well as freeze-fracture apparatus (Balzers 301 
freeze-etching unit) will be available at ICSM. The choice for ICSM to be equipped with an 
environmental scanning electron microscope (FEI Quanta 400 FEG) is driven by the hydrated 
nature of samples to be studied. A Jeol 200CX transmission electron microscope equipped 
with and EDAX analysis system will also be available in the “Service Général de 
Microscopie”.  

  
SEM observations of neoformed phases 
precipitated onto leached α-Th2.4U1.6(PO4)4P2O7 
(85 wt %)/GdPO4 (15 wt %) (10

-1 M HNO3, T ) 
90°C, t=3 months. [Clavier et al., Inorg. Chem. 
45 220-229 (2006)] 

Electron microscopy images of icosahedral 
aggregates obtained from replica of a 
freeze fracture. [Dubois et al., Nature 411, 
672-675 (2001)] 
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Les techniques de microscopie électronique sont des outils de caractérisation puissants 
permettant d’obtenir des informations microstructurale, topographique, cristallographique et 
chimique jusqu’à l’échelle de l’atome pour une vaste gamme de matériaux. La diversité de 
matériaux caractérisables via les microscopes électroniques en fait des outils incontournables 
qui concernent de fait la majorité des équipes de recherche de l’ICSM. 

 

Les objectifs fixés pour ce service général seront de développer les techniques de préparation 
des matériaux minéraux et assemblages organiques élaborés à l’ICSM et de mener à bien leur 
observation en interne ou en développant des partenariats externes. Un effort important sera 
réalisé pour suivre et participer aux développements de la technique de microscopie par 
rayons X mous appliquée à l’observation de la matière molle. 

 

Le service général « Microscopies » disposera des outils de préparation métallographique 
(découpe, enrobage, polissage), de préparation des échantillons pour microscopie à 
transmission (appareil de cryofracture Balzers 301 sous vide, matériels pour préparation de 
lames minces), de métalliseurs (C et Pt), d'un MEB environnemental FEI Quanta 400 FEG 
équipé d'un système d'analyse EDX et d'un MET Jeol 200CX. 
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Soft X-ray microscopy to characterise wet polyelectrolyte complexes 

C. Déjugnat, Th. Zemb – Collaboration K. Khöler, M. Dubois, G. B. Sukhorukov, 

H. Möhwald (MPI Potsdam) 

 A novel approach to access the water content was developed by using full-field 
transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM) developed at BESSY II (Berlin). This promising 
technique is applicable to volume systems in aqueous environment with a high resolution of 
20 nm. In the “water window” (E=284-543 eV) a natural contrast is obtained between carbon 
and oxygen, where water molecules absorb less than carbon-rich substances. Temperature 
sensitive polyelectrolyte microcapsules, made of poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride) 
(PDADMAC) and poly (sodium styrene sulfonate) (PSS), irreversibly shrink upon heating 
from 4.5 µm to 1.3 µm with a concomitant shell thickening. TXM was used to investigate the 
morphological changes, as well as the variation of the wall composition of these 
polyelectrolyte capsules brought in under heating.  

After imaging capsules heated at different temperatures (20 to 90 °C), transmission 
profiles were extracted along the diameters of the shells then fitted using a simple model of a 
hollow sphere with a constant density in the membrane. The calculations yielded geometrical 
parameters (size, membrane thickness) as well as density of the hydrated polyelectrolyte 
multilayers. Comparing the apparent density to that of dry precipitate yielded the volume 
fraction and also the amount of hydration water. Before heating the multilayers are highly 
hydrated (78 % water). Moderate heating excluded about 10 % of the water, while heating at 
70 °C or more clearly produces a weakly hydrated “glass”. The walls contain finally only 
about 45 % of water after such a drastic shrinkage.  

 
 

TXM micrographs of (PDADMAC/PSS)4 capsules before and after heating for 20 min at 70°C  in 

water, and the corresponding fitted transmittance profiles. 
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Theoretical study of lanthanides catalytic hydrosilylation properties 

N. Barros – Collaboration L. Maron (Univ. Toulouse), O. Eisenstein (Univ. Montpellier) 

The ability of lanthanide complexes to insert olefins and activate 'inert' bonds makes 
them efficient catalysts in the fields of polymerization and olefin functionnalization. In 
particular, their experimental use in olefin hydrosilylation has been widely reported. This 
reaction is of particular interest because it leads to valuable silanes, which can be easily 
converted to alcohols by oxidation or to carbides. However, the catalytic yield of the 
hydrosilylation seems to be highly dependent of the nature of the reactants and the 
experimental conditions, so that a systematic route to selective olefin hydrosilylation by such 
complexes could not be achieved.  

For a better understanding of the catalytic hydrosilylation, it is thus necessary to 
investigate its mechanism and address the role of the catalyst. Some experimental mechanistic 
studies have been performed in this way, and a catalytic mechanism has been proposed: the 
hydrosilylation catalyst should be the hydride compound, generated in situ by silane 
activation, and the reaction should proceed following an insertion/activation mechanism. 
However, an 'alternative' mechanism, where the active species is the silyl compound can be 
possible.  
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Both envisageable mechanisms for the hydrosilylation of propene by SiH4 in presence of a lanthanide 

complex ([Ln]=metallic fragment containing the lanthanide, R=alkyl group). 

In order to check the validity of each mechanism and determine which should be 
predominant, we performed calculations on a model system: the hydrosilylation of propene by 
SiH4 in presence of the samarium hydride Cp2SmH (Cp = cyclopentadienyl ligand C5H5). 
According to our results, and contrary to the experimental's thinking, Cp2SmH is only a 
precatalyst, since, in presence of propene and SiH4, it undergoes a propene insertion followed 
by a  silane activation, which leads to the formation of the silyl compound Cp2Sm SiH3. The 
latter can be used as a catalyst for propene hydrosilylation following the 'alternative' 
mechanism, which was found to be thermodynamically and kinetically competitive.  

We then extended our theoretical study to more realistic systems, by studying the 
hydrosilylation of propene by the series of alkylsilanes (CH3)SiH3, (CH3)2SiH2, (CH3)3SiH.  
In agreement with the experimental results, the substitution of the silane by methyl groups has 
been found to induce a dramatic decrease of its reactivity. On the other hand, the substitution 
of the silane by a phenyl group (C6H6) leads to better catalytic yields. Indeed, in that case, we 
showed that the 'classical' mechanism becomes competitive, so that the hydrosilylation 
reaction should be more efficient. 

References 
N. Barros et al, Organometallics 25, 5699 (2006) 
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Modelling of the electronic structure of uranium metallocene complexes 

N. Barros - Collaboration L. Maron (Univ .Toulouse), O. Eisenstein (Univ. Monpellier) et M. 

Ephritikhine (CEA Saclay) 

The metallocene complexes of the type Cp”2MXn, where Cp” is a cyclopentadienyl 

ligand, M a metal and X a ligand, are ubiquitous in organometallic chemistry. Until 2006, two 
distinct forms of these compounds were reported (cf. figure 1): the ‘bent’ metallocenes with 
one to three additional ligands in the equatorial plane, and the ‘linear’ metallocenes without 
additional ligands. In 2006, the team of M. Ephritikhine proposed the first synthesis of a 
’linear’ metallocene of uranium including five acetonitrile ligands in the equatorial plane. 
This compound is the first examples of ‘linear’ metallocene complexes incorporating five 
ligands in the equatorial plane. It is thus relevant to wonder if this original structure could be 
obtained with other metals, or if it is related to specific properties of uranium.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Different types of metallocenes with cyclopentadienyl ligands. 

This was answered qualitatively by studying the molecular orbital diagram of ‘linear´ 
metallocene complexes (cf. figure 2). Assuming that the interactions between the metal and 
the ligands are not totally ionic, the metal-ligand bonds can thus be described as interactions 
between occupied orbitals of the ligands and vacant orbitals of the metal. The transition 
metals and the lanthanides do not have enough vacant orbitals in order to coordinate both the 
cyclopentadienyl ligands and the acetonitrile ligands. On the other hand, the vacant f orbitals 
of uranium are energetically accessible and can be involved in the chemical bonding. This 
allows the interaction with the five acetonitrile ligands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 : Orbital interactions in the ‘linear’ metallocenes. 
 

In order to rationalize this explanation, DFT quantum chemical calculations have been 
carried out on the ‘linear’ complexes of uranium including five acetonitrile ligands. A 
quantitative study of the uranium-ligand interactions confirms that the f orbitals of uranium 
are involved in the bonding. The original structure of the metallocene is thus directly related 
to the presence of accessible f orbitals on uranium. Consequently, such metallocenes could be 
envisaged for the early actinides, like thorium or protactinium. 

References 
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Thermodynamic modelling of Molten Salt Reactor fuel (PhD project) 
 

J. van der Meer, R. Konings (JRC-ITU) - Collaboration K. Hack (GTT Technologies),  

M. Jacobs and H. Oonk (Utrecht University) 

 
The Molten Salt Reactor is one of the selected Generation IV systems. Its fuel is 

dissolved in a fluoride salt mixture, which is circulating continuously, to reach high burn-ups. 
Knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of the fluoride salt mixtures is of major 
importance for the reactor design. But there are innumerable possible compositions and it 
would be impossible to measure the properties of all of them. The aim of this PhD project was 
to assess the chemical systems of various salt compositions of interest thermodynamically 
with aid of the software package of FactSage [Bale et al., Calphad 62 (2002)] and where 
possible, to provide experimental data [1] to test and improve the thermodynamic models. 

Assessing a system means that known thermodynamical data, like the heat capacity 
function, the enthalpy and entropy of formation of the components of interest are collected 
and carefully selected. Extra information is added in the form of available experimental data, 
from literature as well as from own work. These data are used to optimize the unknown data, 
which are most of the time the excess Gibbs energy parameters. They are necessary to define 
the shape of a phase diagram. As a result, a complete internally consistent thermodynamic 
database is obtained. From this database, phase diagrams can be calculated and phase 
behavior in a given temperature range can be predicted. 

To describe the excess Gibbs coeffcients of a binary system in a satisfactory way and 
with a minimum of parameters, the quasi-chemical model that makes use of a general 
polynomial description [Pelton and Blander, Metall. Trans. 17B (1986)] has been proven to be 
very useful. The optimized parameters of binary systems can be extrapolated to 
multicomponent systems, so that the phase diagrams of these systems can be calculated as 
well [2-4]. An example of the quadruplet associate model, which is more physical, has been 
worked out as well [5-7]. This model makes use of cation-cation-anion-anion first and second 
nearest neighbour interactions in the liquid phase[Chartrand, Pelton et al., Metall. Trans 32A 
(2001)]. 

In addition, which is interesting from the point of view of reactor physics, other 
physicochemical properties, such as vapor pressure, molar volume and viscosity, where 
available, were included in one, consistent model. This will enable us to make more precise 
predictions on the behaviour of the molten salt in an operating reactor [8].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Calculated phase diagram  

of the LiF-BeF2-ThF4-UF4 system, 

typical fuel composition for MSR Breeder fuel  

(71.7-16-12-0.3) using the quasi-chemical model, 

isotherms every 25 K. 
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IIICCCSSSMMM///IIINNNSSSTTTNNN   ttteeeaaaccchhhiiinnnggg   aaannnddd   dddiiiffffffuuusssiiiooonnn   ooofff   kkknnnooowwwllleeedddgggeee 

M.-H. Hengé-Napoli (CEA/INSTN) 

 

For the future use of fission technology in a long-term perspective, it is crucial to maintain and 
develop competence for the safe and economic operation of the present and future nuclear power plants, 
including waste management and decommissioning. Advanced reactor systems and fuel cycle 
modelling projects should help attract the bright young professionals needed to maintain the high level 
of scientific competence for development and safety of new concepts for energy production. 

Market forces work to reduce industry support to long-term R&D at universities and other 
research institutions serving as a training and recruitment base. Today, the priorities of the scientific 
community regarding basic research lie elsewhere than in nuclear sciences. Taken together, these 
circumstances create a significantly different situation from three to four decades ago when much of the 
present competence base was in fact generated. Also, many of the highly competent engineers and 
scientists, who helped create the present nuclear industry, and its regulatory structure, are approaching 
retirement age. These competence issues need to be addressed at national level and the Institut de 
Chimie Séparative is one element of the strategy to be deployed for acquiring knowledge and for 
building expertise, by means of regular seminars, open web-site allowing access to all public 
presentations. 

The creation of the master program “Chimie Séparative, Matériaux et Procédés: application au 
cycle du combustible nucléaire” in 2005 is core element in the diffusion of critical basic knowledge as 
well as competence in efficiencies and safety of the chemical engineering steps involved. 

The content of teaching programm links the “Institut de Chimie séparative de Marcoule” and 
the skills of the “pôle de Chimie” in Montpellier as well as active engineers from applied research 
teaching chemistry, physico-chemistry of solutions, chemistry of radioelements, interfaces chemistry, 
conception and synthesis of new materials for nuclear purpose, and processes. This master delivered is 
registered national degree recognized by Institut des Sciences et Techniques Nucléaires (INSTN). It is 
one of the two masters programs existing in the domain of nuclear chemistry at a National level, the 
other being hosted by Paris XI University in Orsay.  

In parallel, to complement the levels of knowledge with the large panel of needs, a “licence 
professionnelle“ has been created with the help of IUT of Montpellier. This Licence program focuses 
on Materials used in the complete nuclear cycle for fuel as well as usage materials. Programs were 
prepared with INTSN support and active teaching of scientists and engineers active in Marcoule. 
Internships on site are available and technicians with this skill easily find employment in the 
Languedoc-Roussillon. 

The number of students following masters and PhD programs related to nuclear energy 
production and related chemistry, such as nanoscience and chemistry using wastes –i.e. green 
chemistry”- by far do not match to needs in the next decade. To foster candidates for masters and phD 
program, six Universities are ready to recognize in their teaching a thirty hours program at “L3” level, 
called “sensibilisation au nucléaire”. Later on, a higher level education program at “M3” level of about 
hundred hours could be proposed on all aspects of physical chemistry, chemistry and chemical 
engineering on site and accessible to all ph-D present in Marcoule, a population of fifty scientists 
typically. The first step in this direction has been the venue in 2006 and 2007 of two “Ecoles pratiques 
d’été”. Twenty hours of teaching chemistry at nano-scale at a cutting edge level, were complemented 
by practicals (2 half days) devoted to making mesoporous materials and liquid-liquid extraction as well 
as characterizing the samples obtained. Associating practicals and theory in the domain of chemistry 
needed in the future of nuclear energy are unique at European scale. These summer schools are 
recognized and supported by European networks. The 2008 edition of the summer school will be on 
extreme off-equilibrium chemistry, with an emphasis on sonochemistry in June and the XXth edition of 
National summer school on Materials science GALERNE. 
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WWWhhhaaattt   fffiiirrrsssttt   sssccciiieeennntttiiifffiiiccc   qqquuueeessstttiiiooonnnsss   dddiiirrreeeccctttiiinnnggg   rrreeessseeeaaarrrccchhh   aaattt   IIICCCSSSMMM???   
 
The teams under construction will benefit from previous complementary experience of the 
scientists who came to join ICSM staff or “project” in all domains of physical chemistry and 
chemistry in the perspective of nanosciences. Dispersion of goals has to be avoided as well as 
biasing which would leave along the road the three core missions:  

- fundamental research towards to needs of the nuclear energy production of the future, 

- chemistry, as a science allowing the sustainable development, since “waste” of current 
technology are the source of  reactants for the chemist, 

- development of nanosciences, at the cross-roads of physics, chemistry and biology. 
 

The first goal is priority for CEA; the second is one of the missions of CNRS and the third is 
the specificity of Montpellier, University as well as Ecole Nationale supérieure de Chimie de 
Montpellier. 
 

From experience of the monthly held “Point ICSM”, we know that these goals are completely 
miscible: for instance, degraded form of energy (water at 90°C), as well as used nuclear fuel 
are input for re-cycling via new methods of separation or using this energy for example in 
endothermic processes such as hydrogenation of lignine. Nanoscience as developed by 
making and investigating self-assembling peptides, if colloidal and supra-molecular chemistry 
mechanisms involved are understood, may have consequences by access to the interaction 
between uranium and biological membranes, for instance. 
 

The strategy in the first two years of operation of the Institute (as FRE 2926) is to focus on 
three transverse projects which will directly involve most of the teams: 

- making separation possible by investigating sonochemistry-assisted routes for dissolution 
and ion separation via flotation. 

- design, synthetise and investigate thermodynamics of model “nanomachines” for ion 
separation , such as stiff aggregates of amphiphilic molecules, able to trigger in one step 
ion separation and growth of solid nanoparticle or a nanodroplet of an ionic liquid or 
solid. 

- develop knowledge of self-repairing nanomaterials and their precursors to allow 
maintaining of the separation of active or toxic species, or develop predictive models for 
their behaviour. 

 

These structuring questions can only be addressed by a common culture, monthly common 
seminars, “point ICSM”, in-house teaching at the so-called M3 level, a common “wikini” lab-
book as well as an annual practical summer school open to scientists outside ICSM.  
 

These three main structuring projects related to allowing, performing and maintaining 
separation between species, ions, oxides or metals, will be concomitant to the role of “expert” 
or “in-house consulting” in conjunction with the needs of the groups of program oriented 
research which regroup several hundreds of scientists and engineers active in Marcoule. These 
reactivity towards needs of knowledge expressed by other Departments (see Annex) will be 
the argument of construction and participation towards applying to incitative research 
programs, national and international networks, with special focus on actinides. 
 

We ask the members of the scientific committee for advices in these directions, priorities and 

comment about competence and knowledge needed of the forty staff scientists planned to join 

the eleven already active today in the Institute. 
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In press at compte rendu de l’Académie des Sciences 

CCCooommmpppllleeexxx   fffllluuuiiidddsss,,,   dddiiivvviiidddeeeddd   sssooollliiidddsss   aaannnddd   ttthhheeeiiirrr   iiinnnttteeerrrfffaaaccceeesss:::   ooopppeeennn   sssccciiieeennntttiiifffiiiccc   

qqquuueeessstttiiiooonnnsss   aaaddddddrrreeesssssseeeddd   aaattt   ttthhheee   iiinnnssstttiiitttuuuttteee   ooofff   ssseeepppaaarrraaatttiiiooonnn   ccchhheeemmmiiissstttrrryyy   ooofff   

MMMaaarrrcccooouuullleee   fffooorrr   aaa   sssuuussstttaaaiiinnnaaabbbllleee   nnnuuucccllleeeaaarrr   eeennneeerrrgggyyy 
 

M. Leroy1, M-H. Hengé-Napoli2, Th. Zemb3 

 
(1)  Cabinet du Haut Commissaire – CEA/ Saclay BP 91191 - Gif sur Yvette 
(2)  INSTN-AEV – CEA Valrhô – BP 17171 - Bagnols sur Cèze 
(3)  Institut de Chimie Séparative de Marcoule UMR 5257 – BP 17171 - Bagnols sur Cèze 

 

Abstract: Key issues in radiochemistry, physical chemistry of separation and chemistry of materials 
needed for a sustainable nuclear energy production are described. These driving questions are at the 
origin of the creation of the Institute of Separation Chemistry at Marcoule. Each of the domains has 
been described extensively in recent reports for science and technology of the French academy of 
Science. 

 
Résumé: Les questions scientifiques motrices qui sont à l’origine de la création à Marcoule de 
l’Institut de Chimie Séparative sont décrites brièvement. En effet, chacun de ces domaines a fait 
l’objet d’un rapport sciences et technologies de l’Académie des Sciences. Ces problématiques relèvent 
de la radiochimie, de la physico-chimie des fluides complexes et de la chimie des matériaux du 
nucléaire.  

 

Key words :  sustainable nuclear energy 
separation chemistry 
isotopic chemistry 
nanosciences 
ions at interfaces 
self-repairing materials 
complex fluids 

 
Maintaining and acquiring competence in separation chemistry 
 
For the future use of fission technology in a long-term perspective, it is crucial to maintain and develop 
competence for the safe and economic operation of the present and future nuclear power plants, 
including waste management and decommissioning. Advanced reactor systems and fuel cycle 
modelling projects should help attract the bright young professionals needed not only to keep the 
fission option open, but also to maintain the high level of scientific competence for development and 
safety of new concepts for energy production. 
 
Market forces work to reduce industry support to long-term R&D at universities and other research 
institutions serving as a training and recruitment base. Today, the priorities of the scientific community 
regarding basic research lie elsewhere than in nuclear sciences. Taken together, these circumstances 
create a significantly different situation from three to four decades ago when much of the present 
competence base was in fact generated. Also, many of the highly competent engineers and scientists, 
who helped create the present nuclear industry, and its regulatory structure, are approaching retirement 
age. These competence issues need to be addressed at national level and the Institut de Chimie 
Séparative is one element of the strategy to be deployed for acquiring knowledge and for building 
expertise. 
This will be done by tightening links between the nuclear research centers and the scientific 
community and giving access to installations, especially Atalante. The present paper deals with 
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illustrations on key issues for modern chemistry, and with the way problems will be tackled leading to 
the creation of seven research teams planned to operate at the Institute of Separation Chemistry.  
 
Any technological problem solving or improvement process requires a thorough understanding of the 
basic phenomena. Typically an evolution from macroscopic to meso- and microscopic investigation is 
required and a coupling between the different disciplines and scales of research within one institute is 
of vital importance. A good knowledge of fundamental physical, chemical and materials science data 
on actinides and actinide-containing products, i.e. nuclear fuels and nuclear waste, is the basis for 
addressing nuclear issues at ICS. More knowledge is needed in chemistry at the “nano” scale, 
concerning the chemical evolution in complex fluids (alias fluids containing “nanoreactors” and 
materials with large specific surface (alias “nanomaterials”)) and the processes associated, such as 
dissolution, separation and cohesive aggregation. 
 
Acquiring knowledge on actinide behavior is of interest for the whole scientific community. For 
instance, the recent identification and characterization of the superconductivity of PuCoGa5 can be 
taken as a revolution, challenging new progresses, since none of the currently accepted descriptions of 
the 5f orbitals can be used to model these experimental findings. This means that the study of oxides 
containing actinides may open new routes in the understanding of superconductivity. Here as in other 
aspects of physical chemistry, the 5f electrons cannot be described by an extrapolation of theories 
developed for 4f electrons. The study of actinides in this case can result in returns not directly linked 
to energy production. 
 
The needs for knowledge in the prediction of the evolution of active materials, concentrating active 
species have been summarized in the report edited by the French Academy of Sciences1 in 2000, core 
of the recommendations is to focus on the meso-scale species of materials separating from the bulk 
under the action of radioactivity: colloids created under irradiation, ill-defined by extremely present  
surface activation under radioactivity, coupled reactions by synergy between defects and radicals left 
along a unique trace due to a radioactive decay. 
 
Extending the questions from the concentrated radioactive material “in ponderal quantity” and the 
usage materials needed for handling active material in the fuel cycle, another report points to 
important need in knowledge of material in contact with active fluids. The report by Zaoui and Blanzat 
points out that these effects can only be modeled by a multi-scale approach, including the chemical 
more or less covalent or metallic bond implying an actinide, the crucial mesoscale up to macroscopic 
scale, when a network of cracks and defects can be considered of a time dependant but space 
independent concentration2. 
 
The mesoscale, when active species are linked by weak bonds only, when fluids organize at a 
supramolecular or colloidal scale, is the modern aspects of chemistry as a nanoscience. As pointed out 
by Corriu3, when reactive species are not implied via a stoechiometry, with a denumerable quantity. 
Moreover, concepts developed by solid state chemistry, with crystallographic-plane dependant 
reactivity, are also not relevant to colloidal chemistry dealing with nano-objects. Effect of 
radioactivity is always to produce large amounts of fluid-fluid or fluid-solid or solid-solid interface, 
typically hundreds of square meter per gram. Therefore, chemistry of radioactive solids or fluids most 

                                                 
1 "Radiochimie - Matière radioactive et rayonnements i onisants " , Académie des sciences : 
Rapport sur la science et la technologie n°4 Juille t 2000 : Robert Guillaumont and Bernard Blanzat, 
editors, Tec et Doc- Paris publisher 
 
2 "Matériaux du nucléaire ", Académie des sciences : Rapport sur la science et la technologie n°5, 
Juillet 2000 , André Zaoui and Bernard Blanzat editors, Tec et Doc- Paris publisher, 
 
3 "Nanosciences - Nanotechnologies " , Académie des sciences : Rapport sur la science et la 
technologie n°18 réalisé avec l'Académie des techno logies -Avril 2004 : Robert Corriu, Philippe 
Nozières et Claude Weisbuch editors, Tec et Doc- Paris publisher 
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of the time deals with submicron sizes of materials or droplets: these are nano-objects, the new word 
for colloids. It is not an serendipously that the first French Nobel price in chemistry is was obtained by 
Jean Perrin for investigating colloids and that his son, Francis Perrin, was on the leading scientist in 
the early development of science at the Commissariat à l’Energie atomique”.  
 
For instance, it has been shown less than ten years ago that efficiency and selectivity of 
tributylphosphate, the ubiquitous extractant used to separate uranium and plutonium from nitric acid 
solutions since the Manhattan project, is efficient only because extracting molecules in apolar solvents 
aggregate in small “water in oil” micelles. This means that each extracted ion is in interaction not only 
via complexation with one given complexing molecule, but with all molecules in a micellar aggregate. 
When this aggregate is present in solution, activity of the extractant is highly non-linear and the 
extraction is largely enhanced4. Phase transition and stability of these extracting fluids, such as those 
used in columns at the La Hague nuclear plant, can only be understood and predicted once it is 
realized that these micelles, considered as individual nano-objects, are the actors of liquid-liquid phase 
transitions driven by weak attractions. This “nanoscience” approach, for which each micelle is a 
nanomachine, allows making bridges and similarities with other micelles, used in detergency or 
assisted extraction of petrol. The instability recently identified in nuclear fluid extraction is equivalent 
to “Winsor II -Winsor III” equilibriums identified in the early fifties in the field of formulation and 
emulsification by Winsor5.  
 
These “nanomachines” are nucleated around polar nanometre-sized cores, with specific properties, and 
the equilibrium between this core and the hydrated ions in aqueous solution, controls selectivity. The 
situation is reminiscent to the core of water-channels, in the proton pump of photosynthetic 
transmembrane protein systems, or other membrane channels. In these biological systems, selectivity 
and efficiency, as well as triggered control is orders of magnitude higher than in ion extraction-
desextraction using complexing molecules: to remind the prediction of Richard Feynman, it is not in 
electronics or mechanical engineering there is still “a large room at the bottom” . 
 
Selected topics and teams 

 
In relation with these questions, linked to various sub-fields of physical chemistry, three axis of 
research need to be developed for the needs of a sustainable nuclear energy:   
 
 A- combination of nanostructure and thermodynamic aspects in the physical chemistry of 
complex fluids used for extraction, decontamination, precursor solution for nanomaterials, or matrices 
for interim storage. 
 
 B- characterisation and modelling at the nanometre supramolecular chemistry level –relevant 
to “colloidal science”, now more widely designed as “nanoscience” of the solid-liquid or liquid-liquid 
interface when chemical reactions occur in this interface (corrosion, oxido-reduction or mass transfer). 
 
 C- modern solid state chemistry of nanomaterials and hierarchically based materials, including 
bio-inspired hybrid materials with controlled shape at sub-micronic levels. This includes 
characterization by structural methods of all scales involved for materials at the preparation stage as 
well as during the corrosive evolution at high temperature or in extremely “corrosive” situations, 
enhanced by the presence of radioactivity and high fluxes of ionizing radiation.  
 

                                                 
4 Supramolecular organisation of tri-n-butyl phosphat e in organic diluent on approaching third 
phase transition . Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics (2004), 6(4), 799-808., S. Nave, C. Mandin, 
L. Martinet, L. Berthon, F. Testard, C. Madic, Th. Zemb 
 
5 Attractive Interactions Between reverse Aggregates and Phase Separation in Concentrated 
Malonamide Extractant Solutions ; Langmuir (1999), 15, 2290-2300, C. Erlinger, L. Belloni, Th. 
Zemb, C. Madic 
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More specifically, seven fields need to be urgently addressed.  
Soft condensed matter chemistry of complex fluids, weak long range forces such as dispersion/van der 
Waals forces are at work in liquid-liquid extraction, with its application in hydrometallurgy. In order 
to develop predictive models of the water-solvent equilibrium of ions, the explicit distribution of ions 
in the first nanometre near the monolayer of extractant present at the water-oil interface needs to be 
measured and taken into account.” By analogy with kinetics of chemical reactions, it is clear that the 
transient exited limiting step is the ion adsorbed on the macroscopic monolayer. These ions present in 
the “excited transient state” are in kinetic equilibrium with ions in water as well as in reverse micelles. 
The extraction yield depends on the free energy difference between water and reverse micelles, while 
the kinetic of transfer depends on the activation energy, which is the difference of energy between the 
aqueous bulk and the exited state of ions. The interaction between the transient fluctuations 
reminiscent of liquid crystals and the macroscopic water solvent interface must be characterised and 
their microstructure as well as dynamics need to be elucidated. The kinetics of chemistry at the liquid-
liquid interface –crucial to predict extraction yields for a given chemical engineering strategy 
including continuous emulsification of microemulsions - need to be understood in terms of transfer 
between these three possible states of the ions. Similar situation occurs in the corrosion process of 
surface layer; it has to be quenched for waste conditioning material or enhanced for efficient 
solubilisation of solids: development of predictive models of reactants distributions (mainly ions and 
charged species) in the last nanometre and in the diffuse cloud of reactive species present at the 
interface is needed.  
These models should provide a description beyond the DLVO theory, i.e. take into account as well the 
Hofmeister effect, than surface charge regulation and molecular protrusion6. This will be the central 
paradigm of the “Interfacial chemistry under reactive conditions” (team3). 
 
Synergetic effects often attributed to self-assembly at supramolecular scale as well as colloidal scale 
require better understanding of the extractant self-assembly, at the origin of extracting power. 
Moreover, the “solvent” used by chemical engineers often contains solvo-surfactants, hydrotropes 
which induce long range order in the solvent, as well as co-surfactants, with deep implication in the 
cohesion density and liquid-liquid surface tension. Most effective and selective processes able to 
perform reversible selective adsorption / desorption of specific ions in a mixture involve synergic 
effects in the interaction between recognized “target” ions and a self-assembled nano-object, contained 
in either a droplet or a solid nanoparticle; therefore  peptides containing extractant groups as well as 
surfactants with grafted complexing groups will be used as model systems. The methods of 
combinatory chemistry using self-assembled peptides or modified peptides will be used to compare 
self-assembly and selective ion recognition capacity. Modelling at supra-molecular level to develop 
predictive models required for process development will be an important task. These topics will 
constitute the central paradigm of team dealing with Ion separation using bio-inspired supra-
molecular self-assembled colloids (team 2) working in close cooperation with the team devoted to 
ions at interfaces. 
 
Using chemistry induced mechanically by sound requires to combine physical chemistry of liquid 
surfaces (as in teams 2 and 3 just described) and sonochemistry could potentially cross- fertilize recent 
advances in both fields.  From the physical chemistry of colloids such as controlling intermolecular 
forces by the presence of salt, solvo-surfactants or charged surface active crystalline nanoparticles by 
possibilities offered by sonochemistry.  We will characterize and model phase transitions- such as 
nucleation and coalescence of bubbles from gases dissolved in liquids as well as chemical reactivity 
under high temperature, high pressures and ultra-sonic speed of reactant molecules during the 
implosion of the micron-sized bubbles coming from gas dissolved in the liquid. 
 
Surfaces of bubbles appearing in liquids under ultra-sonic excitation are by definition absolutely clean, 
and the density of ions and solutes at the liquid-vapour interface controlled by formulation of the fluid 
(chaotropic versus cosmotropic salts, hydrotropes and surface active partially hydrophobic colloids). 

                                                 
6 See the special issue devoted to  non-electrostatic long range effects between ions : Current 
Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science  (2004),  9(1,2) 
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Chemical study require time-resolved ( nano- to microsecond range) spectrophotometry of the light 
emitted, as well as the electrical field radiated by ions associated to the interface.  
 
The initial direction of research is to measure and develop predictive models of the light emitted by 
the bubble during implosion, depending of the solutes present, and use this knowledge to develop new 
separative physical processes –such as sound-induced flotation- or new “green chemistry” processes, 
such as selective destruction, oxidation of toxic species, or peptization of flocculates containing heavy 
ions or even actinides. 
 
Sonochemistry, i.e. chemical reactions triggered by thermal and pressure ultra-short transient peaks of 
temperature, is potentially the source of a vast emerging “green chemistry” technology based on 
nanometric to micrometric bubbles which can be generated via ultra-sound. Under hydrostatic 
oscillating pressure, dissolved gas nucleate in the form of bubbles. The coalescence of bubbles is 
controlled by salt-specific effects, surface dilation modulus and by adsorption of colloidal semi-
hydrophobic species.  However, the relative importance of these three mechanisms is not known. The 
« test tube » of the sonochemist is a sub-micronic bubble and the reagents are the molecules present at 
the interface, between the compressed vapor bubbles till the implosion of the bubble7. No predictive 
model exists yet about the most direct manifestation of sonochemistry:  sonoluminescence produced 
during bubble implosion, and the effect of solutes present in the liquid submitted to ultrasonic 
excitation. 
 
 
Reacting species are the liquid vapor, the gases initially dissolved in the fluid and also all species 
specifically adsorbed at the interface such as salts including a structure-braking (“chaotropic”) ion or 
hydrotropes able to rearrange within milliseconds at the liquid-vapor interface.  During formation of 
the bubble, surface active materials as well as any partially hydrophobic colloids adsorb on the bubble 
and concentrate reagents in the bubbles. The timescales involved in temperature and pressure spikes 
are comparable with self-assembled structures in soft matter and complex fluids. Also, bubbles 
produced via ultra-sound can nucleate easier in the presence of rough powders, which is degraded in 
corrosive conditions at a much larger rate in presence of cavitations induced by vaporization/degassing 
provoked by ultra-sound. 
 
Bubbles induced by ultra-sounds may be stabilized by surface active molecules and polymers, and 
hence be the core a whole technology transposing the flotation process -the biggest colloidal process 
by tonnage on mankind- from macroscopic bubbles to microscopic bubbles produced by ultra-sound in 
water solutions saturated by gas. Since the bubbles produced by ultra-sound are smaller than those 
used in standard technology via a “frit”, their Laplace pressure is larger; thus the time for flotation 
allows more time than as with bubbles produced classically by blowing gas through a liquid. New 
separation processes could come from the control of sonochemical processes, treated by analogy with 
detonics of fast reactions. 
 
The micron-sized bubble resulting from nucleation of initially molecularly dissolved gas and vapour is 
indeed an ultra-high Temperature and Pressure transient chemical reactor, with high power for 
disrupting and finally new ways of solubilizing cohesive nanohybrids, as required by the fuel cycle. 
The reactants in interaction are molecules mainly located at the solid-liquid interface. This type of 
chemistry minimizes secondary waste for different reasons, including the absence of a permanent 
“container” where high T-P takes place. Progresses in the comprehension of the simplest cases (sono-
luminescence or sonication of dispersed solids) require conjunction of competence in physical 
chemistry of multiphase systems, acoustics in droplets and also chemistry of interfaces. This furtive 
chemistry, studying sonochemical processes in complex fluids will be the scientific domain of 
expertise of one team at ICSM (team 4). 
 

                                                 
7 Bercoff, Jeremy; Tanter, Mickael; Fink, Mathias. : Sonic boom in soft materials: The elastic 
Cherenkov effect. Applied Physics Letters  (2004),  84(12),  2202-2204.  
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Two mainstreams for waste materials are well understood, since intense fundamental research since 
twenty years: the family of borosilicate glasses including engineered modifiers with his star “R7T7” 
and microcrystalline ceramic material with a large amount of such as SYNROC inspired by 
geochemical observations. Whatever the micro-structure, no solid material can be engineered in order 
to reduce to undetectable values the release of complex fractal like colloids created by energy release 
in the material. The key property of glass is the local reformation of the glassy network. These 
inorganic complex “polymers” are released at the macroscopic interface of the confinement material, 
and are one vehicle for transport of cations. However, the complex fractal colloids could be considered 
as the precursor of a secondary material, for example by ion exchange within an ionic solid. The 
mechanical or leaching performance of the ionic solid could be improved after solid state reaction with 
radiolytically produced species. 
  
Using modern progresses of hybrid multi-scale nanomaterials, there is a large class of possibilities of 
multi-scale nanomaterials. Colloidal silica could be engineered for initial storage of active species, but 
these could be embedded at the micron-scale in an ionic solid.  The latter would be reactive towards 
the species released at the interface of this hybrid nanomaterial in order to form a slowly forming 
“secondary phase” with better usage properties than the initial material. Application of this strategy is 
not limited to the nuclear industry. For example developing paints that self-heal slowly under the 
influence of atmospheric carbon dioxide would also be possible by concentrating in the same institute 
competence in synthesis, characterization of evolution and modelling of this type of nanomaterials. 
The knowledge about nanomaterials, their synthesis, the chemical reactivity and modelling of long-
term usage properties will be the driving force for the team: Self-repairing of hybrid nanomaterials 

with hierarchical structure (team 5). Of course, if one of the nanomaterials designed are of interest 
for specific storage application after separation of species, this team will be working with teams 
already active in Marcoule outside of the Institute of separation chemistry involved in development of 
this materials and that are involved program-oriented projects. 
 
Long term usage with a high level of confidence and known safety margins of materials at high 
temperature, in presence of corrosive fluids such as molten salts or concentrated ionic solutions 
requires also better experimental knowledge of the “interface”. Characteristics of the latter to be 
determined are thickness, own internal structure as well as speciation of atoms involved. Each of the 
atoms or molecules near the interface under stress (high temperature, oxidative stress) can be 
characterized by a coefficient of diffusion. From there, they are two types of “extreme cases”: 
corrosion of the interface is dominated by the “disappearance” of atoms or molecules near the 
interface and hence displacement of the interface towards the bulk material, with instability of shapes 
associated to defects or local re-crystallisation. The opposite extreme is the case where the diffusion of 
species is faster than the speed of interface displacement. The first case is the case of ceramics in mild 
conditions. The second case prototype for fluids is boiling. Complex gels or nanomaterials close from 
the melting transition lie probably in the intermediate case, when neither diffusion of atoms, nor the 
speed of dissolution can be neglected. Acquisition of experimental data on selected model systems 
require an effort in measurement of solid state diffusion, characterisation of interface and evaluation of 
surface reactivity in extreme conditions. The selected model systems will be preferably relevant to 
generation IV of nuclear plants, because fuel will be used at the highest “safe” possible temperature, 
but could also be chosen as confinement materials under very aggressive chemical stress, and the 
problems related linked to re-dissolution of materials, since dissolution of materials or un-controlled 
solubilisation is the main “enemy” of efficient separation chemistry. 
  
Successful predictive modelling of evolution of a solid-fluid interface will require a subtle dosage 
between approach involving diffusion of atoms, diffusion of defects as well as evolution of the 
interface defined by a distribution of curvatures.  Evolution of surface structure in real cases and the 
kinetics associated has to be described along several mechanisms, since the corresponding 
morphology of the surface is present in several forms, ranging from simple uniform ablation to 
formation of dendrite cracks or even autogenic build-up of fractal structures. Associating surface and 
bulk characterisation methods on model systems selected with our colleagues from applied research 
with sufficient precision to allow successful predictive modelling is the initial direction of research of 
team “Interface of materials under rapid evolution” (team 6). 
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Most of the scientific challenges in separation chemistry as well as in sonochemistry described up to 
this point may involve actinides as frequently as possible; natural uranium and thorium as well as 
depleted uranium will be handled in the Institute within the French regulation. All experiments 
involving other actinides, for which security and safety requirements need the usage of chemical and 
physical instrumentation in “Zones surveillées” will be done at the adequate installation “Atalante” in 
cooperation with teams managing this large experimental facility.  Actinides will therefore be studied 
as ions in fluids, up to ions embedded in micelles and liquid crystals.  For the teams working on 
porous solids, interfaces and nanomaterials, actinides will be chemically bound to solids, such as 
oxides, nitrides or carbides. 
 
The first target here is to improve knowledge about thin layers of actinides, i.e. their reactivity and 
dissolution from the metallic or oxide form in the presence of oxygen peroxide (one of the best ways 
of introducing highly reactive species in a known concentration) will be studied. The knowledge of the 
behavior of actinides in the presence of radical produced by an ionizing particle along a track needs to 
be largely improved. For example the relative importance of the covalence or the ionicity of the bond 
between atoms in a solid, as well as in a salt, molten salt or highly concentrated solution is not known. 
Moreover, it is known qualitatively that metallic or oxide-type layers synthesized through different 
routes have extremely different behavior. Two known routes of synthesis of well defined thin films are 
either assembling “secondary building units” or small nanoparticles usually containing one to ten 
actinides atoms; or using vapor phase deposition process which produces the deposit layer by layer 
from the gas phase. Therefore, in a joint research program with teams at ITU-Joint Research Centre-
Karlsruhe, dissolution kinetics and morphological evolution will be studied on “thin” layers – thin 
meaning here one nanometer to one micrometer- in the presence of oxygen peroxide, and later, in the 
presence of minor actinides so as to study quantitatively the effect of self-irradiation. 
 
These scientific targets will be addressed by the team “Chemical and physical properties of massive 

actinides” (team 1). Especially strong scientific links with teams 1 and 2 will lead to common 
publications about classifying actinide based anions or cations in the Hofmeister 
chaotropic/cosmotropic series. Implication of the interaction of actinides with red cell membranes or 
model membranes made of polyelectrolyte or actin filaments adsorbed on bilayers will be studied in 
collaboration with the other fundamental research laboratory in Marcoule: : the “Service de biologie et  
de toxicologie nucléaire” and proposals will be submitted to ACTINET network. Properties related to 
oxido-reduction, as well as solubility and corrosion will be studied in conjunction with team 6. 
Interaction with the sonochemists will involve separation by flotation of actinide-based colloids. 
Nanomaterials prepared by team 5 will of course include actinides, while the experimental methods 
developed for characterization of surface by team 6 will of course be used by the scientists dealing 
with actinides. 
 
Finally, there is also a strong need for in-situ isotropic imaging in materials containing active species. 
Looking back at what has been achieved after twenty years of effort in imaging ice cores extracted in 
polar regions, one realizes that characterization of materials which have been for long period in high 
radiation environment possibly contain interstitial hydrogen or other isotopes which could be studied 
and localized nuclear magnetic resonance. Their 3D cartography using new solid state imaging 
techniques would be probably an invaluable information for models of long term usage –long term 
meaning here 10 to 50 years- of materials in an active environment. Even in cases where 3D imaging 
is not possible, the simple chemical characterization such as the shift of silicium according to 
coordinence with oxygen atoms, if made possible in an active environment containing paramagnetic 
species, will give crucial information, in addition the “dynamic study”, (reorganization at phase 
transition) is a unique data provided by NMR. The recent giant leap of possibility offered by ex-situ 
NMR techniques8, much easier to nuclearise than conventional high field NMR machines limited to 
                                                 
8 Carlos A. Meriles, Dimitris Sakellariou, Henrike Heise, Adam J. Moulé, Alexander Pines: Approach to high-

resolution ex situ NMR spectroscopy; Science (2001),  293(5527),  82-5.  
and 
Sakellariou, Dimitris Meriles, Carlos A.; Pines, Alexander. Advances in ex-situ Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

in « Comptes Rendus Physique  (2004),  5(3),  337-347  
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low levels of activity (typically less than one megabecquerel per sample), will be used by the team 
devoted to “isotopic chemistry and NMR imaging”. This team will work very closely with a team in 
project-oriented research already present in Marcoule. 
 
Availability of large quantities of the appropriate isotopes would allow the studies of solids and liquids 
by NMR: 
 
The labeling of an essential or a toxic element in a sample containing enzymes or active membrane-
based biochemical systems would provide useful information on fate and species of a given element n 
living systems.  
 
This type of applications is possible only by conjunction of two factors: availability of isotopically 
pure samples, liquid and solid state NMR in controlled environment. These goals can therefore only be 
tackled by association of a production line of pure isotopes in CEA, associated to teams in basic 
research of materials and fluids, and biochemistry and biology.   
 
As a more ambitious long-term target, it is important to share instrumental and methodological 
development of “analytical” instrumentation, either spectroscopic or based on scattering or 
cartography of local properties, as a generalization of imaging with non-radioactive instrumental 
developers. This has been done in the fields of mass spectrometry. A national effort has been done in 
the frame of the GDR “NOMADE” as well as European networks to start feasibility experiment of 
solid state NMR including magic angle spinning of samples containing several percent per mass of 
actinides. These experimental techniques based on NMR adapted to high levels of activity would be 
relevant also in applied programs aimed at designing new conditioning of nuclear waste, substrate for 
incineration of minor actinides as well as for nuclear fuels. All these experiments could be done also at 
high temperature, if the design of a sample cell can be certified. 
 
 
 
 
There are even more attractive objectives in physical chemistry of isotopically pure materials, that 
could only be developed within CEA. Considering again the case of PuCoGa5, it appears that the 
transition temperature towards the superconductive state depends on the isotope used to prepare the 
sample. If these could be precisely measured, the relevant data would be the most crucial knowledge 
as this isotopic effect challenges description of superconductivity. Even more “simpler” effects, such 
as thermal conductivity can depend by factors up to 50% on the isotopic composition? When coherent 
phonon propagation, perturbed by minor isotopes seen as a mechanical defect in the lattice, are 
dominant in the thermal conductivity measured. This is the case with samples containing yttrium, 
barium and cobalt. More understanding of the underlying phenomena is needed before evaluation of 
the improvement of performance such as semi-conductor chip using isotopically pure 29Si, making 
profit of their low calorific capacity, in order to produce chips working in extreme environment, a 
possible contribution of the isotopic chemistry, both knowledge and controlled in-house production 
lines- to the electronic industry. 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
and  
BLÜMICH Bernhard, CASANOVA Federico , PERLO Juan , ANFEROVA Sophia , ANFEROV Vladimir , 
KREMER Kai , GOGA Nicolae , KUPFERSCHLÄGER Klaus , ADAMS Michael: Advances of unilateral 

mobile NMR in nondestructive materials testing.    Magnetic Resonance Imaging  (2005),  23(2),  197-201.  
 and  
PERLO Juan , DEMAS Vasiliki , CASANOVA Federico , MERILES Carlos A. , REIMER Jeffrey , PINES 
Alexander , BLÜMICH Bernhard. :  High-resolution NMR spectroscopy with a portable single-sided sensor.    
Science (Washington, DC, United States)  (2005),  308(5726),  1279.  
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Figures: 

Figure 1: Synergetic localization of complexing molecules around an ion, seen as a reverse micelle 
formed by four complexing molecules, around the polar core containing the co-extracted water and the 
ions to be extracted as well as the co-extracted water molecules. The bar is one nanometer (image: 
Philippe Guilbaud) 

 

 

 

Figure 2: sonoluminescence produced in a liquid under ultra-sound excitation (image: M. Fink) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  An “active” molecule adsorbed at an interface, compared to the counter-ion cloud (image: S. 
Prévot). 
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CHIMIE VERTE ou CHIMIE DURABLE : 

Un défi pour les chimistes 

Un moteur pour l’innovation 
 

 

 Le rôle central de la Chimie est la découverte et l’invention de nouvelles substances 
utiles à la société et fondamentales pour l’amélioration des conditions de vie de l’humanité. 
C’est aussi la seule discipline scientifique prenant appui depuis de nombreuses années sur une 
industrie mondiale florissante mais dont l’image est souvent négative. En effet, en dépit de 
son caractère incontournable, elle est considérée comme une science à risque, responsable de 
nombreuses nuisances. 

 

Dans le cadre du développement durable, l’enseignement, la recherche, l’innovation et 
le transfert dépendant de la chimie, doivent répondre plus efficacement  aux  attentes 
sociétales modernes en particulier en termes de respect de l’environnement. A cet effet, les 
chimistes sont encouragés à s’engager dans des travaux respectant les 12 principes de la 
Chimie verte qui constituent un concept novateur global pour traiter scientifiquement et 

efficacement le problème du contrôle de la pollution. 

Ainsi la chimie et l’industrie chimique doivent répondre, en ce début de 21ème siècle, à 
plusieurs impératifs que l’on peut résumer en 3 points : 

 

 - une demande sociétale forte en produits nouveaux ou améliorés ; 

 - des conditions économiques rendues difficiles par la mondialisation ; 

 - une attente générale des citoyens en matière de protection de l’environnement. 

 
 La chimie durable doit répondre à deux enjeux majeurs : le développement de voies de 
synthèses originales à partir de méthodes propres et économes, et la prise en compte de la 
sécurité dans toutes les étapes de la vie du produit ; de son élaboration à sa dégradation finale. 
Il convient de concevoir  des produits à la fois résistants mais moins toxiques, dégradables 
après usage, et plus respectueux de l’environnement. Dans ce domaine la facilité d’accès à des 
matières premières, de faible toxicité pour l’homme et l’environnement, comme par exemple, 
l’utilisation des ressources naturelles ou la valorisation de la biomasse, doit faire l’objet 
d’une attention toute particulière. 
 

Pour répondre à cette attente, il faut imaginer des voies de synthèses non seulement 
sélectives et accessibles sur le plan pratique et économique, mais aussi propres, où 
l’utilisation des solvants est limitée et la production de déchets réduite au maximum. A cet 
effet, le développement de nouveaux processus en cascade et la mise en œuvre de 
transformations multicomposants imitant la nature, constituent des stratégies particulièrement 
prometteuses qui, dans bien des cas, pourraient apporter une solution biomimétique très 
efficace aux problèmes de la synthèse.  
 

En parallèle, il est nécessaire d’augmenter l’efficacité des procédés tout en optimisant 
les économies d’énergie. Là encore, l’utilisation des ressources de la biomasse et des 
biotechnologies ainsi que le recours à des catalyseurs sont à privilégier. 
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La sécurité constitue également un enjeu considérable car le contrôle et le suivi des 
réactions chimiques à l’aide de systèmes analytiques performants contribuent à minimiser les 
risques d’accident ou d’actes de malveillance et à prévenir toute pollution. La détection 
spécifique suppose la mise au point de capteurs qui constituent des éléments importants des 
« Micro Electro Mechanical Systems » (MEMS). Economiquement, ils représentent un chiffre 
d’affaires, pour l'Europe, de 3 milliards d'euros, soit plus de 30 % du marché mondial. 
Compte tenu de l’enjeu, ce secteur doit susciter une activité importante en recherche 
fondamentale. 

 

I – La Chimie Verte ou Chimie Durable 

 

La demande croissante en produits nouveaux nécessite l’invention, la conception et 
l’application de processus de production chimique pour réduire, et même éliminer la 
production de rejets gênants ou dangereux. Il est donc nécessaire d’avoir une industrie 
chimique compétitive et innovante dans laquelle auront été diminuées ou éliminées les 
diverses nuisances : 

 
 ● émissions de gaz à effet de serre, 
 ● rejets de matières toxiques, 

● accumulation de matériaux synthétiques pratiquement indestructibles ou même 
plus simplement, accumulation de produits secondaires dont l’élimination 
intervient dans la facture globale. 

 
Nous vivons en ce moment une ère que l’on peut qualifier d’«éco-efficacité»  car 

beaucoup de travaux des chimistes sont orientés vers la récupération des déchets et leur 
recyclage, comme si leur présence était un phénomène inéluctable. 

 
Nous devons aborder une nouvelle ère que l’on peut appeler d’« éco-conception », 

où tous les paramètres environnementaux seront pris en compte dès la conception du produit 
jusqu’à son devenir ultime. Ce mode de pensée a conduit à l’émergence d’une nouvelle 
stratégie en recherche et en développement. 

 
A partir de la notion de développement durable, définie en 1987 aux Nations Unies et 

basée sur les principes du mouvement suédois « Natural Step » (ne pas accumuler des 
matériaux de la croûte terrestre, ni de substances persistantes, ne pas perturber les cycles 
naturels, utiliser les ressources en respectant les besoins …), la Chimie Verte a fait son 
apparition au début des années 90, introduite par le « Pollution Prevention Act » de 
« l'Environmental Protection Agency ». Sa définition acceptée par tous recouvre : 
« L'ensemble des principes et des techniques visant à réduire ou éliminer l'usage ou la 

formation de substances dangereuses, et/ou toxiques dans la conception, la production et 

l'utilisation de produits chimiques ». Cette attitude conduit effectivement à combattre la 
pollution en éliminant la présence de matière ou d’énergie résultant des activités  humaines et 
dont la nature, la localisation ou la quantité provoquent des effets indésirables sur 
l’environnement. A l’évidence, ce phénomène contribue à protéger la santé, la survie ou les 
activités des êtres humains ou des autres organismes. 
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Le champ d’action de ce concept est considérable et s’applique à tous les secteurs de la 
vie quotidienne : 

 
 - dans les transports, à différents niveaux, 

 
• celui des carburants : produire des substituts aux carburants pétroliers, des 

additifs permettant la formulation de carburants plus propres, mettre au point 
de nouveaux processus en génie des procédés, 

• celui des automobiles : réduire le poids des véhicules pour diminuer la 
consommation et imaginer des matériaux de substitution. 

 
 - dans le domaine médical où, à côté de nouveaux médicaments indispensables, la 
recherche chimique doit s’attacher à imaginer de nouveaux conteneurs de liquide 
biologique, des biomatériaux et des prothèses à longue durée de vie,  

 
- dans l’industrie textile avec la notion de tissus intelligents… mais dont l’intelligence 
doit dépasser l’usage quotidien pour s’exprimer aussi lors de leur fin de vie,  
 
- dans le secteur agronomique, qui doit répondre aux besoins d’une population 
mondiale dépassant les 6 milliards, mais dont l’efficacité dépend de pesticides et 
engrais qui doivent préserver l’environnement et la santé, 
 
- et dans toutes les applications quotidiennes à la maison, au bureau, sur les terrains de 
sport etc… là où la chimie et les produits chimiques, qui ont pris une place 
incontournable, doivent être conçus et réalisés sans aucune nuisance pour l’homme et 
son environnement. 

 

 

II - Les 12 Principes de la Chimie Verte 

 
Dans la pratique, la chimie verte se caractérise par l'application de 12 principes qui 

conduisent les chercheurs et les industriels à penser différemment et à renouveler les 
méthodes de synthèse. Quelques pistes de recherche non limitatives peuvent illustrer ces 
principes. 

 
1/ Prévention   
Eliminer la pollution à la source en évitant de produire des résidus est une nécessité ; elle se 
traduit par le développement de nouvelles méthodologies allant de la simple amélioration de 
procédés connus jusqu’à l’invention de stratégies originales plus respectueuses de 
l’environnement.  

 
2/ Economie d'atomes et d’étapes  

Il s'agit là, sans doute, du principe le plus important de la chimie verte ; les processus 
doivent permettre d’atteindre un haut degré d’élaboration tout en restant économes en nombre 
d’atomes consommés mais également en nombre d’étapes utilisées. Cette approche permet de 
réaliser, à moindre coût, l’incorporation de fonctionnalité dans les produits recherchés tout en 
limitant les problèmes de séparation et de purification. On peut ainsi minimiser la production 
de matières secondaires indésirables. 
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3/ Concevoir des synthèses moins dangereuses 
Il convient de concevoir des synthèses dans des conditions douces qui utilisent et 

conduisent à des produits peu ou pas toxiques pour l’homme et l'environnement. Cette 
démarche implique d’utiliser des solvants non toxiques ou de réaliser des réactions sans 
solvant. Une étude préalable sur les effets secondaires des produits intermédiaires ou des 
résidus s’impose. 

 

4/ Concevoir des produits chimiques moins toxiques  
Les produits chimiques seront conçus de façon à effectuer leur fonction en minimisant 

leur toxicité. « L'obligation à court terme de mise au point de molécules plus sélectives et 

non toxiques implique des progrès dans les domaines de la formulation et de la 
vectorisation des principes actifs et de l'évaluation toxicologique ».  

 
Cette évaluation toxicologique peut se situer au niveau de la cellule, de l’organisme ou 

des populations. Si l’évaluation de la toxicité au niveau des populations relève plutôt des 
secteurs des sciences de la terre ou de l’océanographie, la toxicologie à l’échelle cellulaire et 
au niveau de l’organisme doit être étudiée par des chimistes. La toxicologie doit englober 
l’immunologie et l’interface entre la biologie et la chimie. 

 
La prise en compte d’éventuels effets toxiques d'une molécule pour l'homme et pour 

l'environnement doit se faire le plus tôt possible, dès le début de la recherche et bien avant la 
phase de développement. En parallèle, des travaux doivent être réalisés pour comprendre et 
modéliser les mécanismes induisant la toxicité (complexation, blocage des sites…). 
 
5/ Limiter l'utilisation des solvants et auxiliaires de synthèse 

Le milieu réactionnel constitue également un point crucial dans la mise au point de 
procédés verts. Plus particulièrement la manipulation de grandes quantités de solvants 
présente des risques en terme de pollution, de toxicité et de dangerosité. Pour pallier ces 
inconvénients, il faut encourager les procédés mettant en œuvre des réactions sur support. 
L'alternative qui consiste à rechercher des méthodes s’affranchissant de la présence d’un 
solvant ou faisant intervenir des milieux non-usuels doit faire l’objet d’un développement 
intensif. La chimie en milieu aqueux ou plus largement en système moléculaire organisé, 
même si elle a déjà montré ses énormes capacités, est loin d’avoir livré tout son potentiel et 
doit rester une thématique à privilégier tant au niveau de la recherche que de l’enseignement 
et du développement. Une vision plus prospective mais aussi très porteuse d’espoir concerne 
le développement de solvants non usuels comme les fluides supercritiques ou les liquides 
ioniques dont l’action ne se limite pas à la chimie verte mais peut contribuer à des effets 
synergiques pour le déroulement des réactions. 

 
Enfin, l’utilisation de milieux fluorés susceptibles d’évoluer, en fonction des 

paramètres, vers des comportements de solvant ou de systèmes polyphasiques, doit être un 
modèle heuristique pour de nouvelles stratégies en synthèse et séparation. Il faut toutefois 
s’assurer de l’inocuité de ces agents de substitution. 
 
6/ Minimiser la dépense énergétique 
Il convient de rechercher toute méthode de synthèse qui permette de travailler à température 
et pression ordinaires. De plus, toute contribution de la chimie à des progrès en matière de 
dépense énergétique, de sources d'énergie et stockage d’énergie doit être encouragée. 
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Les changements de climat, la limitation des ressources fossiles et les problèmes de santé 
publique liés à la pollution urbaine sont quelques exemples qui montrent le besoin urgent de 
passer d’une économie basée sur le pétrole à une économie basée sur une source d’énergie à 
faible teneur en carbone. 
 
Bien qu’en apparence peu destinée à répondre aux préoccupations liées à l’émission de gaz à 
effet de serre, la technologie des biofuels porte cependant en elle le très sérieux espoir de 
limiter le bilan global d’émission de CO2 et laisse donc le champ à une chimie innovante, à 

une interaction intense chimie-biologie, ainsi qu’à une réflexion globale sur la logistique à 
mettre en place. 
 
Pour ce qui est du stockage de l’énergie, quels que soient les systèmes actuels (piles à 
combustible, batteries, cellules photovoltaïques), le dénominateur commun est qu'ils souffrent 
tous du manque de matériaux adéquats.  Ces systèmes sont donc tous tributaires des 
difficultés de la chimie à fournir des matériaux performants sur demande. 
 

Nous devons être convaincus que, pour gérer les ressources en énergie de notre planète, des 
ruptures technologiques et non des améliorations incrémentales sont nécessaires.  Pour cela, il 
faut sortir des sentiers battus et inciter le chimiste à explorer de nouvelles voies, voire à 

élaborer de nouveaux concepts. L’apport des nanoparticules dans le domaine du stockage 
de l'énergie laisse par exemple entrevoir une véritable révolution. Tout aussi fascinant est le 
concept de la cellule photovoltaïque basé sur le confinement quantique de la matière qui 
permettrait d’atteindre des rendements de conversion très attrayants. Enfin la première 
démonstration d’accumulateurs au lithium travaillant en milieu aqueux ne devrait pas nous 
laisser indifférents. La viabilité de ces derniers reste encore liée aux capacités des chimistes à 
lever des verrous technologiques au stade de la conception et de la fonctionnalité des 
matériaux et des interfaces. 
 
Enfin, on ne peut rester insensible au développement de recherches exploratoires sur les piles 
à combustible biologique et leur assemblage in situ dans les liquides du corps humain, tel par 
exemple le sang. Outre le domaine biomédical, les piles à combustible biologique pourraient 
aussi être utilisées en robotique. La production d’énergie électrique à partir de substrats de 
masse biologiques utilisant des combustibles biologiques pourrait compléter les sources 
d’énergie des piles à combustible chimique et ainsi apporter une solution aux problèmes 

d’environnement de notre société. 
 
Une démarche issue du nucléaire, notamment dans le contexte du nucléaire à faible impact 
climatique, consiste à « fermer les cycles » pour minimiser la dépense énergétique. Le 
développement de catalyseurs et de filtres permettrait de produire une énergie-déchet à partir 
des tours de refroidissement, de l’eau d’irrigation à partir d’eaux usées et des hydrocarbures 
gazeux à partir de poudre de charbon. De meilleurs isolants permettraient d’étendre le rayon 
d’utilisation du chauffage urbain. 
 
7/ Favoriser l'utilisation des ressources renouvelables à la place des produits fossiles 
La biomasse constitue le réservoir de choix de ces ressources. Parmi les produits de la 
biomasse, le saccharose est un produit de base bon marché et abondant, déjà utilisé pour 
fabriquer des substances de grande utilisation comme les détergents et certains polymères. A 
côté des sucres et des huiles qui constituent les matières premières d'origine biologique les 
plus utilisées dans ce domaine, l'effort doit être orienté vers l'utilisation directe de la 
biomasse cellulosique : bois et résidus des usines de pâte à papier, déchets urbains, résidus 
de l'agriculture. 
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Les avantages des biomatériaux cellulosiques sont nombreux : ils seront un jour moins chers 
que le pétrole, ils n'affectent pas la partie des cultures réservées à l'alimentation, ne suscitent 
pas les mêmes réactions de rejet lorsqu’on leur applique les techniques de modifications 
génétiques et sont neutres en bilan de CO2 en ne rejetant que le carbone qui a servi à leur 
croissance. 
 

Les analyses économiques montrent que les produits issus de la biomasse représentent 5 % 
des ventes globales de produits chimiques (éthanol, intermédiaires pharmaceutiques, acide 
citrique, aminoacides) et pourraient atteindre 10 à 20 % en 2010. Plus de 75% de l'industrie 
chimique globale aurait alors pour origine des ressources renouvelables. 
 

Il faut distinguer, à ce niveau, la biotechnologie industrielle de la biotechnologie 
pharmaceutique ou agricole dont elle est cependant complémentaire. Elle consiste à utiliser 
les biomatériaux pour préparer des produits chimiques dont la source principale est 
actuellement le pétrole. Les domaines de forte implication de la chimie pourraient être ceux 
des biocarburants, des produits chimiques, des bioplastiques, des biosurfactants et des 
composés à haute valeur ajoutée. 
 
8/ Réduire le nombre de dérivés en minimisant l'utilisation de groupes protecteurs ou de 
blocage, et en concevant des processus originaux faisant intervenir des transformations 
multicomposants en une seule opération plutôt que des transformations multi-étapes qui 
conduisent à utiliser un plus grand nombre de substances chimiques. 
 
9/ Utiliser de préférence des procédés catalytiques, au lieu de procédés stoechiométriques. 
Le développement de la chimie verte se traduit aussi par la recherche de nouveaux réactifs 
plus efficaces et minimisant les risques en terme de manipulation et de toxicité. Dans ce 
contexte, la mise en œuvre de très faibles quantités de catalyseur doit être privilégiée aussi 
bien pour la chimie en phase homogène que celle en phase hétérogène. La chimie 
organométallique est sans conteste la clé de voûte dans ce domaine mais les nouveaux réactifs 
organocatalytiques dérivés d’acides aminés naturels comme la proline ainsi que les 
biocatalyseurs, doivent recevoir une attention particulière pour la quête de nouveaux 
catalyseurs non polluants présentant des sélectivités exceptionnelles. La modélisation des 
mécanismes par les méthodes de la chimie théorique doit permettre d’identifier les systèmes 
les plus efficaces à mettre en œuvre. 
 
10/ Concevoir les produits en vue de leur dégradation finale, de façon à ce qu'ils 
conduisent à des composés de dégradation inoffensifs. 
Il est impératif de concevoir des produits fiables dans des conditions de fonctionnement 
définies mais dégradables après usage dans des conditions naturelles ou forcées. La 
connaissance du cycle de vie du produit doit être préalable à sa mise sur le marché. On peut 
prendre pour exemple le domaine de l’énergie nucléaire. S’il est impossible de stopper, à 
partir du matériau d’entreposage ou de stockage de déchets radioactifs, le relargage induit par 
la présence même des éléments actifs à stocker, il n’est pas impossible de maîtriser la nature 
des espèces colloïdales moléculaires relarguées en y associant des réactifs latents qui 
produiraient une matrice « secondaire » autour des matériaux. La synthèse de ce type de 
matériaux auto-réparants est un défi scientifique qui suppose la connaissance de l’évolution 
du matériau avant de l’impliquer dans une filière technologique. Ce type de démarche, qui a 
permis le développement d’une chimie nucléaire soucieuse de tous les sous-produits, pourrait 
être étendu à des produits dérivés de l’industrie pétrochimique comme les pneumatiques et les 
revêtements routiers par exemple, sous réserve de progrès dans la connaissance de l’évolution 
chimique des systèmes moléculaires employés par les formulateurs. 
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11/ Mettre au point des méthodologies d'analyses en temps réel pour prévenir la pollution, 
par le développement de méthodes analytiques adaptées permettant de contrôler et de suivre 
les réactions chimiques. 
Le maintien de la qualité de l'environnement implique une capacité à détecter et si possible à 
quantifier, la présence d'agents chimiques et biologiques réputés toxiques à l’état de traces. A 
ce propos, les microsystèmes analytiques fondés sur l'utilisation des technologies MEMS 
(Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) et microfluidiques représentent un apport considérable. 
Ces systèmes peuvent être fondés sur l'intégration nano- ou micro-miniaturisée de chaînes 
analytiques classiques (échantillonnage, traitement et séparation, détection, quantification) 
gérées grâce aux microtechnologies actuelles. Ils peuvent aussi être fondés sur l'intégration 
d'éléments vivants, tels des cellules vivantes ou des systèmes enzymatiques (par exemple 
ceux vulnérables au produit toxique surveillé) dans des systèmes analytiques, ou dans des 
systèmes gérés eux aussi par microfluidique. Dans ce contexte, le couplage avec les 
techniques OGM permet d'introduire une réponse détectable analytiquement (optique, redox, 
etc…) corrélée à la quantité du produit toxique cible. Ce type de système peut trouver une 
utilisation dans la surveillance environnementale (air, eau, etc…) mais aussi dans la 
surveillance locale de terrains de friches industrielles en vue de leur remédiation ultérieure, 
et enfin dans la lutte contre le bioterrorisme ou l’utilisation d’armes chimiques. 
 
En sciences chimiques, les microsystèmes microfluidiques sont essentiellement utilisés 
aujourd’hui pour leurs performances analytiques exceptionnelles. Ils réunissent sur quelques 
millimètres toutes les fonctions de l’ensemble d’une série de réacteurs chimiques industriels, 
et cela avec des performances accrues par suite des facteurs d’efficacité considérables et des 
possibilités de recyclage instantané de réactifs coûteux. Evidemment cet avantage est au prix 
d’un microflux de production par dispositif. Néanmoins, cet inconvénient est facilement 
contournable par la mise en parallèle de milliers, voire plus, de dispositifs, ce qui ne pose 
aucun problème compte tenu du savoir faire actuel en technologie MEMS. Quelques 
exemples de synthèses chimiques élaborées réalisées sur « microchips » commencent à  
apparaître dans la littérature scientifique. Il serait donc souhaitable qu’un effort soit impulsé 
dans ce sens, en particulier en ce qui concerne la chimie fine et la chimie en parallèle, puisque 
dans ce dernier cas d’une part la demande en flux est faible et d’autre part les tests 
d’efficacité (activité biologique, catalytique, etc.) pourraient être réalisés en ligne par des 
systèmes automatisés en continu.  
 
12/ Développer une chimie fondamentalement plus sûre pour prévenir les accidents, 
explosions, incendies et émissions de composés dangereux. Ce principe doit guider le 
chimiste lors de la recherche des chemins réactionnels les plus efficaces conduisant à un 
produit cible ou encore lors de mise au point de matériaux capables de résister à des 
conditions extrêmes 
 

Ainsi, l'application de ces principes introduit dans de nombreux cas un nouveau mode de 
pensée et doit se traduire par une source nouvelle d'innovations, tant en synthèse, qu'en chimie 
analytique ou en génie des procédés. Il est certain aussi qu'elle facilitera l'acceptation de la 
chimie par les citoyens et qu'elle pourra se traduire par une meilleure compétitivité 
industrielle. Beaucoup d'initiatives individuelles sont déjà du ressort de la « Chimie Verte ». Il 
semble nécessaire cependant de fédérer ce qui existe et d'inciter davantage de chercheurs à 
travailler dans ce domaine.  
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CHIMIE VERTE ou CHIMIE DURABLE : 

Un défi pour les chimistes 

Un moteur pour l’innovation 
 

 

RETOMBEES ET RECOMMANDATIONS 

 

 

 

La mise en œuvre d’un tel programme mobilise divers acteurs de la recherche ; elle implique 
la participation de plusieurs ministères : Recherche, Industrie, Environnement, Santé et aussi 
de tous les chimistes. Fédérer des équipes autour de ces thèmes constitue un premier objectif. 
Compte tenu de la nécessité d’information du public, cette orientation mérite d’être diffusée 
largement tandis que la formation des lycéens et des étudiants doit s’en inspirer. 
 
Pour toutes ces raisons, il est nécessaire de lancer des actions de formation, d’information et 
de collecte de données de recherche. 
 

- Formation : Inclure le concept de chimie verte et ses principes dans la formation des 
étudiants. Cet enseignement devrait avoir un effet positif sur leur motivation et rendre 
la chimie plus attractive. 

 
- Information : Diffuser les informations concernant cette stratégie pour éduquer les 

citoyens et leur montrer l'orientation résolument favorable au respect de 
l'environnement qu'elle suppose. 
A cet effet, rédiger une plaquette détaillant les engagements des chimistes en matière 
de chimie durable. 
 

- Collecte de Données : 
* Inventaire des technologies qui répondent déjà aux objectifs de la chimie verte. 
* Recherche des thèmes à développer pour répondre aux demandes du secteur privé. 

 
- Recherche : 

* Introduire la démarche « Chimie Verte » dans certains appels d’offre ou programmes 
de recherche en favorisant des actions illustrant l’économie d’atomes, une chimie sans 
solvant et sans auxiliaire de synthèse, l’utilisation de la biomasse pour la chimie fine. 
* Soutenir des acteurs spécifiques de développements méthodologiques. 
* Lancer des projets concrétisant cette démarche sur des enjeux économiques majeurs. 
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Group photography of the practical summer school "Separation chemistry", taken at 
Paniscoule, August 2007. Helmuth Moehwald received the 2007 Gay-Lussac in chemistry 

price attributed to ICSM/INSTN and was the main lecturer of this summer school. 
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